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ABSTRACT 

Public awareness of nature and environmental issues has grown in the last decades 

and zoos have successfully followed suit by re-branding themselves as key representatives 

for conservation. However, considering the fast rate of environmental degradation, in the 

near future, zoos may become the only place left for wildlife. Some scholars argue that we 

have entered a new epoch titled the “Anthropocene” that postulates the idea that untouched 

pristine nature is almost nowhere to be found.1 Many scientists and scholars argue that it is 

time that we embraced this environmental situation and anticipated the change. 2 Clearly, the 

impact of urbanization is reaching into the wild, so how can we design for animals in our 

artificializing world? Using the Manoa School method that argues that every future includes 

these four, generic, alternatives: growth, discipline, collapse, and transformation3, this 

dissertation explores possible future animal archetypes by considering multiple possibilities 

of post zoo design. 

 

Keywords: Nature, Environment, Anthropocene, Zoo, Animal Design, Future, Scenario

                                                             
1  Paul J. Crutzen, “Geology of Mankind,” Nature 415, no. 6867 (January 3, 2002): 23. 

2 Jamie Lorimer, Wildlife in the Anthropocene (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 
2015); Frank Oldfield et al., “The Anthropocene Review: Its Significance, Implications and the 
Rationale for a New Transdisciplinary Journal,” The Anthropocene Review 1, no. 1 (December 3, 2013): 
3–7. 

3 Jim Dator, ”Alternative Futures at the Manoa School.”, Journal of Futures Studies 14, no. 2 (2009):1-
18. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Figure 1. Futurist vision of the animal ark4 

We are experiencing unprecedented rates of environmental degradation, habitat loss, 

and animal extinction. As much as we like to believe that the romanticized image of nature 

still exists, it is important that we prepare for the crisis ahead and consider adequate 

alternative environments. This dissertation raises questions regarding fake real vs. real fake 

environments, private vs. public habitats, generic vs. specific design solutions, global vs. local 

scales, and environmental sustainability among others.  

                                                             
4 Shigeru Komatsuzaki, The Ark of Space, 1968. 
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The overarching questions that this research undertakes are: 

• What is the ideal future archetype for animals in the Anthropocene? 

• How do we use scenarios to help work through possible green design futures? 

Research Scope 

 This dissertation presents a unique contribution to the fields of architecture, 

environmental research, and futures studies. People from various professions are labeled as 

“futurists,” but architects especially “are truly effective in creating the futures—what they 

design and build often persists for a very long time, shaping, thwarting, and facilitating 

behavior for generations to come.”5 There is very little design research done on the topic of 

animal futures in the Anthropocene, and this dissertation takes the opportunity to tackle this 

gap in literature. 

“The era of climate change involves the mutation of systems beyond 20th century 
anthropomorphic models and has stood, until recently, outside representation or 
address. Understood in a broad and critical sense, climate change concerns material 
agencies that impact on biomass and energy, erased borders and microbial invention, 
geological and nanographic time, and extinction events. The possibility of extinction 
has always been a latent figure in textual production and archives; but the current 
sense of depletion, decay, mutation and exhaustion calls for new modes of address, 
new styles of publishing and authoring, and new formats and speeds of distribution. 
As the pressures and realignments of this re-arrangement occur, so must the critical 
languages and conceptual templates, political premises and definitions of ‘life’.”6 

 After considering inclusion and exclusion criteria, my research explores a future zoo 

typology rather than focusing on a specific animal species. Due to this new subject matter, 
                                                             
5 Jim Dator, “Alternative Futures in Architecture,” in The Routledge Companion for Architecture Design and 
Practice: Established and Emerging Trends, by Mitra Kanaani and Dak Kopec (London: Routledge, 2015): 
35. 

6 Claire Colebrook, Death of the PostHuman: Essays on Extinction, Vol. 1 (London, UK: Open 
Humanities Press, 2014): 4. 
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tackling the topic more generally will set a base for possible future research to elaborate on 

specific animal bodies. The dissertation is also targeting a specific time horizon, the year 

2050, using a twenty to thirty year projected time frame. It is near enough in the future so 

that we have some sense of realistic prediction, as well as an understanding of ongoing 

trends.7 Also, this qualitative research is “not limited to any one specific socio-geographic 

location, but rather is theoretically charged. Theory travels far better across boundaries, both 

geographic and cultural, than empirical research.”8 Although the discussion of case studies 

are site specific, the intention of the research is to explore models that can be replicated for 

different climates and biomes.  The goal is to use scenarios to produce “interesting research” 

that is engaging and facilitates new research prospects.9  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
7 Christopher T Boyko et al., “Benchmarking Sustainability in Cities: The Role of Indicators and 
Future Scenarios,” Global Environmental Change 22, no. 1 (2012): 245–254. 

8 Murphy, Mark. Theory as Method in Research: On Bourdieu, Social Theory and Education (Florence: Taylor 
and Francis, 2015): 129. 

9 Rafael Ramirez et al., “Scenarios as a Scholarly Methodology to Produce ‘Interesting Research,’” 
Futures 71 (2015): 70–87. 
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Anthropocene The most recent geological epoch following the Holocene, 
characterized by the role of humans in transforming the 
planet10  

Scenarios “A set of hypothetical events set in the future constructed to 
clarify a possible chain of causal events as well as their 
decision points’’11 

Archetype “An original model or type after which other similar things are 
patterned; a prototype”12 

Table 1. Operational Definitions 

The term ‘Anthropocene’ stirred discussions from both scientists and renowned 

environmental crusaders.13 Supporters of this terminology appreciate that it stimulates a wide 

social and cultural awareness about environmental changes brought about by human 

activities. Also, formal acknowledgment of a new geologic period enables the scientific 

community at large to solidify that mankind is now Earth’s major transformer. The term is 

being widely used in the media as well as in established scientific literature.14 

There has been some disagreement however on when the new epoch began. Nobel 

Prize-winning, atmospheric and environmental chemist, Paul Crutzen was behind 

popularizing the term. He suggests that technological advancements started the alteration of 

                                                             
10 R.T. Corlett, “The Anthropocene concept in ecology and conservation.” Trends in ecology & evolution 
30, no. 1 (2015): 36-41. 

11 Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiener, Year 2000; a Framework for Speculation on the next Thirty-Three 
Years (New York: Macmillan, 1967). 

12 Brandon Allen, “Culturalistic Design: Design Approach to Create Products for Specific Cultural 
and Subcultural Groups” (Auburn University, 2009). 

13 Whitney J Autin and John M Holbrook, “Is the Anthropocene an Issue of Stratigraphy or Pop 
Culture,” GSA Today 22, no. 7 (2012): 60–61. 

14 Will Steffen et al., “The Anthropocene: Conceptual and Historical Perspectives,” Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences 369, no. 1938 (2011): 842–
867. 
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the environment with the Industrial Revolution.15 Others claim that The Great Acceleration 

following World War II reports a significant deviation in monitored Earth systems from 

Holocene patterns.16 Furthermore, palaeoclimatologist William Ruddiman, concludes that 

the anthropocene commenced with the Agricultural Revolution.17 

Geologists however are not convinced with this buzzword. To them, terminology 

has to be backed up with scientific stratigraphic data, study of the rock formations, and earth 

layers. Especially since present day scientists are subjected to a lot pressure to create and 

maintain a reputation that governs their research.18 Coming up with iconic terms in society 

does not provide enough ground to allow for the amendment of formal practices. 

Particularly since Anthropocene directly compares human insurgence on the Earth with 

natural agitators such as earthquakes. Therefore, they feel an extensive scientific research was 

not considered in the formalization banter.19 

 

 

 

                                                             
15 Paul J. Crutzen and Stoermer, E.F., “The Anthropocene,” Global Change Newsletter 41 (2000): 17–
18. 

16 Will Steffen et al., “The Anthropocene: Conceptual and Historical Perspectives,” Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences 369, no. 1938 (2011): 842–
867. 

17 William Ruddiman, Plows, Plagues, and Petroleum (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
2005). 

18 Hessels, L.K., van Lente, H., and Smits, R., 2009, In search of relevance: the changing contract 
between science and society: Science and Public Policy, v. 36, p. 387–401.  

19 “The Human Epoch,” Nature 473 (2011): 254. 
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Arguments For/Against Zoos 

Zoos animals are utilized for research, education, and the recreation of millions of 

visitors from all ages and backgrounds.20 However, the concept of zoos and keeping animals 

captive for public display is a decades-long debate.21 The main controversy is whether it is 

just to continue keeping wild animals captive in artificial environments, especially exploiting 

them for human entertainment, and whether zoos provide benefits that justify the need for 

captivity. Mathematician Michael Wiseman and scientist Bogner Franz proposed a Model of 

Ecological Values (MEV) that describes human attitudes towards animals and nature as 

influenced by preservation and utilization notions. 22  Their model describes, “one’s position 

on two orthogonal dimensions, a bio-centric dimension that reflects conservation and 

protection of the environment; and an anthropocentric dimension that reflects the utilization 

of natural resources.’’23  Expanding their model further and looking at a broader spectrum of 

utilization and preservation, it is easy to find examples of exploitation24 and conservation25 

attitudes in our interactions with the animal world.  

                                                             
20 David Chiszar, "For Zoos." Psychological Record 40 (1990): 3-13. 

21 Mary P. Benbow, "Death and Dying at the Zoo." The Journal of Popular Culture 37 (2004): 379-398; 
Irus Braverman, "Zootopia: Utopia and Dystopia in the Zoological Garden." Earth Perfect 
(2012):2012-038; David Chiszar, "For Zoos." Psychological Record 40, no. 1 (1990): 3-13. 

22 Michael Wiseman and Bogner, Franz, “A Higher-Order Model of Ecological Values and Its 
Relationship to Personality,” Personality and Individual Differences 34 (2003): 783–94. 

23 Ibid 

24 Lauri L. Hyers, “Myths Used to Legitimize the Exploitation of Animals: An Application of Social 
Dominance Theory,” Anthrozoös 19, no. 3 (September 1, 2006): 194–210. 

25 Brian Miller, “New Conservation’ or Surrender to Development?,” Animal Conservation 17, no. 6 
(n.d.): 509–15. 
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Figure 2. Extended Model of Ecological Values 

Modern professionally run zoos have made great strides in animal care.26 They have 

also evolved as centers of science and conservation.27 Empirical studies show that many 

species of zoo animals live longer than their equivalents in the wild28. Additionally, 

psychological strains can generally be avoided, by advanced enclosure design, exercise 

regimes, birth control, and social interaction29. Also, zoos are routinely inspected to evaluate 

the appropriateness of their services, techniques, and management. In the United States, 

                                                             
26 J. Stuart Bunderson and Jeffery A. Thompson, “The Call of the Wild: Zookeepers, Callings, and 
the Double-Edged Sword of Deeply Meaningful Work,” Administrative Science Quarterly 54, no. 1 
(March 1, 2009): 32–57. 

27 Ben A. Minteer, “Can zoos save the world?” (October 30,2016). https://theconversation.com/can-
zoos-save-the-world-32356 (accessed April 18, 2017). 

28 Richard Weigl, Longevity of mammals in captivity; from the living collections of the world. E. 
Schweizerbart'sche (2005). 

29 Kathy Carlstead and David Shepherdson, “Alleviating Stress in Zoo Animals with Environmental 
Enrichment,” in The Biology of Animal Stress: Basic Principles and Implications for Animal Welfare., ed. G. P. 
Moberg and J. A. Mench (Wallingford, UK: CABI, 2000), 337–54. 
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AAZPA and the United States Department of Agriculture grant accreditation to zoos after 

approving the site facilities and staff expertise30. Miranda Stevenson31, biologist and former 

Executive Director of the British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums (BIAZA), 

writes in support of zoos that are challenging mass extinctions and have started strong 

conservation initiatives. She explains that human exploitation of the environment has made 

many habitats unsafe, however zoos’ conservation efforts have aided the survival of many 

species and the protection of their habitats. She adds that the focus of zoos toward 

conservation plans has resulted in successfully saving numerous species such as the Arabian 

Oryx, which was extinct in the wild, and a large part of other managed zoo populations has 

returned again to their original habitats under protected systems. However, the truth of the 

matter is that in the 21st century, many species’ survival depends upon being managed 

through a process that involves captivity and/or secure areas in one way or another.  

The anti-zoo movement that is seemingly making a come back choses to concentrate 

on ill-designed and ill-maintained zoos, ignoring any good that has been accrued from the 

concept of zoological parks. It is on this premise that they base their arguments for 

proposing doing away with all zoos. While the moral argument brought forth by this 

movement is sound, the implications are far from justifiable. Daniel Turner32, founder 

member of ENDCAP a pan-European Coalition of animal welfare organizations and wildlife 

professionals believes that the wild is where animals belong and can naturally evolve to 

achieve survival, and wildlife problems should be resolved in situ. “It is a sad indictment that 

                                                             
30 David Chiszar, "For Zoos." Psychological Record 40 (1990): 3-13. 

31 Miranda Stevenson and Daniel Turner, "Zoos The Debate." Ecologist 34, no. 1(2004): 20. 

32 Ibid 
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the list of zoo 'success stories' remains distressingly short. Can the reintroduction into the 

wild of a handful of captive-bred species justify the lifelong incarceration of millions of wild 

animals in thousands of zoos?”33 He argues that we need to change our behavior to 

minimize our impact on the environment, and if needed gently interfere to manage habitats 

without moving the animals to artificial environments. Animals have allegedly starved to 

death in Naples Zoo, and the National Zoo in Washington DC has been blamed for a series 

of scandalous animal fatalities34. Even in more advanced zoos where they try to offer 

nourishing food, social interaction, naturalistic enclosures, and environmental enrichment 

animals still lack the richness of their original habitats35. More often than not, animals at zoos 

suffer physically and psychologically36. 

 In her book, Vicki Croke37, expert animal writer and journalist, examines the zoo 

dilemma. On one hand, zoos celebrate life, and provide the visitors with a natural and 

spiritual experience. Alternatively, “If we continue to lock beasts up in barren enclosures, the 

heart of darkness will belong to mankind. Just as bear-baiting seems barbaric to us now, so 

will confining wild animals in cement bunkers seem to our grandchildren”38. However the 

physical appearance of modern zoos has replaced  “cement bunkers” with more naturalistic 

                                                             
33 Miranda Stevenson and Daniel Turner, "Zoos The Debate." Ecologist 34, no. 1(2004): 21. 

34 Ibid: 20. 

35 PETA, “Zoos: Pitiful Prisons.” (March 1,2015). http://www.peta.org/issues/animals-in-
entertainment/animals-used-entertainment-factsheets/zoos-pitiful-prisons/ (Accessed April 20, 
2017). 

36 Michael Lawrence, The Zoo and Screen Media: Images of Exhibition and Encounter (Berlin, Germany: 
Springer, 2016). 

37 Vicki Croke, The Modern Ark: The Story of Zoos, Past Present and Future (New York: Scribbler,1997). 

38 Ibid: 14. 
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enclosures including vegetation, rocks and water. In the 1990s, the Bronx Zoo went as far as 

renaming itself the Wildlife Conservation Park and began to call its enclosures living 

classrooms39.  

  

Our drive as a species towards conservation is an attempt to rectify the wrong we 

have already done. The entire concept of conservation, including the keeping of animals in 

zoos, is a rather defeatist one. Conservation in essence tries to go against the laws of natural 

selection. The species that are able to quickly adapt to the changes are the species that 

eventually survive. Should these adaptive capabilities fail to match up to the changing world 

then mankind, along with all other species that will have been wiped out will simply go down 

history as a failed experiment. For the necessary changes to occur in zoos as we know them 

                                                             
39 Alan Beardsworth & Alan Bryman, "The wild animal in late modernity: The case of the 
Disneyization of zoos." Tourist Studies 1, no. 1 (2001): 83-104. 
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today, we need to change the public’s opinion of them. People can no longer look at zoos as 

a one-stop shop for all their wildlife needs. Awareness of animal welfare has (in the past) 

been an impetus for the conditions of zoos improve. Some zoos have caved into public 

pressure to do away with bars in the animal enclosures. It is from such a state of 

enlightenment amongst the public that the distinction between a good zoo and a bad zoo 

can be drawn and a guideline for proper zoo management can be established. With the 

evolution of various conservation-related concepts and strategies, there needs to be an 

evolution in how zoos operate.  

 Zoos provide a platform within which people can draw meaning and an 

understanding of both nature and culture. The understanding of nature is based on how well 

the zoo does and how well people engage with it on an aesthetic as well as educational level. 

It is hard to deny that zoos are great catalysts for environmental change. The Association of 

Zoos & Aquariums (AZA) has been pushing for green design solutions that demonstrate 

environmental awareness and advocacy, by combining education and conservation40. Zoos 

(like other cultural institutions such as museums), aspire to valuable goals. These objectives 

include education, recreation, scientific research, and saving certain species from extinction.41 

A lot of zoos have enthusiastic research divisions that support valuable field research, but 

are not necessarily focused on publishing42. Furthermore, the majority of the knowledge we 

have about wild population management and veterinary expertise came from 
                                                             
40 Patricia G. Patrick, et al, "Conservation and education: prominent themes in zoo mission 
statements." The Journal of Environmental Education 38.3 (2007): 53-60. 

41 Jackie Ogden and Joe E. Heimlich, "Why focus on zoo and aquarium education?" Zoo biology 28.5 
(2009): 357-360. 

42 Andrew Moss, Maggie Esson & Sarah Bazley, "Applied research and zoo education: The evolution 
and evaluation of a public talks program using unobtrusive video recording of visitor behavior." 
Visitor Studies 13, no. 1 (2010): 23-40. 
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experimentation at zoos43. 

 Zoo goals are undeniably important to society, yet critics question whether these 

goals benefit both the public and the animals. In his essay, philosopher Dale Jamieson44 

advanced a well-known ethical critique of zoos, concluding that zoo animals are imprisoned 

for negligible public or scientific benefits. Similarly, Terry Maple45 the former president of 

Zoo Atlanta, is critical of bad zoos, stating that: “zoo animals are deprived of freedom for 

little social or scientific good, and that zoos cause suffering without producing compensatory 

benefits for animals or people”46. Other critics also challenge the educational claims of zoos, 

e.g.,47 stating that people do not visit zoos to learn48. As a result, an extensively promoted 

study was sponsored by the National Science Foundation and led by members of the 

Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) to determine if zoo visits yield lasting effects on 

the public’s attitude towards animals49. The Visitor Impact Study states that zoos are indeed 

improving the visitors’ awareness of wildlife and habitat conservation, and it endorses the 

                                                             
43 Miranda Stevenson and Daniel Turner, "Zoos The Debate." Ecologist 34, no. 1(2004): 20. 

44 Dale Jamieson, "Against Zoos." In In Defense of Animals, ed. P. Singer (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1985),108-117. 

45Dita Wickins-Dražilová, "Zoo animal welfare." Journal of agricultural and environmental ethics 19.1 
(2006): 23. 

46 Terry Maple, "Toward a responsible zoo agenda." In Ethics on the Ark, edn. M. Hutchins, E. 
Stevens, T. Maple and B. Norton (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 20-30. 

47 Stephen R. Kellert, The Value of Life: Biodiversity and Human Society. (Washington D.C: Island Press, 
1996). 

48 Michael D. Kreger and J. A. Mench, "Visitor–animal interactions at the zoo." Anthrozoös 8, no. 3 
(1995): 143–158. 

49 John Howard Falk, et al., Why zoos & aquariums matter: Assessing the impact of a visit to a zoo or 
aquarium. Silver Spring, MD: Association of Zoos & Aquariums, 2007. 
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idea that zoos have a strong positive influence on visitors50. However, in a study of the 

Reptile House in the National Zoo, Washington, D.C., it showed that the average visitor 

spends only 26 seconds in front of each exhibit. Therefore, it is hard to comprehend how 

any significant learning can happen in such a short time51. Adding to the discussion, another 

research study shows that zoo visits boost biodiversity literacy, but that increased awareness 

does not necessitate a change in behavior.52 53 Overall, zoo animals are utilized to accomplish 

positive outcomes, but if they are not handled well, they can leave visitors saddened about 

the settings under which the animals are held, and frame a negative idea about all zoos54. 

One shouldn’t suppose that zoo animals inevitably live under harsh circumstances, in fact in 

recent years zoos have been scrutinizing their own practices and investigating new 

techniques to further improve welfare rather than simply avoid animal cruelty55. 

 

 

 

                                                             
50 John Howard Falk, et al., Why zoos & aquariums matter: Assessing the impact of a visit to a zoo or 
aquarium. Silver Spring, MD: Association of Zoos & Aquariums, 2007. 

51 Bob Mullan, Zoo Culture (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1999). 

52 Andrew Moss, Eric Jensen & Markus Gusset, "Conservation: Zoo visits boost biodiversity 
literacy." Nature 508, no. 7495 (2014): 186. 

53 Andrew Moss, Eric Jensen & Markus Gusset, "Evaluating the contribution of zoos and aquariums 
to Aichi Biodiversity Target 1." Conservation Biology 29, no. 2 (2015): 537-544. 

54 Barbara Woods, "Good zoo/bad zoo: Visitor experiences in captive settings." Anthrozoös 15, no. 4 
(2002): 343-360. 

55 Jessica C. Whitham and Nadja Wielebnowski, “New Directions for Zoo Animal Welfare Science,” 
Applied Animal Behaviour Science 147, no. 3 (2013): 247–60. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DESIGN THEORY 

 

Zootopia 

British sociologist Krishan Kumar describes three different types of utopian 

societies. 56 The first is Paradise, a society peacefully co-existing with all living things. The 

second is the Ideal City, a society created in accordance with logic. Finally, the zoo as a 

theme park embodies Cockaigne, a land of amusement and indulgence. The concept of 

utopia is more than just a fusion of these three concepts; nevertheless, they each provide a 

glimpse of the utopian ideal. Paradise highlights the elements of balance with nature; the 

Ideal City emphasizes structure and order; while Cockaigne highlights pleasure.57 All these 

attributes are present at zoos. Worth noting, though, is that each utopian society also 

contains the elements for its own downfall and, giving rise to a dystopian state. Historian 

Annette Giesecke and English Professor Naomi Jacobs in their book " Earth Perfect? Nature, 
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Utopia, and the Garden,"58 adopt the term “zootopia" to emphasize the inextricable link 

between the utopian and dystopian presence at zoological gardens.  

The idea of "heterotopias" as described by Michel Foucault, describes a world within 

which all other alternate realities and cultures are represented and contrasted at the same 

time.59 Zoos in urban spaces fall into this description. They are reenactments of utopian 

conditions as depicted in biblical occurrences such as Noah’s ark or the Garden of Eden 

where human and animals interacted freely and shared the same space. They can, therefore, 

be compared to other ‘nature’ sites such as farms and forests but simultaneously contrasted 

with others such as animal sanctuaries. In light of emergent animal geography studies, the 

creation of divisions between rural, urban, and wild spaces that are ideally meant to be a 

shared resource between humans and animals are criticized. It is important that the human 

presence be a continuous one within the environment in order for us to discover rules of 

engagement with other species without the relationship being an exploitative one.60

                                                             
58 Annette Giesecke and Naomi Jacobs, Earth Perfect? Nature, Utopia, and the Garden (London: Black 
Dog Publishing, 2012). 

59 Michel Foucault and Jay Miskowiec, “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16, no. 1 (1986): 22–27 (24). 

60 Ralph Acampora, “Oikos and Domus: On Constructive Co-Habitation with Other Creatures,” 
Philosophy & Geography 7, no. 2 (2004): 219–235 (222). 
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It is undeniable that the modern zoo has been established as an urban body. Ever since the 

late 19th century, the development of cities has paraded man’s power, and that included 

showcasing a collection of exotic wildlife. “This is the crux of the matter: those who 

envisage creating ‘heaven earth’ …, ‘will only succeed in making hell’.”61 These zoos were a 

testament to man’s triumphant ability to place the chaos and wilderness of nature into 

complete subjection and order.62 Zoo animals are carefully classified and encoded into large 

international databases; and high-tech computer programs store and organize data about 

them. At the core of this is a utopian belief that the humans can bring order to the world.63 

In a sense, the zoo shelters not just nature’s chaos, but also man’s need for control.  

Zoo cages are considered by art critic John Berger to be an unreal space that makes 
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zoo animals marginal. He states that the visibility through glass barriers, bars, or mesh have 

been tokenized and the space these animals inhabit is artificial.64 According to naturalist James 

Breheny, zoos provide for its visitors the illusion of being transported into an environment, that is both 

wild and free, and very much unlike the orderly spaces in which they live in. 65 And in the same vein, 

Paul Harpley from Toronto Zoo points out that “without the city, there would also not be a 

zoo in the way we think about zoos, because we wouldn't need to bring the other to the 

urban."66  The zoo provides an escape to a world that is presented as natural but is in fact 

governed by manmade ideals of structure and organization.67 This utopian design, however, 

is not based on an abstract idea but on actual natural environments from around the world. 

For example, the Buffalo Zoo utilizes three different ways of organizing the enclosures. 

First, the zoo site is divided into continents and locations on Earth. Second, certain exhibits 

are classified based on their habitats; thirdly and finally, signage is used to explain the 

taxonomic background of the animals. “Each of these three mapping schemes—continent- 

based, habitat-based, and taxonomy-based—highlights a different aspect of the human-

nature relationship.” The first method of continent-based organization relies on a person’s 

knowledge of the map of the world, thereby utilizing skills that have been important for 

survival since the colonial age. This mapping scheme is dependent on geography, and 

therefore emphasizes human supremacy over the Earth. The second method of 
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organization, habitat-based classification, views the world as different biomes where humans 

and animals are interdependent of each other. Lastly, the taxonomy system is based on the 

Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae, 1735, which classifies species according different kingdoms.68 

Taxonomy divides animal kingdoms into classes, and then into orders, genes, and species. It 

showcases scientific progress, together with the human ability to choose the specie names. 

Several categorization schemes can be used in one zoo simultaneously, since they all reflect a 

need to make sense of the world and a desire to subjugate it.  

In designing the zoo, two methods are used to facilitate the illusion of the natural 

habitat – immersion design, and zoogeography.69 For the proponents of the naturalistic 

design, it would not make sense to spend millions of dollars on an exhibit, advertise to 

people that they will be immersed in the experience of nature, only for them to see a lion 

eating out of his food bowl. Special attention is given to detail, such as avoiding areas with 

high-rises when choosing a zoo site. Sound is also a very important factor in immersion 

designs, especially at the Saint Louis Zoo. Almost every enclosure and pathway has its own 

audio system installed with geographically appropriate squeaks, rattles, and chirps. It is very 

difficult to differentiate the animal audio recordings from the natural sounds . Award-

winning designer, Chin, elaborates, “we want to blur the lines so you feel like you're in 

nature. We don't want you to feel like you're in a contrived space... you might forget for a 

little while that you're in a building in the Bronx Zoo.” 70 
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No information is given to visitors regarding any artificial design elements. This is 

done to preserve the authenticity of the experience for the audience, majority of who will 

never be able to travel to such exotic habitats. In addition, artificial components are used for 

easier maintenance and practicality; they are constructed in a very precise way down to the 

number of branches.71 To truly pull off a zoo immersion experience, it is important to 

conceal any artificial elements and hide any human activity. Large exhibits rely on a team of 

“architects, zoologists, botanists, graphic designers, construction workers, welders, 

carpenters, painters, electricians, plumbers, audio specialists, gardeners, cabinet-makers, and 

glaziers”, all working in the same location, and all of whom must be made invisible. In a 

telling remark, former Director of the Bronx Zoo, William Conway, joked that “the most 

dangerous animal in the zoo is the architect.” This comment reveals the cautious approach 

that many zookeepers have toward the zoo infrastructure and their architects.72 Nevertheless, 

despite efforts to be as authentic as possible, the zoo ensures that some aspects are 

unknown. The zoo must still be distinguishable from the wild in the aspect of safety, health, 

age, and predation is also subdued.   

Nature at the zoo is a sanitized version of itself – it is the nature humans desire it to 

be. Therefore, certain acts of predation are hidden from the public. Fish are fed to zoo 

animals everyday in front of audiences, however snakes and whole prey are done discreetly. 

It seems as though humans are unoffended by the killing of animals that are on the lower 

parts of the food chain. 73 In addition, anything that would elicit negative feelings from the 
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audience must be kept concealed. To justify this, zoo directors explain that visitors would 

complain if they saw animals that looked ill and tired, when it could just be from old age. 

“Do you want us to kill everything when it’s in its prime and breed more so that everything 

is bright eyed and bushy tailed, or is it okay to exhibit older animals or animals with 

handicaps?”74  

Zoogeography organizes nature based on their location, first implemented at Toronto 

Zoo. Zoo manager, Paul Harpley, explains that the zoo commissioned for the entire world 

to be exhibited75. The grand endeavor to reduce the entire world into a small-scale model 

that fits a person’s vision or perspective was first accomplished by Wylde’s Great Globe at 

the Great Exhibition in 1851. 76 The exhibit showcased a giant hollow globe containing 

plaster casts of the Earth’s landforms and seas. Wylde’s design gave the viewer a higher 

vantage point over the shrunken world that represented our much larger reality. This design 

strategy showed the audience a vantage point of a model of the whole world. Zoos as 

heterotopias also defy space and time restrictions.77 Animals from opposite sides of the 

Earth are a short distance away from each other; and exhibits of dinosaurs and extinct 

species are seen at the same time as living creatures. The zoo’s visitors move through 

different continents and time periods, much like channel surfing on television – catering to 

their amusement and pace.78 
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  The utopian and dystopian implications of zoological gardens are further highlighted 

within the framework of consumption. Zoos must survive in an economic environment 

where entertainment businesses compete for their customers’ increasingly limited incomes. 

Certainly, consumerism defines the zoogoer’s experience. Zoos depend highly on retail, 

including tickets, toys, food, and memorabilia. And this consumerism attitude is justified by 

claims to save nature at the same time that consumption is believed to be the main reason 

behind habitat loss.79  Gift shops found near entrances and exits are the most obvious 

consumerist places within the zoo. There are no established guidelines in determining what 

products to sell at the gift shop other than profit. Despite this, more and more zoos are 

considering selling green products. While the gift shop is the main venue for consumption 

within the zoo, consumerism is evident throughout the entire park. Visitors are encouraged 

to buy food for the animals, and vending machines are strategically placed throughout the 

zoo. Certain animals and exhibits may also be sponsored by corporations, which advertise 

this fact in numerous sign posts all throughout the park. For example, the two tigers at 

Buffulo Zoo are aptly named “Thyme” and “Warner,” because they are sponsored by Time 

Warner Brothers.  As recounted by Susan Davis, in reference to the San Diego park, “the 

virtual maze of advertising, public relations, and entertainment renders this zoo an 

exhaustively commercial space.”80  However, this act of consumerism is viewed as more 

charitable, since what is spent supports animal conservation projects. In a sense, the zoo 

markets nature itself; thus, consumerism here is distinct from consumerism at the mall.81  
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Ben Minteer, Professor of Environmental Ethics and Conservation, explains that as 

much as zoos like to consider themselves as centers of research, education, and 

conservation, they have also always been associated with the entertainment industry. 82 In 

order to reconcile the opposing ideas of recreational consumption and anti-consumerism, 

virtuous ideals like “buy in order to save” are injected into consumerist acts within the zoo. 

Humans at the zoo are framed rather carefully. They are portrayed as the cause for habitat 

loss and environmental degradation, and simultaneously depicted as those who have the 

power to animal salvation. By staging such a harsh contrast, the zoo is greatly emphasizing 

the divide between humans and species. This dualistic presentation promotes the 

romanticized image of nature that is under the mercy and consumption of humans83. As 

environmental historian Jennifer Price puts it, buying and consuming zoo products are 

legitimate ways to express concern for the environment within the confines of consumerism, 

even if such activities might downplay the conscienceless and abusive nature of mass 

consumerism itself.84 It may even be argued that a zoo is, in fact, is a utopia because of the 

ideals it sells. By buying, a person contributes in erecting a more beautiful world, rich in 

nature and biodiversity. In ideal scenario, commercial choices are affected by the principles 

of responsibility for the environment.85 
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Artificial Nature 

Humans are the ultimate ‘hyper keystone’’ species, meaning that they command 

complex interaction chains that affect multiple others.86 As a higher order species human 

beings have a global reach and through their actions can impact numerous ecosystems. Our 

so-called natural areas have in more ways than one been proven to be a result of human 

intervention. According to scientific journalist Charles C. Mann, the Amazon forest for 

example is a wonderful construction of mankind, "a cultural artifact-that is, an artificial 

object”.87  Mann draws his conclusion from the studies of anthropologist Clark Erickson 

that tells of the human intervention and cultivation of the lowland tropical forests of South 

America.88 Currently the results of studies around the topic point to the planting and 

nurturing efforts of Mesoamericans in the Amazon forest long before Columbus discovered 

it. Nature has for a long time now lost its pristineness at the hands of humans. Man’s ability 

to manipulate nature makes the thought of reshaping it an enticing one. "...nature has not 

been natural, in the sense of pure and untouched by human works, for millennia. More 

provocatively nature’s malleability offers an “invitation” to the artificial.”89 The story of the 

Amazon is not a unique one. The Niagara Falls vistas are the brainchild of Frederick Law 

Olmstead, a landscape architect. 90 The falls were designed in the late nineteenth century and 
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the design was later revised in 1920 with more water being diverted to the falls for a more 

appealing visual effect. 

“We must acknowledge that ‘nature’ is gone. ‘Nature’, in the sense of places and 
processes uninfluenced by human actions, no longer exists, and those places where 
the impact of human actions is still small will rapidly decrease in number and 
importance until all of Earth, as well as all of society, will be ‘artificial’ and require 
continual human invention, creation, maintenance and re-imagination; that the task 
of ethics and governance from now on is, as Walt Anderson said, ‘to govern 
evolution’.”91 

 

The story of human interference on “natural” landscapes is evident throughout the 

protected habitats that exist today. National parks and wildlife preserves exist all over the 

world due to human interference. The survival of these areas in their ‘pristine’ state is likely 

not to have occurred had it not been for government legislation, and management by 

humans.92 In this sense, even the most pristine of lands are a manifestation of our cultural 

initiatives as humans.  Historian Richard White’s definition of wilderness is perhaps one of 

the more sincere observations: “wilderness is managed land, protected by three-hundred 

page manuals specifying what can and cannot be done on it."93 

              Cities such as New York and Berlin, even with their technological and structural 

advancements, have been a topic of discussion at one point or another as to whether or not 
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they are organic or simply mechanical in their design and operation.94 Cities are like living 

organisms is an analogy that has been around for a long time and has been used with varying 

degrees. The city has been described in numerous ways over the years. However, all the 

different definitions seem to agree that cities are either organic, mechanic or both. 

Landscape architect Ian McHarg95 in the 50s and 60s viewed cities as being more organic 

than mechanic, a school of thought that was challenged in the 70s. The constant shift 

between organic and mechanic views of the city space is attributed to changes in social, 

economic and political patterns.  How then does a city compare to an organism? In what 

ways is a city alive? Despite being inanimate in their nature, cities possess a number of 

qualities that can be classified as being organic. On the one hand, they consume things and 

give off waste. The very rhythm of everyday city life is pulse like. Alan Berger, Professor of 

Landscape Architecture, in the essay “Drosscape” describes American cities as either being 

“natural”, “organic”, “nature” or as “living” multiple times. 96 The primary aim of the use of 

these terms is to emphasize the similarities between cities and living organisms in their way 

of operation. “Cities are not static objects, but active arenas marked by continuous energy 

flow and transformation of which landscape and building and other hard parts are not 

permanent structure but transitional manifestations. Like a biological organism the urbanized 

landscape is an open system.”97  
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If we are to better plan for our cities or simply be more aware of that which entails the daily 

activities in the cities, we need not only pay attention to the structural and inanimate aspects 

of it but also to the actual living, breathing organisms that are found within it.  

“View the entire metropolis as a living arena of processes and exchanges over time, 
allowing new forces and relationships to prepare the ground for new activities and 
pattern of occupancy. The designation Terra Firma (firm, not changing; fixed and 
definite) gives way in favor of the shifting processes coursing through and across the 
urban field: terra fluxus.”98 

 

The concept of landscapes that are devoid of human interference on the planet today is one 

that is largely discredited, and the differentiation between the history of nature and that of 

humans is increasingly becoming difficult.99 The fifth assessment report by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) paints a rather clear picture of the 

anthropogenic effects of the industrialized man on the planet. 100  In this report, the rapid 

intensification of production processes has been pointed out as the lead contributor to 

greenhouse gases; notably methane, nitrous oxide, and carbon dioxide. The resultant effect is 

the increase in atmospheric, earth surface, and oceanic temperatures. This in turn has 

hastened the rate of oceanic acidification and melting of polar ice and glaciers, which in turn 

has seen a rise in sea levels globally.101 The impacts of our actions on the environment has 
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seen a species going extinct 1000-10000 times as fast when compared to past extinction 

rates.102 The anthropogenic effects on the planet are such that the soil, water, and air are 

either directly or indirectly suffering the consequences of man’s actions. The ever-growing 

human population results in the need to produce more food for the human race. In order to 

achieve this, forest and woodlands are cleared of their natural vegetation and room and 

livestock production has taken on a more intensified approach. Continued mechanization of 

production processes has seen the human race unabashed in its consumption of fossil fuels. 

 

Figure 3. Measures of the Anthropocene103 
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Changes in the world today are characterized by a globalization of markets and 

economies as well as a rise in human populations and consequently consumption. 

"Civilization is faced with massive challenges within the natural environment and if reports 

have us believe, there is the potential that in the coming decades our natural world will look 

and be very different."104 With this in mind, there is need to expand our focus not only on 

local needs and solutions, but also upscale solutions of local challenges to a global level. This 

specifically applies to managing animal populations. Whatever design we come up with to 

solve local problems, their effects when applied on a global level must be considered. 

Environmental scientist and attorney, Braden Allenby, explains that Earth Systems 

Engineering and Management (ESEM) projects must need to be flexible and adjustable.105 

This is because ESEM systems acknowledge the fact that we live in a changing world and as 

such, any attempts to manage the systems of this earth will need to accommodate that 

change whenever and wherever it happens. ESEM systems should be designed in such a way 

that they contribute to the resilience of earth systems, providing a safety net. In the event 

that ESEM systems fail, their design should allow them to fail in a manner that causes the 

least harm to the earth’s systems.  The recognition of the fact that there are major changes 

happening to the systems that govern our world should not be a source of doom and gloom. 

Instead, we should acknowledge the Anthropocene and embrace it as a new beginning for 

the relationship between mankind and the planet as well as a learning opportunity.  
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Human societies are also affected by these anthropogenic triggered climatic and 

environmental changes. This is clear from the extreme weather conditions, punishing 

storms, failed agricultural harvests, diminishing water supplies, and flooding events in coastal 

regions.106 The Anthropocene is characterized by warmer temperatures, higher sea levels, 

changing precipitation patterns, dwindling ice cover, a damaged biosphere and landscapes 

largely controlled by humans. However, thanks to the Anthropocene, humankind can see 

that we too are part and parcel of nature. It gives humans the chance to realize and 

appreciate the fact that we are a force just like any other in the natural world, capable of 

impacting long lasting changes on the natural world.107  
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David Grazian108, Professor of Sociology, explains that zoos in the modern world 

serve as a reminder of our struggle to differentiate between nature and culture. The very 

design of the zoos, the animals we choose to put in them, the conservation education 

offered, and even the entertainment aspects of zoos are centered on our idea and 

understanding of what constitutes as nature. They tell the tale of our struggle to bring order 

in an otherwise chaotic world. Zoos also serve as reminders of human dominance over the 

earth; its success stories as well as its shortcomings.109 The changes effected on zoos as 

desired by different stakeholders is a living testament to the impacts of human interference 

on the earth’s biosphere as well as its geological processes. An understanding of the zoos, 

their coming into being as well as their management, may perhaps give insight on how we 

view the world. It may further help us to reconsider our preconceived notions of what 

nature should be. This change in ideologies is a much-needed one in a world that is plagued 

with extreme weather events, raging forest fires, unmanageable heat waves, and a mass 

extinction of species. Zoos in their construction and rules of engagement may not 

completely represent the complexities of our understanding and conceptualization of our 

world. They, however, paint a good picture of the moral norms and realities, modes of 

conservation and captivity that we subject ourselves to, based on what society has 

considered to be our reality.110 
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In his book Wildlife in the Anthropocene: Conservation after Nature, Jamie Lorimer, 

Professor of Human Geography, claims that pure nature that is untouched by humans no 

longer exists. 111 The book presents a comprehensive assessment of the Anthropocene, an 

epoch in which humans have impacted every living system on Earth. Lorimer discusses the 

consequences for this drastic change in nature and the policies of wildlife conservation. He 

introduces key concepts for a world where humans are simultaneously responsible for the 

large habitat loss and in charge of species survival. He contends that Nature has 

conventionally been comprehended as being ‘out there’ outside the impact of humans112. 

Conservation efforts have echoed this and aimed to ‘preserve a fixed Nature from modern, 

urban, and industrial society by enclosing it in National Parks’.113 Lorimer argues that such 

projects have been incredibly successful, but in the Anthropocene they won’t work. He 

investigates conservation as an educational method and discusses the notions of nonhuman 

charisma and sentimental rationalities in conservation. The main animal beneficiaries are 

usually species that are either connected with humans, valuable to humans, or loved by 

humans. The notion of “nature” that humans have instinctively used for ages, is a wild and 

severely extraordinary place where humans are just playing one part, is (Lorimer claims) now 

being substituted by a completely manipulated space by humans. We are approaching a 

period of “after nature” that requires that we deeply transform our methods of conservation 

to reflect this. Future conservation methods should steer away from the ‘national park’ 

prototype and be open to investigation and possibility. We have to look at the ‘cene’ not as a 

series of chronological events but as the chaos of the now, and the happenings between 
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what was and what shall be. In this way, we create room for change-oriented research where 

terrestrial animals are concerned.114 

Animal Clients 

  Architecture is influenced by the human story.115 Different architectural practices and 

outcomes are informed by our religion, history, culture and the styles that came with them. 

As these aspects changed with time, so did the need and functionality of our architecture. 

Our need to separate ourselves based on our social status has also played a role in 

determining the intricacies of our architecture. Animal architecture on the other hand seems 

to be believed to be constant, to be stuck in a state of limbo nature. This seemingly constant 

state of being is what leads to the architectural dilemma witnessed in zoo architecture. The 

question is, since we are introducing animals into a new environment, do we try and recreate 

that which they are already used to, introduce them to something new, or design zoos that 

marry the two?  
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The human thought process is clearly represented in all aspects of the world as we know 

it today. This is true for animal enclosures that zoos are made up of. By paying close 

attention to these human made homes for animals, you are bound to see the influence of 

time, geographic location and culture.116 If the construction of these enclosures is left purely 

to animals, then the ‘homes’ of the different creatures would be similar regardless of when 

they were built. This, however, is not the case with human-made enclosures. They differ in 

style and materials used depending on the temporal and spatial disposition of the creators.  

The shape, form, and composition of animal enclosures created by man are a testament to 
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the way in which humans view and relate to the said animals. Architect Bernard Tschumi 

relied on these concepts when designing the new Parc zoologique de Paris:117 

1. Duality. Instead of insisting on a form of architecture that separates the human and 

animal histories, we could instead design one that takes into account the cultural and 

natural influences of both. This form of architecture could also borrow from the best 

technologies that are at our disposal without necessarily letting go of the exotic 

aspects of the natural world.   

2. Envelope. Architecture has shifted from being structured to being more fluid. 

Structures are longer limited by walls and roofs but are thought of as being part of a 

larger permeable environment.  

3. Filter. Architects must view structure in such a way that they are both protective yet 

porous.  

Documentary filmmaker and author, Robert Mullan118, explains that the creation of 

enclosures within human dominated and governed spaces is our attempt to ‘tame’ that which 

we consider to be wild. Even in the spaces that we allocate to the nonhuman others, we tend 

to claim a piece of it for ourselves. Take zoos for instance, you cannot simply design it by 

placing enclosures randomly within it. Each enclosure must be well thought out and be able 

to accommodate and display the animal. The placement of these enclosures must be such 

that there is enough room for humans to move around and interact with the different 

animals in a controlled environment. Some architects go the extra mile and attempt to 
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incorporate the cultures found in the different regions of the animals’ origins.119 Elephant 

enclosures often include hints of the Hindu culture with other architecture inspired by 

traditional and religious buildings like mosques, temples, palaces, and castles. Such designs 

seem to be entirely missing the point when it comes to naturalizing the animal’s enclosures. 

This only helps to distance the world of the animals on display from that of the humans 

viewing them.  

Carl Hagenbeck, animal dealer and zoo owner, sought to break the over 

complication of designing a zoo at the onset of the twentieth century. 120  In 1907, he opened 

the doors of his zoo to the public in Hamburg, Germany. The setting and creation of animal 

enclosures for his zoo was inspired by observations of actual animal behavior in the wild. He 

preferred open-air enclosures as opposed to completely closed off ones that required a 

massive amount of technology and effort just to keep the temperatures at an optimum. He 

strived to minimize the barrier between the animal on display and its viewers. By so doing, 

he succeeded in achieving active rather than passive engagement between the animals on 

either side of the enclosure. He also succeeded in transporting humans to the jungles from 

which these animals came. Simply put, to Hagenbeck, the point of the zoo was not to 

promote the human-animal separation but to demystify it. Prior to Hagenbeck’s bold move 

to do away with the elaborate separation of animals in enclosures form the rest of the world, 

zoo enclosures often took on the shape and feel of a prison cell.121 The animals were 
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evidently perceived by a number of zoo architects to be dangerous and as such the 

enclosures were designed to keep humans from harm’s way.  

 

Figure 4.  Panorama view of Hagenbeck’s Tierpark122 

The creation of place by animals differs from that by humans.123 Daniel Nuttall, architect 

and scientist, introduces a new theory for Zoo Exhibit Design that focuses on how animal 

needs should drive the design process.124 Where zoo architecture is involved,  ‘the customer, 

the creature that is going to live in the building, cannot be consulted…. Few if any wild 
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animals, for instance, would choose to live in full view of human beings, yet in a zoo they 

must’.125 Nuttall proposes a new design theory where the animal is the client that you are 

designing for, and the success of the design depends on the animal’s behavior in the space. 

He links this theory to broader issues of sustainability and animal survival, and involves both 

ecological and design disciplines. This theoretical paper questions how animals could 

contribute in creating plans to sustain their existence, and asks how are the needs of animals 

represented in design process? And, are there more inclusive and interdisciplinary design 

approaches that focus on the welfare of animals in zoos?  Currently, “there is no theory that 

describes how designers might consider animal needs, and how these needs might be 

interpreted in the design process”,126 so Nuttall explains that this is a foundation paper that 

requires further refinement through an ongoing process that adapts to both humans and 

animals. He questioned how we can create a power shift during design, and described his 

proposed process of animal participation in two steps. First, we must invest in gathering 

general and comprehensive information about all species characteristics and behavioral 

patterns. Second, we must compare our gathered knowledge with thorough observations at 

the zoo. Animals communicate with us through the way they respond to their designed 

environments, and if they are placed in an undesirable setting they will make it known 

through their behavior. Hence, animal collaboration in the design process can only occur 

after we truly understand and observe them. 
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The success of zoos is largely attributed to the continued separation between culture 

and nature.127 “Cultural rifts between humans and animals tend to obscure animal 

participation, collaboration and choice.”128 This separation is apparent even within the 

management structure of the zoos. We have animal care oriented departments such as the 

vets and zookeepers on one hand, and separate socio-cultural oriented departments that 

handle the visitors and staff at the zoo. While zoos cater to three main end-users: visitors, 

staff, and animals, they have habitually given the staff the authority over curatorial and 

design decisions.129 Driven by the new epoch and massive habitat loss, notions of alternative 

space and power must be explored. After all, “thinking like an elephant, an insect, or even a 

molecule – can help attune to the diverse ways in which nonhuman life inhabits the novel 

ecosystems of an Anthropocene planet.”130 The term locus of control was initially introduced by 

psychologist Julian B. Rotter as a person’s belief that s/he has power over the occurring 

events in their lives, as opposed to external forces controlling them131. It is time that we 

shifted the locus of control towards the animals, so that they can be involved in 

appropriating future zoo design, themes, and contents.  

  One such project that tests the value and extent of communication across species is 
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titled Ooz132, zoo spelled backwards. Its interactive interface enables both humans and 

animals to control different aspects of each other’s environments. It allows animals to 

communicate with humans in a way the humans can understand; in their own voice that is. 

Animals are able to capture video footage of human behaviors and mannerisms in the same 

way that humans are able to capture those of animals through an intricate web of webcams. 

The next phase of the experiment is the virtual actualization. The aim of this phase is to test 

knowledge of each sides of the divide. Here, both humans and animals can make recordings 

of behavior and interactions of the other in a bid to build a library from which gainful 

information can be acquired. The library of recordings, despite the party that triggered it, can 

be cross-referenced with others in order to gain a full understanding of the animals and, or 

humans in question. From this library and the information held within it, we can either agree 

or disagree with preconceived notions of species behavior and traits. We can test the 

variations, if any, in interpretation of various animal behaviors from the human perspective. 

This constant comparison of the different interpretations of animal behavior will eventually 

amount to well researched and well-represented schools of thought. The concept of the 

“Ooz” allows for "loco-liberty'' of species, acknowledges the roles of the human species in 

the transition and more so the role of technology in achieving an ecological equilibrium 

between species.  

“Ooz” is work of designer Natalie Jeremijenko, and is aimed at re-engineering 

contemporary ideals of zoos that hold animals as objects of entertainment and visual 

consumption by humans.133 While not all may agree with some of these interactive antics, the 
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designer argues that in this piece animals are free to react by staying and confronting the 

intruders or walk away unlike in zoos. Another point of concern would be the introduction 

of yet another gadget, such as her robotic geese, into the already technologically laden 

conservation and nature space. A counter argument to this would be that rather than viewing 

technology as the villain in the natural world, we could embrace it as a tool of transformation 

and a bridge of communication between species. The ideal represented by the Ooz is the 

abolishment of distinctions between species, and the spaces and roles that can be occupied 

by any of these species and the creation of shared spaces and mutualism between species. 

There has always been uncertainty regarding animal intellect and sentiment. “All human 

descriptions of animal behavior are in human language, and there is a significant risk of 

anthropomorphic projection getting things wrong. We do not have unmediated access to the 

experience of other species.”134 Therefore, we can only understand animals through their 

qualitative and quantitative characteristics. Animals cannot directly tell us about their culture 

and design preferences, instead we must depend on human observations, and this knowledge 

is not available for all species135. 

  In order to achieve a seamless interaction between nature and culture, zoos have 

made an effort to replace the old barriers with more interactive ones.136 An attempt to do so 

has seen the introduction of glass enclosures, naturalistic enclosures and razor-thin 
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electrically charged, high voltage wires. The point is to allow humans to have that ideal 

interaction with the “wild” without being exposed to any dangers. Each of these solutions, 

however, presents a different set of challenges. The high voltage razor-thin fences can cause 

more harm than good to some animals and therefore go against the principles of protection 

and care that zoos are founded on. Also, some animals are seemingly immune to the electric 

shock and others amused by the sensation.137 Elephants will often use sticks or tusks to short 

circuit the wires and render themselves free.  

  Glass barriers are basically a clear version of the iron cages. However, in order to 

contain some animals in a glass enclosure, a great deal of planning, engineering and 

designing has to be applied. Architect Jeffrey Smith explains how “We always look for the 

magic barrier where there's ‘nothing’ there.... We joke about a ‘force field’ where the animals 

can't get out-you're always trying to get rid of the barriers, or not see the barriers, to get this 

interaction with the animals.”138 Another challenge presented by the use of thick, multi-

layered glass barriers is the removal of the audio and smell interactions between the human 

audience and animals in captivity.139 The thick glass is necessitated by the need for safety 

both for the visitor and the animal. It, however, keeps visitors from experiencing the sounds 

made by the animals as well as their scents. They are also a cause of stress for the animals 

especially when visitors insistently tap on them. Agitated animals are in turn a source of 

stress for the zookeepers.  
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  Moats provide a likely solution to this safety-experience dilemma that is brought 

forth by the use of glass barriers. They keep enough distance between the visitors and the 

animals to avoid any potential harm to both the visitor and the animal. At the same time 

such a barrier will allow visitors to not only see the animals, but also to hear them and even 

interact with the smells of the animal and its habitats. A shortcoming of moats is that the 

increased distance between the visitor and the animal may make the visual appreciation of 

the animal rather difficult. If the animals are too difficult to see then the chances of visitors 

actually stopping to appreciate, bond and get excited by the animal are reduced.140 Another 

challenge is that moats are space intensive. If used, they reduce the utilizable habitat space 

for the animals and pose potential threats to some animals. Great apes for example have 

drowned in the moats.141 In other cases, the threats take the form of outside feral creatures 

coming into the enclosures.142  

  In order for zoos to provide their visitors with a wholesome experience of being in 

the wild, zoo designers have been forced to mimic the natural habitats of the animals in 

question. This close resemblance to the natural surroundings of the animal not only helps to 

easily assimilate the animal into zoo condition, but also helps to captivate the visitor’s 

interest. Conservation education offered to zoo visitors is inclusive of the natural 

surroundings of the animals. The inclusion and labeling of vegetation within the enclosures 

helps make the visitors aware of the floral and faunal aspects of wildlife. These backdrops of 
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plants and nature also set the stage for zoo operators to educate their audiences on various 

issues that pertain to the current environmental processes and changes our world is 

experiencing.    

A predicament faced by zoo designers in attempting to recreate natural habitats is the 

temperature difference between the geographic regions of the natural habitats and the zoos 

themselves.143 Plants that are indigenous to tropical regions are definitely going to have a 

hard time adapting to and surviving in temperate regions. Therefore, naturalistic outdoor 

exhibitions take more work to pull off on account of Mother Nature’s differences. Another 

challenge faced by nature makers is the destruction of plants by the animals in captivity. 

Chimpanzees for example have an innate behavior of tearing down branches to play with or 

turn into tools.144 A proposed solution for this problem is the use of synthetic plants. This is 

because unlike the latter, the former does not provide a conducive habitat for pests such as 

cockroaches, mice, and others. What is interesting though is that these insects and rodents 

that are considered pests in this case are featured in some zoos as specimens for display. The 

use of synthetic vegetation in attempt to mimic the natural surroundings of the animals in 

captivity is best exhibited at the San Diego Zoo. Here, to keep orangutans from destroying 

the already difficult to maintain trees, zoo designers have made use of steel in trees. These 

trees are manufactured by Nature Maker145 and claim to have an 87% botanical accuracy and 

are fire proof. The manufacturing firm’s advertisement and promotion of its nature 
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mimicking products is designed to tug at the heartstrings of nature lovers. They sell the ideal 

of having ‘nature’ that can withstand a great deal. ‘Idyllic. Majestic. And perfectly imperfect. 

Exactly as Mother Nature intended.... Bug holes. Fungus, moss and decay. Twisted, knobby, 

contorted and distorted trunks and limbs.”146  

As much as they strive to produce an environment that is as close to nature as 

possible, nature makers cannot do without borrowing from human culture which has led to 

an ongoing debate on the use of nature simulators. Arguments against nature simulators are 

brought forth on the premise that using artificial plants and other stimulators is a form of 

deceit. The result of this ongoing debate is the gravitation towards non-naturalistic 

enclosures. One such example is the exhibition of Sumatran orangutans as well as western 

lowland gorillas in the Philadelphia Zoo in enclosures designed to mimic an industrial 

district.147 These primates are seen swinging and hanging from metal cranes. Within the 

children’s pavilion in the same zoo, a rat exhibit is designed to depict he happenings of a 

scientific lab and paint a rather accurate picture of what lab rats are subjected to. The 

specimen is, however, labeled and their natural origins explained. One such case is the design 

modification carried out in the Philadelphia zoo in 2011 that allowed for small mammals to 

walk freely throughout the zoo using a series of walkways, lookouts and overhead bridges set 

at 700 feet. These modifications were further added upon to accommodate primates at 1735 

feet and at a later date a 330-foot expansion added to accommodate big cats at a 14 feet 
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elevation.148 Modern day zoos prove that the very concept of nature is as a result of human 

constructs and ideas. This constant interaction between cultural and natural aspects of our 

world is proof that these two concepts are hardly mutually exclusive.  

 

Figure 5.  Big Cat Crossing at the Philadelphia Zoo149 
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While it can be argued that animals within the zoo space are free to roam within their 

‘ territories’ and adapt and shape these spaces into their own individual spaces, the ideal 

situation is one where they are let out of the confines of the zoos. Zoos in general act as a 

safe haven for animals threatened in the wild. However, in order to maintain these spaces as 

the havens they are set out to be, we need to understand the past and contemplate the future 

of the very animals we are trying to care for. The animals within the zoo’s enclosures play an 

important role, they are a reflection of the future and the enclosures themselves offer hope 

for a more inclusive urban planning. Shifting the locus of control means looking for 

innovative custom design solutions and not relying on outdated zoo approaches. Animal 

choices need not be reduced to mimicking what they had in the wild.150 Shifting the locus of 

control means allowing species to lead a dignified life by giving them the chance to develop 

and grow in the way they choose. “The fact that so many animals never get to move around, 

enjoy the air, exchange affection with other members of their kind — all that is a waste and a 

tragedy, and it is not a life in keeping with the dignity of such creatures.”151 Animals in their 

natural habitat experience a variety of temperature, light, breeze, and shade; they fulfill their 

needs by selecting from the microclimatic choices available. Instead of living submissively in 

unchanging environments governed by standards, animals should experience a variety of 

senses and be given the choice to customize their ideal space without human mediators.  
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Motion-activated switches are one way of shifting the locus of control; animals could 

activate heaters, coolers, audio-visual displays, or food dispensers152.  

Shifting the locus of control means designing a zoo where the visitor is not a 

superior onlooker153 rather an unpretentious guest. For years animal survival relied not only 

on the skill to choose well, but also the capability to exercise choice. “What is "freedom"? 

Can it not be equated to choice? Would we not consider the organism with the most choices 

to have the greatest freedom? We punish our own conspecifics with death or imprisonment - 

we remove their choices.”154 Conventionally, captive animals occupy the same enclosure all 

their life. Shifting the locus of control means designing enclosures as intersecting 

experiences, rather than stand-alone displays, and adopting concepts such as rotation, where 

the animal has the choice to visit multiple areas everyday, accessing more space and diverse 

settings.155 An example of rotation was presented early on by Heini Hediger ,“father of zoo 

biology”, when he described an enclosure with multiple pathways linking different areas, 

mimicking intersecting territories in the wild.156 Rotation exhibits provide opportunities for 

exercise, stimulation, and time for landscaped spaces to recover from animal usage.157  
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Geographer David Lulka in "Boring a Wormhole in the Zoological Ark'' seeks to 

reshape our notion of what a zoo should be like.158 Instead of focusing on the aesthetic 

appeal of having species boxed-in in their pseudo environments, we should consider a more 

mobile and vibrant zoo. Here, animals can occupy different spaces and sceneries within the 

zoo with the exception of those that have a tendency to be sedentary. By doing so the zoo is 

constantly shaped and reshaped by the different movements animal groups and thus 

constantly being supplied with a new lease of life. Lulka 's choreographic model of zoology 

aims to ensure that all species within the zoo make use of the entire zoo. By allowing 

movement of animals within the various environments and spaces within their zoos, we 
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allow their senses to be stimulated and reduce the stress that comes with captivity and 

confinement. Creating a dynamic environment within the zoo space, “like a multisensory 

Rubik's cube.”159 

Shifting the locus of control also means designing for the animal’s complete life span 

and accommodating future generations. Zoos refrain from mimicking wild nature when it 

threatens the agreeable image they have constructed, like concealing illness, rivalry, aging and 

death. The Director of the Bronx Zoo explains:  

“We have animals here that get old. Sometimes they don't move as good or their 
coats aren't as shiny and they may be blind in one eye. They're not attractive to look 
at. You'd be surprised that we get letters [complaining] about that. So which is it? Do 
you want us to kill everything when it's in its prime and breed more so that 
everything is bright eyed and bushy tailed, or is it okay for us to exhibit older animals 
or animals with handicaps?”160.  

 

Another moral dilemma for zoo operators is the way in which to rid themselves of 

unprofitable animals. Zoos will opt for young animals to draw crowds. This means that ever 

so often, the older generation must be removed from the zoo and room created for cute 

babies.  Unwanted animals are often sold to dealers and may end up either being resold as 

circus animals, to be experimented on in labs, or as exotic pets.  

“You hear about them all the time lately—exotic pets are constantly in the news—on 

TV, the radio, and in the newspaper. Monstrously large, nonnative Burmese pythons 

are being released into the Everglades, threatening native species. Nonindigenous 
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Quaker parrots have escaped captivity and are now breeding so successfully 

outdoors in the Northeast that they have become a menace, nesting on power lines 

and disturbing electrical service. Seemingly docile large wildcats, raised captively in 

preserves, suddenly turn on their caretakers with sometimes fatal consequences. 

Human-like primates, bottle fed from birth in people’s homes, like child substitutes, 

suddenly snap and inflict severe injury on their human family members.”161  

These are just a few of the many stories showcased in media, raising questions on how safe 

exotic animals are when treated as pets, and whether or not they can be properly taken care 

of.162 This is a lesson learnt from Lucy, a chimpanzee that was brought up in the comforts of 

a human home and taught how to communicate via sign language.163 As she grew older and 

stronger it was deemed wise to return her back into the wild in Africa. Though she 

constantly signed for help she was released into the wild only to be found dismembered days 

later. A gibbon named Beanie is another sad story. Having been an adorable zoo baby, he 

was sold to researchers once he became too old for the zoo. After falling ill and eventually 

becoming both epileptic and blind at the research facility, it took the intervention of the 

International Primate Protection League to keep him from being euthanized.164 Those sold 

to circuses are denied the right to engage in their natural behavior by being conditioned to 
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perform tasks and tricks for the entertainment of humans. This conditioning is often done 

using chains, bullhooks, electric prods, human fists and muzzles.165 While there is a call to 

release animals from captivity, it is prudent to adequately prepare them for life outside 

confinement.  

Shifting the locus of control means evolving from enclosure design to multispecies 

experience, from standard working schedule to full day and night access, and from 

economically driven to focusing on the maximum benefits for the species.166 Overnight and 

extended day programs that cater to larger crowds are not new concepts, but they do have 

an untapped potential. The Night Safari which first started in Singapore showcases this, 

“night time immersion displays are easy to develop because desirable areas are subtly 

spotlighted while areas to be hidden (barriers, service areas) are simply left in the dark. Many 

animals, including diurnal species are more active during cooler evening hours.”167 Nocturnal 

animals can be displayed in their natural settings without requiring costly dim enclosures. 

Also, opening for longer hours means higher income from admissions, and visitor spending 

which helps upkeep the zoo. 

 

                                                             
165 Tom Regan, Empty Cages: Facing the Challenge of Animal Rights (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 
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Figure 6. The search for a new zoo typology that is neither captivity nor the wild 

 It is important that we develop a new zoo typology that respects the capabilities of 

species to make decisions regarding their wellbeing and self-governance, “to uninvent zoos 

as we know them and to create a new type of institution, one that praises wild things, that 

engenders respect for all animals, and interprets a holistic view of nature.”168 Due to habitat 

loss, many captive animals cannot be rereleased into the wild, so we must embrace this 

environmental degradation and begin designing zoos as a final refuge. By shifting the locus 

of control, we will be reconsidering our relationship with nature, and will no longer view 

captive animals as downcast dependents.  

“For the animal shall not be measured by man. In a world older and more complete 
than ours they move finished and complete, gifted with extensions of the senses we 
have lost or never attained, living by voices we shall never hear. They are not 
brethren, they are not underlings; they are other nations, caught with ourselves in the 
net of life and time, fellow prisoners of the splendor and travail of the earth”169.  

                                                             
168 David Hancock, A Different Nature: The Paradoxical World of Zoos and Their Uncertain Future. 
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Figure 7. Considering new possibilities of zoo design 

Only with this awareness can we begin to create zoological parks where species can 

more freely participate in their lives and ours. It is time we questioned our beliefs relative to 

the ability and competence of animals to take control of their own lives. For millenniums, 

wild animals thrived and evolved in environments filled with danger and strong competition. 

They managed on their own with no caretakers to prepare their food or clean them. It is 

unfair to compare captive born animals to their wild counterparts, but it is also unfair to 

disregard their ability to fulfill their own needs. In their original habitats, they learned the 

hard way; today they can be trained in our modern facilities. Behavior enhancement can 

include encouraging active foraging for their food, or simulated hunting to retrieve a natural 

livelihood trait and increase physical activity.170 “We have been training animals for 

thousands of years, and we almost never ask them to do this! To bring their own abilities to 

the table, to think.”171 It is important that we admit that we are fairly oblivious to the best 

lifestyle choices for each species being greatly inclined to our supremacy. Therefore, our 

efforts to assess the capabilities of species maybe flawed.  

                                                             
170 Jon C. Coe, "Steering the ark toward Eden: design for animal well-being." Journal of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association 223, no. 7 (2003): 977-980. 

171 Karen Pryor, "Annual Award for Excellence in the Media." Association for Behavioral Analysis. 
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“We humans have a pervasive, often unconscious sense of our own importance. We 
are the caretakers. We know what is best for our animals. Like over-protective 
mothers, we fail to realize that our charges may prefer to do things for 
themselves...that choice and self-esteem and stress and health may be strongly linked. 
Can we conceive that mere animals, given a choice, may be able to meet their own 
needs better than we can?”172  

Shifting the locus of control means accepting our ignorance, asking the difficult questions, 

and reordering the hierarchy at the zoo. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ALTERNATIVE FUTURE SCENARIOS 

 

Anthropogenic changes are testing the manageability of social-biological 

frameworks.173 It is, hence, important to envision potential future directions of nature and 

see how these progressions may reshape the future outlooks of biological communities. The 

lack of responsiveness and failure to tackle environmental degradation has been the downfall 

of some past civilizations.174 In the anthropocene, environmental changes have a vast impact 

across both local and global scales, and are intangible in nature. These changes are mainly 

interconnected with social and technological aspects.175 As a result of this complexity, 

environmentalists refer to it as a `wicked problem’.176  These environmental problems lack a 

good definition, because each stakeholder views them differently. Solutions are hard to come 

by because of the relentless shift in the natural and political context. 177 Pertinent 

stakeholders should push for expansive resolutions that go beyond conventional scientific-

                                                             
173 Erik J Nelson et al., “Climate Change’s Impact on Key Ecosystem Services and the Human Well-
Being They Support in the US,” Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 11, no. 9 (2013): 483–893. 

174 Jared Diamond, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed (New York: Penguin, 2005). 
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inquiry methods.178 These chaotic environmental challenges can best be tackled by looking at 

them in their historical and future perspectives.179 

Methodology 

Scenarios are multi-faceted; you need at least two, and they guarantee less certainty 

than different kinds of future predictions.180 As far as probabilities, they can describe what 

might happen, not what is most likely to occur. “Unlike predictions and forecasts, scenarios 

do not imply a probability or likelihood.”181 Rather, scenarios have been characterized as 

conceivable portrayals of how the future maybe, using reasonable speculation.182 The 

investigative nature of scenario procedures makes it a great method to explore vulnerable 

situations.183 This is certainly helpful with regards to issues that are too dubious to ever be 

settled by conventional techniques. Scenarios have been utilized at the neighborhood to 

worldwide scales to encourage long haul consideration and investigation of social-natural 

                                                             
178 Silvio O Funtowicz and Jerome R Ravetz, “Science for the Post-Normal Age,” Futures 25, no. 7 
(1993): 739–755. 
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frameworks.184 This methodology has been embraced by various governmental and private 

organizations, think tanks, and NGOs for over 50 years.185  

 

Figure 8. Alternative futures scenario model 

 Originating in the business field, scenario planning is an effective way to predict the 

future specifically in risky environments. Later adopted by schools of future studies, this 

methodology depends on an accumulation of strong concepts, responsiveness, and strategies 

that adopt a thinking and playing culture.186 A scenario is not a final result, but rather a rich 

narrative that describes one future possibility that provides several logical answers to 

questionable futures. Scenarios build meaning and direction; they also focus the strategies 

with well-defined expectancies. According to Masini's] theorization of future visions, the 

purpose is to search the past and the present while considering the future. It needs to be 
                                                             
184 Elisa Oteros-Rozas, F Ravera, and I Palomo, “Participatory Scenario Planning in Place-Based 
Social-Ecological Research: Insights and Experiences from 23 Case Studies,” Ecology and Society, 2015. 

185 Angela Wilkinson and Esther Eidinow, “Evolving Practices in Environmental Scenarios: A New 
Scenario Typology,” Environmental Research Letters 3, no. 4 (2008): 045017. 
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based on that which is, that which was, and that which shall be in order for it to be impactful 

in achieving the necessary future.187 When used in the context of post-zoo spaces, we are 

able to tell present day facts that influence the vision of the future, especially when it comes 

to research, ecology, and education. We are also able to see the vision’s negation from 

schools of thought that have been dominant in the past such as anthropocentrism and the 

cultural domination.  

 

Figure 9. Scenario planning diagram 

 Jim Dator, a prominent futurist, developed a scenario-planning model that presents 

alternative “images” of the future.188 This Manao School method produces a quartet of 

scenarios that narrate alternative descriptions of the future. Each of the four scenarios is 
                                                             
187 Eleonora Masini, “Rethinking Futures Studies,” Futures 38, no. 10 (2006): 1158–1168. 

188 Jim Dator, ”Alternative Futures at the Manoa School”, Journal of Futures Studies 14, no. 2 (2009):1-
18. 
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based on a different course of events describing the future change as growth, discipline, 

collapse, or transformation. In my dissertation, I use this method to explore possible futures 

of the zoo typology. The first scenario that I work through is a “Growth” scenario that sees 

a future driven by economy and development. In this scenario, the current recreational zoo 

will continue to grow as part of the entertainment industry. Under the “Discipline” scenario 

archetype, a second possible future zoo prototype could very well be re-wilding projects, 

where humans experiment with artificially created biomes.  Discipline is a future scenario 

that sees human efforts to mitigate environmental crises and restore habitats. The “Collapse” 

scenario archetype investigates the extinction of wildlife due to “one of a variety of different 

reasons such as environmental overload and/or resource exhaustion, economic instability, 

moral degeneration, external or internal military attack, meteor impact, etc.”189 Collapse is a 

future scenario in which extinction of all animal species becomes a sad reality. The 

“Transformation” scenario “sees the end of current forms, and the emergence of new forms 

of beliefs, behavior, organization and perhaps intelligent life forms.”190 In the transformation 

scenario, people embrace technology and science to resurrect animals from the dead. After 

analyzing the four scenarios and their opportunities and challenges, I will propose a fifth 

“Synthesis” scenario.  

“Once developed, the four alternative futures can be presented and studied in 
varying ways. Most common is simply reading and discussing a well-crafted written 
description of each of the four. However, we also stress finding ways by which 
relevant decision-makers can somehow “experience” the environment of each of the 
four futures so as better to consider how X might respond to the unique as well as 
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common features of each.”191 

 

A scenario is a “story” that depicts potential future conditions and assists “sense-

making”.192 Scenarios regularly contain a lot of conceivable differentiating anecdotes about 

the future and can be incorporated with “narratives are an integral part of human 

expression.”193 Utilizing storylines that coordinate problematic financial, political, and social 

elements,194 might be as critical as quantitative models since stories enhance the situations' 

believability and pertinence.195 Which in return can encourage creating fruitful plans to 

accomplish reasonable fates.196 Scenarios allow for various mediums to communicate their 

story, and a visual narrative is one of them. “Certain images perform upon and with their 

readers. Among the performative capabilities of imagery is narrative function.”197 Therefore, 

I am accompanying my short fictional narratives with digital collages inspired by theory, 

history, and case studies that work to paint a clearer picture of the animal imaginaries.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 ZOO HISTORY 

Tracing Spatial Mechanisms in Zoo History 

 

Figure 10. Using historical and future feedback loops 

Scenario planning comes naturally, since human minds learn from what happened in 

the past and use that feedback to make future decisions. We also collect possible information 

about the future through ‘feed-forward’ systems.198 The first essential step of a futures 

visioning process is “appreciating the past”, to go as far back as possible and understand the 

countless aspects of history.199 “Historical research will show that the main drivers in the 

past explain why X began; how and why it was structured the way it was; and how and why it changed (or 

did not change) over time.“200 

The ease of this model makes it ideal for helping to understand spatial mechanisms 

related to the history of zoos. History shows us some of the most fascinating stories of how 
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animal archetypes have come a long way and how the terminology has evolved. The names 

that were given to different animal archetypes are a consequence of human interpretations of 

the way in which the natural world was perceived and presented. The birth of the menagerie 

began in ancient China with a large animal reserve named “Lingyou” meaning the ‘Garden of 

Intelligence’ where the Emperor used to meditate in nature.201 Years later, the term ‘Exotique’ 

made its appearance in French literature around the 1500s.202 Then comes the abbreviation 

of zoological gardens, the term ‘Zoo’ (as we know it), was first used in 1867 through a hit 

music hall song ‘Walking in the Zoo on Sunday’.203 From then onwards, several changes 

associated to the world of zoos were witnessed, and in the late 20th century new terms like 

‘Conservation Parks’ were coined and adopted. These name changes were intended to separate 

these zoological establishments from the critiqued zoos of the 1800s.204 In the 1980s, The 

National Zoo in Washington D.C introduced the term ‘Bio Park’. Following a similar 

direction, the New York Zoological Society was renamed to the Wildlife Conservation 

Society in 1993 making the zoos under their management "wildlife conservation parks".205 

With current developments, it could be well predicted that the zoos will act and look 

radically different in the upcoming 20 years leading up to various new terminologies such as 
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virtual zoos.206 

Some of the earliest public displays of animals go far back to 1513 in the Capital of 

Switzerland, Bern. 207 Following the Battle of Novara, a bear was caught and taken back to 

the city. The bear was housed in a moat creating a separation through an underground level, 

which opened the way for several other bear pits in the city. In the 16th century the Cabinets 

of Curiosities followed representing encyclopedic collections of objects, encasing and 

encapsulating the animals.208 In 1777, there is evidence that painting influenced the 

remodeling menageries as picturesque garden, leading to more green animal enclosures.209 

Unlike the formal gardens the picturesque garden was designed with artificial winding paths 

that were built on the element of surprise.210 By 1801 most of the habitats designs were 

ignored in favor of the conventional buildings, this practice generated a sense symbolizing 

man’s control over nature by housing animals in artificial environments.211 
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Figure 11. The bear pit at the Zoological Gardens in Regents Park212 
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Figure 12. Spatial Mechanisms across zoo history  

1928 ushered in the golden era of animation. From then onwards the spread of Disney 

animated films that anthropomorphized the behavior of animals and the reality of animals to 

being fantastical creatures larger than life.213 Historians Eric Baratay and Elisabeth Hardouin-

Fugier explain that in order to promote the conservation of animals and their habitats, the 

concept of safari parks was introduced by the Zoological Society of London, and for the first 

time humans are now the ones that are confined in space214. By 1957, there was a remarkable 
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decline in zoo vandalism as the cages and bars were removed and the safari park culture was 

being promoted globally.. By the late 1970s landscape immersion exhibits were introduced to 

replicate natural green environments. But, many visitors complained that the newly made 

zoological gardens were so lush that they were hardly able to see any animals within.215 The 

changes of mechanism in zoo history lead up to more and more removal of boundaries and 

impressive animal adaptations to artificial environments. Most recent events show more and 

more wild animals in the urban space whether intentional or accidental, as seen in the 

famous images of Hurricane Andrew in 2016 where animals were pictured hiding in a public 

toilet.216 
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Figure 13. Historical timeline of spatial mechanisms and animal archetypes  
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Tracing the Growth Scenario 

 The history of zoos doesn’t tell the story of a very considerate approach to 

animals217, and that unsympathetic past is responsible in part for much of the opposition to 

the establishment. Studying the growth scenario through the past years indicates that 

economical and exploitation strategies were the impetus to human- animal interactions. 

Obsession with animal collection began long ago. Evidence to this can be traced back to 

2,300 BC where in Alexandria, Egypt there existed the world’s largest zoo.218 In 300 BC, the 

Romans invented gladiatorial games that involved animal slaughter through arranged 

fights.219 Animals were also put on display inside private estates. In 116 BC Italy, Marcus 

Terentius Varro, built an aviary composed of several flight cages, he invited his dinner guests 

here where they could listen to and watch the birds in cages.220 Fast forward to 1600s, where 

wild fantastical inaccuracies in representing animals in art were witnessed.221  

 European colonizers exhibited their animal collections to the public as rewards of 

imperialism.222 Other practices of animal captivity followed including menageries, circuses, 

and even human freak shows. The Hertz Theatre in Vienna, Austria, staged the first animal 
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combat in 1755, this paved way for the involvement of animals in entertainment industry.223 

London, in 1770 had the first circus customary format, that was invented by Phillip Astley.224 

The circus involved circular rings, equestrian spectacles, and acrobatics. There arose a 

sensational approach in 1774, that was encouraged by showmen to attract more customers. 

Trans-location for animal trade begun in 1827, where the first giraffe Zafara, was 

successfully transferred from Egypt to Paris, this gave rise to a 3 day inspiring parade.225 

Zoos were declared open to the public who cold afford the fee in the year 1846.226 Shortly 

after, the working class were targeted as an audience, since zoos at that time were proposed 

as venues for their moral improvement and entertainment.227 Stockholding societies opened 

restaurants, sold rides on animals, and sold surplus animals in 1850s, after being granted 

subsidies by their respective governments.228 The 1851 Crystal Palace exhibitions in London 

further aided in developing the wild into organized spectacles.229 The public started forming 

emotional bonds with zoo animals. In 1865, the famous beloved Jumbo elephant was sold to 

an American circus and that caused a large public uproar in Britain.230 This all leads up to 
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1922, where publicity professionals started to work at zoos full-time, they were known as 

‘show-oriented directors’.231

 

Figure 14. Award-winning Disney’s Bambi, that follows the story of woodland creatures232 

 The spread of Disney animated films, portrayed anthropomorphized behavior of 

animals, and their reality was fantasized.233 The years 1930 to 1950, witnessed 

individualization of animals, which emerged along with the craving to know more about 

their lives.234 There was spread of children’s illustrated books and comic strips in 1931 that 

relied on animal imagery, for instance Babar the Elephant became part of the French 
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national heritage.235 During the same year in England, safari parks experienced a success in 

their operations.236 In order to attract public attention, in 1935 training and taming of 

animals was adopted by zoos237. Public awareness was enhanced with the commencement of 

airing of wildlife programs filmed at zoos on television in 1950s.238 Programs targeting 

children on public television networks started airing series like Zoobilee Zoo that feature actors 

dressed as animal characters in the 1980s.239 The gaming industry was also hit by the zoo 

analogy, this was evident in 2003, when Zoo Tycoon, a business simulation game was 

released in which the player operates a virtual zoo and tries to make a profit out of it.240 

Profiteering from animals was also a sad reality, a Chinese zoo in 2013, angered its visitors 

when they staged Tibetan mastiff dog as an African lion.241 

Tracing the Discipline Scenario 

Tracing the Discipline Scenario over the years shows efforts to mitigate environmental 

degradation and focus on the restoration of untouched notion of virgin nature. In the 

Mughal empire, Akbar the Great championed the calls to respect animals back in 1580 by 
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building grand zoos.242 In the 1700s, there was opposition of princely menageries in England 

since they were cut off from the environment, artificially composed, and constraining in 

nature.243 The year 1792 witnessed a cascade of defining events, first in Paris, after a 

successful French revolution, the Versailles was to be abolished since it symbolized 

tyranny.244 Philosophers of Enlightenment also had an impact to this course by championing 

for animal liberation.245  

Bernardine de Saint-Pierre in 1792 advocated for physical integrity in natural enclosure 

design.246 More naturalistic behaviours started to be encouraged, such as feeding animals wild 

prey and adopting the first outdoor enclosure in 1870 to aid breeding247. The goal of 

protecting extinct animals was proclaimed in 1889 by the US National Zoo in Washington.248 

This opened the way for global actions towards protection of endangered species.  As such, 

the president South Africa created the first reserve to protect the rhinos in 1898.249 Policies 
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of wildlife preservation were thereafter introduced between 1900 and 1930s. New York, in 

1907 oversaw the first case of re-introduction of endangered animals, buffaloes in this case, 

to their original habitat.250 In 1960, trained acts and lion-taming activities were stopped, and 

the zoos were distanced from circuses since performance animals were exposed to a 

constant state of fear, confinement and discomfort. This led to increased criticism of zoos in 

1970s.251  

France, in 1976 recognized the status of animals as sentient beings, and they had to be 

treated as such.252 In 1981, Switzerland set minimum surface area to be covered by the 

enclosures.253 A significant drop in visitors due to the opposition of animal captivity raised 

concerns in early 1990s.254 Therefore, the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) 

reversed its priorities in 1990s, making recreation their least priority.255 The major focus and 

attention currently has shifted to the future, where a much-anticipated third generation 

conservation is set occur.256 
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Tracing the Collapse Scenario 

By the start of the 15th century, significant improvements were made in the fields of 

astronomy and cartography. 257 Europeans took advantage of these advancements to further 

their understanding of the world and what lay beyond their borders. Their adventures into 

the world of the unknown resulted in captivating tales and creatures that they were able to 

bring back, dead or alive. In their living forms, they were a source of sustenance, beauty, and 

awe. When dead, they took on a prominent significance and in some instances a religious 

one.258 Mummified cats, for example, acted as totem objects for ancient Egypt communities. 

The celebrated aspect of animal remains is frequently displayed as animal trophies and 

zoomorphic design in public and private spaces. 

The 1600s saw the improvement of the art and science of preserving dead animals. 

The curiosity of the unknown and things yet to be discovered was such that even dead 

animals were a sight to behold. 259 It was in 1682 that scores of people who were unable to 

interact with a live elephant first saw its dead body. The preservation of animal remains was 

further improved in the 1740s courtesy of ornithologist Jean Becoeur.260 The introduction of 

chemicals such as arsenic soap by the apothecary saw the practice of taxidermy attract the 

interest of royals, aristocrats, physicians, and others with a curiosity. The result was the 
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accumulation of specimens as art objects, objects of religious significance, and objects from 

which to draw inspiration, stature, and authority. The collections were neatly arranged in 

cabinets that later came to be referred to as cabinets of curiosity, Wunderkammers (German) 

which translate to wonder rooms or Kunstkammers, which translate to art rooms.261 The trend 

of wunderkammers reached zoological parks, and in 1801 live animal collections were arranged 

by zoos in cages similar to the cabinet displays.262 Later on in 1874, glass ‘cages’ replaced 

their metal counterparts, and the use of glass gave the specimen the allure of objects found 

in fine art museums and, or exhibitions. The dead zoo continued to play a significant role, 

especially in a time where there were numerous threats to the survival of animals.263 

Scientists in the 19th century still chose to study animal corpses rather than living species.264 

The year 1910 saw the display of life-sized reconstructions of prehistoric animals while 1984 

saw the display of extinct animals.  
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Figure 15. Hannibal Crossing the Alps265 

 

Throughout history, natural and human caused disasters led to massive animal 

fatalities. The year 2002 saw the loss of zoo animals during the Prague floods.266 Although 
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zoological parks are rarely a military target, many are destroyed during combat.267 The 

Animals in War memorial was opened in London in 2004, and it showcases the effects of 

war on nonhumans. Millions of animals were enlisted in the army and many suffered 

atrocious deaths from injuries, hunger, dehydration, fatigue, illness, and combat.268 In 218 

BC, during the Second Punic War, The Carthaginian general Hannibal crossed the Alps with 

37 elephants, only one which survived.269 During the mid 1870s, Euroamerican hunters 

exterminated millions of American bison as a means to control the Native Americans.270 

Their instructions were to "kill every buffalo you can! Every buffalo dead is an Indian 

gone.”271 2003 marked the destruction of the Bagdad zoo due to the invasion of Iraq, 

proving that zoo animals endure at least as atrociously as civilians and combatants. 272 

Similarly the bombing of Berlin Zoo in 1943 saw: 

“zoo buildings set alight by incendiary bombs; antelope houses destroyed; a third of 
the animals dead; deer and monkeys escaping, birds escaping through broken glass 
roofs; lions charred and suffocated in their cages; crocodiles writhing in pain beneath 
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lumps of concrete; dead elephants cut up; humans crawling around their rib cages 
and burrowing through mountains of entrails”.273  

 

2010 saw the death of animals in a Shenyang, China private zoo due to poor management 

and starvation of the animals.274 Furthermore, animals were eaten during the Jardin des 

Plantes Siege of Paris in 1870.275 

Tracing the Transformation Scenario 

The past findings on the transformation scenario explores how animals were 

contemplated and tested upon on the grounds of knowledge acquisition in the fields of 

medicine, science, and technology. The first encyclopaedia named, “The History of Animals” 

was written in the year 2,400 BC in Greece by Aristotle.276 Francis Bacon in 1627 presented a 

Utopian scientific facility named New Atlantis that enabled scientists to study live animals.277 

In the year 1735, animals were first classified by the “System of Nature” at the Swedish 

Royal family zoo and this led to the establishment of the Science of Zoology.278 London too 

could not lag behind, and in 1835 a Zoological Garden was opened, but could only be 
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accessed by scientists.279 The health condition of the animals kept in zoos had to be 

addressed and this saw the appointment of the first vet at the zoo in Madrid in 1869.280 In 

the year 1871, Charles Darwin proposed the theory of evolution dubbed “Descent of Man” 

which opened a lot of discussion on our similarities with animal species.281 An association 

named the American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA), developed 

in 1924, and it was mandated with accrediting zoos and aquariums and ensuring they met 

standards.282  

In recent years, modernization and technological advancements are being employed in 

zoos, but this trend first appeared in science fiction. Many film storylines see that intelligence 

enhancement technologies may result in uplifted animal prowess.283 For example, “Zoo” a 

thriller TV series shows animal species all over the world begin attacking humans.284 Other 

plots revolve around monsters and hybrid creatures such as: the man-horse centaur, the 

woman-lion sphinx, the snake-woman-lion, the woman-hawk Harpy and so on. Interest in 

animals on a genetic level grew, leading to the establishment of “Frozen Zoo” in San Diego 

that aimed to avert the extinction of the species.285 Also, the preservation of genetic resource 
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material was made easier by modern techniques, and the expense of genome sequencing has 

drastically reduced in the past decade. Cloning projects have had more success with “dolly 

the sheep” becoming the first mammal cloned in 1996.286 Another transformation direction 

is “de-extinction” which tries to bring back the animals from the dead. World-renowned 

geneticist Professor George Church and his team at Harvard University have been working 

for the past couple of years on recreating the DNA blueprint of the woolly mammoth 

through a Revival Project.287 

 

Figure 16.  The carcass of a baby mammoth discovered in 2007288 
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Tracing the Synthesis Scenario 

Synurbization is experiencing an upward surge globally as an aftermath to urbanization 

worldwide.289 Observation of this phenomenon over the years indicates the potential of 

wildlife management in cities. In 1801, pits and conventional buildings were given preference 

to habitat designs and animals where placed in artificial environments.290 The London public, 

and most often children in 1855 fancied giving food to the animals, due to an increased 

desire for contact and friendship.291 In 1861, French naturalist Saint-Hilaire applied the 

objective of acclimatization and domestication so as to introduce foreign species to the 

society.292 Humanization of animals in the zoos was achieved in the year 1885, by naming, 

training, and taming the animals.293 In 1993, Frederick Wiseman an acclaimed filmmaker 

analysed the interrelation between animals and their human captors at Miami’s Metro zoo in 

a documentary.294 The relationship between zoo animals and man continued to make news 

globally. In 1996 at the Brookfield Zoo, a gorilla saved a child that had fallen into its 
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enclosure.295 Similarly in Detroit zoo, a man risked his life to jump into a zoo so as to save a 

drowning chimp in 1990.296 
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CHAPTER 5 

SCENARIO ARCHETYPES 

 

 

Figure 17. Spatial Analysis of Alternative Zoo Archetypes 

1. Growth Scenario Archetype 

• The first growth scenario discusses the commercialization of the zoo model, 
captivity in zoos, and animal exploitation for entertainment purposes. Zoos become 
the only place to see live animals, creating a rare luxury experience. 

• The archetype would be an elitist recreational park. 
 

The last public zoo saw its final day in the year 2043, all because it refused to subsidize its tickets 
to the government. What began as a stand taken to protect the inhabitants of the zoo ultimately led to its 
crippling downfall and the animals the zoo fought so hard to protect were auctioned off. This highest bidder 
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just happened to be: Dr. Frank, the founder of the world’s largest private military supplier. Not only was she 
distinguished in her peculiarity, but also she appeared to be the owner of a defective moral compass; one which 
only pointed south. Her hunger for the twin flames of profit and spectacle drove all his actions; drowning her 
in desire to use her newfound collection for an outlandish new project. Advertised as a “rare experience”, Dr. 
Frank decided to open up her private live animal collection to a small group of highly wealthy visitors, the 
kind with money to burn. 

 According to Dr. Frank’s website, a luxury package consisted of the following: transportation to 
and from the private island where the zoo was housed. A park pass with a two-hour validity. A pre-visit 
Zoophobia Program that helps visitors overcome any animal phobias. One souvenir photo with an animal of 
the visitor’s choice. And finally, an entry into a lottery from which one visitor will be selected for the Grand 
Prize: an overnight stay in the park and dinner with the owner. 

 The only package available was the luxury package. If you wanted to economize, you were not the 
kind of clientele that Dr. Frank was after. The process of reserving an admission was fraught with anxiety; 
one simply requested a ticket and was given a confirmation email that the request was received. After a 
background check, a credit check, a review of bank accounts and statements, and a thorough investigation of 
the prospective client’s medical record could be conducted, then that client could receive a personal invitation 
from Dr. Frank, provided that everything is acceptable to her. 

 The world was fascinated by Dr. Frank’s brash and pompous tone during her first public interview. 
"If I charge thousands of dollars as an entry fee, no one can stop me,” she was quoted as saying when the 
interviewer posed the question of whether the park was too selective. “As a matter of fact, I don’t need any 
visitors. That is the appeal of the park. If you have to question the price tag, then you most definitely can’t 
afford this.” Needless to say, my curiosity and spectacular credit score far outweighed my need to keep money 
in my bank account. Even if just for two hours, I felt a gripping, pulling need to understand what takes place 
in the island, the last piece of the wild.  

We checked our phones and cameras at the loading dock before boarding the ferry to the island. 
Some wealthy teenagers tried to sneak their phones in their underwear, but the folly didn’t make it past the 
full-body security team. Plus, that stunt would have fallen apart anyway when they were given 5D virtual 
reality suits to don for the duration of the visit. We were astounded at the antique park entrance, what struck 
us most was the long, spiraling queue waiting areas, preserved from a time when exclusivity wasn’t the name 
of the game here. 

 The virtual reality suits allowed visitors to intensify the already-unbelievable sights, sounds, and 
particularly smells of the animals. Moreover, the animals were suddenly totally customizable; visitors could 
modify the bodies into hybrids by adding wings, horns, or other animalistic features. It was an extreme theme 
park experience with extravagant technology. To see live animals alone was a miracle, but this setup 
superseded the expectations of every guest.  

 “Wow, all of this design must of cost a fortune, how can it turn a profit?!” one visitor marveled.   
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 “There are a lot of rich people in the world,” replied another. “So a few guests, countered by the 
higher fee means it's undoubtedly at least breaking even.” 

 The nine other guests left the park excited to share what they have experienced with the crowd of 
journalists waiting at the ferry terminal. Only myself, the lotto winner was able to stay. I made sure of it. The 
dinner with Dr. Frank was in the central watchtower with a view out into the billowing greens of the island. 
But, looking out the window without the VR suit, the park area suddenly appeared to be nothing but 
exceedingly vast miles of barren desert land sparsely populated; an abandoned military range.  

 “Where did all the habitats go? The green?!” I exclaimed. 

 “Have a seat,” Dr. Frank crooned behind me. “We use applications of the technology that have not 
been pursued yet. It’s an uncomfortable truth, but a lot of what you saw is staged. That way, if an animal 
dies off, no one would ever know.” 

 “What do you mean?” I stammered, unable to comprehend the reality stretching itself in front of me. 
“If you’re taking care of the animals, why would they die off?” 

 “Mechanical failure, mostly,” she replied, almost a little too coolly. “Our engineers already work 
around the clock, but sometimes the machine substitutes have a mind of their own attacking the real animals” 
she swirled the water in his glass as she spoke, “...becomes too dangerous to interfere. At some point, we just 
have to let them fight it off, survival of the fittest.” 

 It was too much. My mind was ablaze with the possibilities; wondering how machines could bubble 
up with their own strains of intelligence. The dinner was served at once, forcing me to swallow her arguments 
against inclusivity, access, and populism for the rest of the evening. 
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It is quite evident that traveling is an activity that people enjoy, and especially to 

areas where they can view wildlife and experience nature’s complexity.297 “Tourism is 

traditionally a hedonistic activity, with animals viewed as one of its many ‘objects’.”298 

Therefore, wildlife destinations are a key player in the tourism industry. Jeffrey A. McNeely, 

chief scientist, explains that when considering why individuals like to visit natural landscapes, 

it is important to take a look back in time.299 Only a century back, Earth had just about a 

quarter of our current population, and substantial urban areas were rare. Untamed animals 

were regularly seen in the wide open, “with flocks of birds so dense they darkened the sky, 
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teeming herds of antelope migrating across the savannas, and schools of fish so thick that in 

some places the sea seemed solid with life.” 

Design methodologies in zoos can be categorized into two broad categories. On one 

hand, you have the naturalistic approach, which endeavors to recreate to the closest possible 

degree the natural habitats, as seen at the Paris and Hamburg zoos. The second approach 

takes on a more abstract theatrical effect. In this approach the architectural inspiration seems 

to be that of the circus.300 London zoo was founded to act as a bridge between man and 

nature.301 The modern structures and overall designs of this space are such that they do not 

emphasis on the nature-culture separation but find a common space in which both can co-

exist without one necessarily dominating the other. This approaches was evident in 

Lubetkin’s designs. His was an approach of functionality over sentimentalism.302 While zoos 

should provide a much needed home for the animals housed within their boundaries, they 

are equally a source of entertainment for the visitors. Going by this logic, the architecture of 

the zoo should be such that introverted animals are coerced into showing themselves. In so 

doing, Lubetkin’s architectural approach dampens the notion of camouflage as mankind 

interferes in nature.303 Lubetkin’s creation, the Penguin Pool at the London Zoo, while it 

manages to transcend the limitations brought about by nature faces yet another huddle, the 
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efficiency that comes with modernism.304 We, therefore, need to come up with zoo models 

and designs that are fluid rather than structured.  

 

Figure 18. Penguin Pool designed by Berthold Lubetkin305 

Currently zoos depend greatly on public support; therefore, they find it problematic 

to provide hiding spaces such as dens or thick shrubs, because visitors expect great photo 

opportunities.306 Shifting the locus of control should result in prioritizing animal comfort 

while providing noteworthy visitor experience. Using Hediger’s terminologies, “flight 

distance” and “reaction distance” can be significantly minimized without distressing the 
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animals. 307  Walk-through exhibits, aviaries, and safaris that house multiple species in one 

perimeter, reverse the conventional zoo approach by confining people inside the cage. 

Besides, sometimes a simple handrail is enough of a boundary between the public and the 

animals, and if the animal holding spaces are accessible and big enough, smaller species from 

the surroundings and migratory birds may create a home within the area.308 Shifting the locus 

of control means minimizing the barriers between visitors and species, and delivering 

notable encounters without excessive romanticism or decor. 

 

 

Figure 19. Animal Kingdom Nighttime Activity (©Disney) 

The Animal Kingdom theme park situated in Florida is one of many human attempts 

to reinstate the status quo. Since 1998, this park has, in a sense, endeavored to accommodate 
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nature and culture in the same space. It offers displays of animals in a safari enclosure, 

displays of mythical creatures that make use of high technology animatronics all the while 

working on virtual displays that when complete run the risk of replacing nature as we know 

it. Furthermore, the need to merge the two worlds has seen the creation of electronic zoos 

such as the Wildscreen in Bristol. Wildscreen offers its visitors a chance to interact with the 

natural world through wildlife films, ARKive and IMAX experiences309. Virtual databases 

like ARKive.org imply that the disappearance of animals can be compensated by the storage 

and promotion of their images online. In this digital era, environmentalists believe that by 

partnering with ARKive they can use their comprehensive records on animals as a sort of 

emotive tool to promote conservation efforts. Such zoos allow us to experience nature and 

the biodiversity without removing the species from their natural habitat.  
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Today, the vision of abundant nature is readily seen digitized on screens. This has 

opened us to a “zoomed-in” view of animal species in ways that were unthinkable a while 

back.310 Today, individuals may only be in physical proximity to urban animals like pigeons 

and raccoons, yet might possess wide knowledge on the lives of many nonnative creatures. 

“The real paradox is how a superficial and increasingly flat screen can trigger such a deep 

nature interest.”311 Although people may seem detached from nature in a bodily sense, they 

are likely to be more perceptually connected to nature. The inclusion of digital, film and 

telecommunication technologies offer a platform on which to reintroduce and rebrand the 

image of nature.312 These new platforms, however, borrow heavily from those already 

created by traditional zoos. By comparing the quality and level of interaction between the 

two experiences (traditional vs. electronic zoos) we quickly become aware of the fact that 

our current reality of nature is highly virtualized.313 While electronic zoos are deficient in 

providing an accurate natural experience, traditional zoos do not necessarily do a better job 

at it. However, visual technologies have always been employed in the definition, 

understanding, and general aesthetics of the zoo concept. It is for this reason that electronic 

zoos have the power to create biases towards different animals and natural spaces in general. 

The ‘recreation’ of nature through imagery has the potential to create nepotisms in the 

interpretation of the animal world and the various aspects of their management from an 
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environmental perspective.314The art of image making as employed in electronic zoos has the 

power to portray animals not only as sensational creatures, but also a guarantee of visibility 

for the visitors. Images of animals can be created in such a way that the behavior is in line 

with scientific evidence. It is for this reason that this process would be rather incomplete 

without the joint efforts of filmmakers and scientists.315 The availability of the resulting 

animal images allows us the luxury of ageless reproduction and circulation.316 

Traditional and electronic zoos bring nature and all its constituents closer to us, yet 

modulate animal agency. Animals are no longer active players in the zoos; their life stories 

either narrated on film by humans or their bodies stand representatives of their wild 

counterparts. Visual technologies allow us the ability to see animals in their natural element 

and understand what is essential and crucial to their existence and general behavior without 

having to necessarily see the animal with our naked eye, further downplaying the need for 

their corporeal presence.317 The upside to the emergence of electronic zoos and the various 

virtual technologies is that animals no longer have to face cruel treatment and other 

injustices within the confine of zoos all for human entertainment. However, even with this 

added advantage, there is concern over the widening of the divide between animals and 

humans thanks to the lack of sensorial contact and actual interaction between the two. By 
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being immortalized in imagery, animals loose a sense of realism to the human eye that comes 

with actual interactions. This only works to foster the indifference between humans and 

animals.318 Mountain trekker Jack Turner terms “abstract nature” as a key threat to the 

environment.319 He describes it as the virtual experience that entities such as Nature 

Company profit off of in the form of documentaries, films, or simply the weather forecast. 

He points out the ironic failure of conservation attempts by city dwellers due to their lack of 

understanding of nature in the first place.  

The European Tourism Futures Institute came up with four possible scenarios for 

the future of zoological parks.320 However, in all of their scenarios, there is an emphasis on 

the commercial aspect: 

1. The 5th Generation Zoo: a blend between “the experience economy” and advocacy for 

biodiversity. 

2. The Commercial Zoo: a park that utilizes sponsors, commercial venues, and the media; all 

while supporting sustainability. 

3. The Modern Zoo: focusing on functionalism, commercialization, and animal enrichment. 

4. The Design Zoo: Using cartoon imagery whilst educating the visitors. 
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Nature for some is a means to a financial end. “Every animal science is a training 

ground, every lab a circus, every zoo a theatre.”321 This is clear from the commoditization of 

nature by businesses such as Sea World.322 In order to reverse this, environmentalists need to 

understand the role of nature from a cultural standpoint. Instead of dividing man and nature, 

teach mankind how to live in a sustainable and respectful relationship with it. The debate of 

the human’s ability to respect wildlife in its inherently wild state is strengthened by our 

incessant need to dominate other species, as in the case of our pets and livestock. Despite 

nature’s importance to their lives, humans have not yet learned how to respectfully coexist 

with it. Are we capable of tapping into the sentimentality that is applied to domesticated 

animals in order to adequately and respectfully conserve wild animals?  

As demand for wildlife tourism has increased, so have worries for those species’ 

populations and their habitats.323 “The allure of travel used to be the new, but as climate 

change continues to alter the environment, focus is shifting towards the nearly- extinct.”324 

The craving of tourists to see endangered species and to venture out to more inaccessible 

zones worsens this concern. Therefore, proper administration and critical monitoring of 

wildlife habitats are vital, and a few species may even be put off limits from the tourism 

industry entirely. There has been a recent acknowledgment that if preservation is to be 

effective in the long haul, it must be advanced both inside and outside protected habitats, 
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and should be coordinated with the structures of the present day economies and 

surrounding community needs.325 Authorities and significant stakeholders support the view 

that sustainable tourism is one type of land utilization that can meet these shared objectives. 

In regions with wildlife habitats, improvement of the tourism industry can increase monetary 

value and income that in turn helps subsidize conservation efforts. 326 

Protected habitats have nearly tripled in size, and now add up to almost 12% of 

Earth’s land surface area.327 The majority of these wildlife parks cater to local sightseers and 

foreign tourists. In many cases, building these protected habitats has had a positive effect on 

neighboring areas like increasing employment opportunities as well as wildlife services.328 It 

has also led to a massive reduction in the exploitation of natural consumption resources.329 

Since wildlife is most commonly located away from main urban areas, it has been argued that 

tourists have helped the economies in such rural regions to prosper.330 For instance, the 

Scottish Seabird Center has reinstated the city as a tourist destination, and locals have taken 
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pride of this accomplishment.331 Also, polar bear viewing is the chief income generator for 

the town of Churchill, Canada.332 Similarly, in certain areas of southern Africa, wildlife 

watching has been substantially more important than livestock and is the most significant 

source of income.333 

Apart from entrance fees, zoos have progressively utilized various different outlets 

for extra income.334 Urban sociologist, Nicole Mazur, explains how zoos rely on 

sponsorships from local and global organizations, enrollment plans and annual tickets, retail 

and restaurants on site. 335 Lately, numerous zoos have offered nighttime visits to increase 

income, along with hosting birthdays, weddings and other private functions. Mazur states 

that the trend towards `economic rationalism` is one of the most current developments that 

has had a great effect on the zoo industry. This theory affirms that a flourishing economy 

relies upon “efficiency” and free market competition, and its impact on zoos has been 

double-edged.  

“Firstly, public zoos have received less and less government support. These 
institutions are being told that they need to become more efficient and economically 
viable by reducing their dependence on ‘government handouts’ and more fully 
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developing their commercial potential. Secondly, the managerial values of private 
industry have been increasingly forced upon zoos.”336  

This has implied that most of the new ranking staff positions at zoos have been filled with 

advertisers and business experts as opposed to individuals with any zoo experience.  

Therefore, zoo managers are viewing their institutions initially as a business that must run 

profitably rather than prioritize animal welfare. 

2. Discipline Scenario Archetype 

• The discipline scenario elaborates on the low-tech extreme of human experimental 
spaces; where animals are set free in artificially created biomes. Predatory skills are 
encouraged and hunters are introduced as the “eye of the wolf” to manage 
population growth. 

• The archetype will be an extreme sport hunting ground. 
 
What was first designed to be an ecological haven for a number of species, the CSE drew a lot of 

negative publicity and safety concerns, in respect to both humans and animals. With sea levels rising at an 
alarming rate in this coastal city, this 6500-hectare slab of land was clutched from below the waves to make 
up for what was lost. However, the plan was shoddy and underfunded which resulted in governmental 
abandonment. It was a blank slate: a canvas to paint any sort of artificial landscape or habitat they could 
engineer. And yet, geese were the species to make the executive decisions. Their grazing habits suppressed the 
vegetation and inhibited woodland growth, which in turn created a refuge for a number of rare migratory 
birds.  

 This newly forged bird sanctuary influenced the decision to declare the island as a nature reserve in 
the year 2025. The faunal composition of the CSE was now in the hands of humans who didn’t take this 
opportunity for granted. Herbivores were introduced one by one: camels, elk, and buffalos, followed by 
carnivorous animals for population control. They grazed alongside the geese, generating a more natural 
landscape. This was just one experiment of many; the CSE seemed to be the testing ground for a myriad of 
hypotheses. Manmade elements like pumps and dikes controlled the hydrology (and, subsequently, the 
topography) of the island. Introducing wetlands and pockets of water where they saw fit. The floral aspect was 
also micro-managed, old military planes were repurposed for seed bombing plants of choice in select areas. 

 Despite its natural façade, concerns over the allocation of animal welfare rang out across boards 
rooms and meeting halls as photos surfaced of carcasses. It was argued that the grazers that built the crucial 
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ecological landscape should be outfitted with the same welfare rights as other experiment subjects. Perhaps the 
most troublesome objection of all was the widespread belief that the CSE was operating under faulty 
management. As a result, two separate international inquiry efforts were launched to inspect the way the 
island was run, both of which were eventually dismissed in court. Though the island reserve’s management was 
able to squeeze itself from the grips of the judicial system, it couldn’t escape public scrutiny. Having to bend 
over backwards to convince the community that the CSE was safe haven for animals as well as a secure place 
to visit, the island ran a series of initiatives to save face.  

 One notable decision was the hiring and implementation of a mercy killer; a fully armed ranger to 
spot and cull weak animals that wouldn’t survive the winter conditions. The intentions, once again, were 
strictly positive, however disaster bloomed. The CSE morphed quickly into an extreme hunting ground when 
the job of the ranger was opened to volunteer hunters who were willing to do it for free. They targeted species 
marked by the management for recreation and bragging rights. Taxidermy services to preserve trophy kills 
were provided on site. Many were horrified by this development, but the management was able to turn a profit 
from the on site services whilst betraying their original foundation as a sanctuary of life. 

 As the animals succumbed in droves to the inevitable, park officials focused their efforts to 
repopulate the park. To keep the thrill alive, keep the park running as a hunting reserve they had to carefully 
manage the population. In order to up the ante, they soon hatched the idea to ban all firearms; the rush of 
killing now was limited to primal hunting tools. This method of hunting, of course, requires closer proximity 
and, naturally, increased risk of injury or death. Given the circumstances the safety ratings dropped but the 
adventure appeal grew. During the first year only, upwards of 800,000 visitors have trailed the park 
grounds, and the rate of injury at 11 percent. Mortality rates creep at a fraction of a three percent. 

The site was especially popular for coming of age ceremonies for indigenous communities. The elders 
of the tribe would stand on the outside of the fence enclosure and beckon the young man towards the East 
End of the park. This ritual began the festivities of the special day when a boy would venture into the 
unknown to prove his maturity, his skill set, and his utter worth. Against all odds, the boy would face 
harrowing challenges constructed by human hands: predators that never slept, silent vultures, and vines that 
coiled around idle, resting limbs.  

The young man, upon emerging from the manmade cocoon of safety, had hardly slept the nights 
before; nervously anticipating the test he would soon undergo. As he approached the elders, he was mindful of 
a sharp churning in his stomach: he was fasting for the last ten days as he cleansed his body of impurities. 
The hunt would start at sunset and he was expected to return before dawn having slain a buffalo, claiming its 
horn. This was the true rite of passage that marked adulthood; the test each man of the tribe must relentlessly 
endure before earning respect. The festival is particularly gruesome as the boy is unarmed with no light source. 
The young men would return exhausted, traumatized, and bloodied...if they returned at all. 
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 The park grounds were exploited for various agendas. Before long, though, the general public caught 
wind of the corruption within the confines of the CSE. The island tainted its reputation over time, by hosting 
illegal hunts out of season and targeting threatened species and their younglings, alongside a number of 
criminal investigations. For all the effort poured into the island to create a safe haven, in the CSE death had 
become a sport.  

 

 

The history of mankind, his evolution, his culture, economy, and religion heavily rely 

on nature. For these reasons, it would be highly inaccurate to try and impose a universal 

meaning on nature, and rather difficult to talk about preservation without acknowledging the 

social construction of it. Some find the interaction with animals that they seek through 

nature photography, bird watching, hiking, or nature walks.  Hunting, as contradictory as 

that may be, is another avenue that have been explored in search of the primal experience.337 

Over the years, people began to believe that hunting is not solely intended for consumption, 

which led to the development of Hunting Tourism. Recreational hunting started by the time 
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of European imperialism338: 

“The affluent British gentleman-adventurer, often also a naturalist, travelled to 
remote places, to explore first-hand the wonders of the tropics, the confronting 
dangers of a tiger or elephant hunt, the thrill of a safari, or the quiet pastime of the 
insect collector. It is not surprising that such a person would take home a trophy, 
such as skins, horns, teeth, dried penises, skulls or tails, in order to verify their 
adventures. Although, in later years, photographic evidence could have replaced this 
method of verification, tiger skins and elephant tusks had, by that time, become such 
an essential part of a residential display that its waste would have been 
unthinkable.”339 

 

 

Bringing wildlife management into the commercial sphere is a move introduced by 
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Westerners in the seventies.340 Commercializing wildlife is like adding a price tag to a species 

existence, and as a result “changes our relationship with nature, and, if taken to the point of 

commodification, can subject the fragility of nature’s balance to the destructive logic and 

volatility of markets.”341 The recreational hunting industry is popular among more developed 

countries.342 Hunting tourism creates a multi-billion recreational business in the United 

States alone.343 This also contributes to the growing economy of less developed countries 

mainly in Southern Africa344 through Safari hunting.345 They have enjoyed these benefits and 

the need to protect these resources led to the adoption of conservation models like 

CAMPFIRE organized in Zimbabwe.346 Questions, however, are still raised by western 

conservationists, but for the hosts this is considered just an initiative to earn income.347 Rural 

areas benefit from accommodation, tourist guides, and other services that they can offer to 
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tourists in the community.348 Even those with a conservative attitude towards hunting 

acknowledge the fact that Africa’s wildlife might just be saved by none other than those who 

go on trophy hunting.349 Nevertheless, there are factors to consider as soon as hunting 

activities start to generate income within the locality. Oftentimes, as the economy grows, the 

traditions and social values involved are weakened.350  

Hunting has deep roots in culture. 351  Anthropologist Tim Ingold and 

environmentalist Paul Shepard, both point out the mutualistic and trust based relationship 

between hunter-gathers and animals, and the lessons that the rest of western societies can 

learn from such relationships.352 Hunter-gathers live in an understanding of sorts with 

animals, that if they are kind and respectful in their dealings then the animals are happy to 

provide for them. One of many traditions is Baka music, derived from the people of the 

Southwestern Central African Republic, is a combination of vocals and dance usually done 

to prepare for a hunt or showcase the skills of a hunter. This initiation is made to bring 
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people closer together and share surviving techniques when they go out hunting.353 Although 

hunting is not just legally binding in terms of supervision, yet most countries take into 

consideration the ancient ways of hunting activities including "traditional ecological 

knowledge” (TEK). 354  A local community may have certain taboos regarding hunting, 

therefore the community has the right to impose regulations and penalize individuals who 

break these rules. The regulations are made not only to protect the wildlife resources, but 

also to take into consideration the local traditions and ways of living. The German 

Waidgerechtigkeit concept or “clean death” was formulated to exercise caution during hunting, 

and to minimize animal pain suffering.355 State law acknowledges these policies, since they 

are significant to the existence of these communities.356 While there is a lot to be learned and 

admired in such traditions, the sad reality is that for many hunting is a sport. 357Therefore, 

any lack of respect to these customs and traditions can result in denying access of these 

resources to all tourists.  

For the longest time, hunters and conservationists have been divided on their stand 
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on tourist and trophy hunting.358 Therefore, governing bodies have put in place action plans 

to rehabilitate species and establish measures of where trophy hunting is allowed to take 

place.359 For example, WWF monitors safari hunting of the Himalayan Ibex in Pakistan, as 

part of a community wildlife conservation plan. 360  Also in the past thirty years, new 

partnerships and legislative changes were established leading to a change in attitude towards 

the protection of wildlife resources.361 For instance, The International Council for game and 

Wildlife Conservation (CIC) joined the World Conservation Union (IUCN). The German 

State Hunting Organization (LJV Baden-Württemberg) also became recognized an official 

conservation organization. In the year 2003, Australia created the NSW Game Council in a 

bid to clarify the rights and obligations of tourist hunters. Africa followed with redefining 

the rules for wildlife activities. The move gained community support for the conservation 

efforts, knowing that along with this, their economic status will also improve even in times 

of drought. As a result, many protected animal reserves double as hunting grounds for 

tourists with permits. 

“Private game reserves with open fences to Kruger Park have applied for approval to 
shoot and kill 34 elephants, including a trophy bull, and 5444 other animals such as 
rhinos, lions, leopards and buffaloes. The reserves in discussion are Associated 
Private Nature Reserves (APNR), consisting of Timbavati, Klaserie, Balule and 
Umbabat, reserves that contain luxury lodges catering for tourists who pay high rates 
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to experience exciting wild animal sightings. Hunting is perfectly legal in a reserve 
like Timbavatim, and primary hunting accounts for 61% of the reserves income, 17% 
of which was provided from tourism.”362 

As hunting and wildlife tourism grows, so is the need to modify existing policies to 

preserve wildlife resources. The goal is to achieve the “Triple Bottom Line” which aims to 

be responsible to towards the economy, protect the environment, and be socially adept.363 

To attain this in the future, we need to consider the following:364 

• Create guidelines aimed to improve sustainability clearly identify the benefits that the 

local community can enjoy  

• Create initiatives to promote conservation and wildlife usage with the involvement of 

local partners in the community 

• Study and monitor hunting activities by linking ties with research entities 

• Foster group discussion and awareness among major key players in the hunting 

industry 

• Prioritize the conservation of species habitat including the participation of the locals 

to address sustainability 

• Justify the importance of the hunting tourism industry in the development of the 

environment and the community as a whole 
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Figure 20. Cecil the lion and his poacher365 

Hunting tourism comes with some challenges surrounding the industry such as the amount 

of wildlife resources used, the ability of hunters to respect local traditions, and most of all, 

the regulations that surround the entire industry. The incident involving an American who 

killed an African lion, called Cecil; while on a hunt in 2015, reignited the argument of 

whether it is ethical to hunt for endangered animals.366 The move questions the relationship 

between trophy hunting and conservation making this even more controversial.367 What 

happened to Cecil, the lion, sparked an interest and reevaluation of the existing policies of 
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the US Fish and Wildlife Services and questioned the motives of killing animals.368 African 

lions are on the list of the US Endangered Species Act (ESA) but there is a constant conflict 

with another rule allowing for the importation of lion parts obtained from legal trophy 

hunts.369 Supporters of trophy argue two key points.370 One, trophy hunting is not a threat to 

the population and second, trophy hunting helps in the accumulation of funds for 

conservation purposes. 371 Academic research was also made showing the benefits of trophy 

hunting towards species and the population.372 Other scientists claim that regulating hunting 

does not mean endangering the lives of other species of wildlife.373 In another published 

article, those who approve of hunting see it as an opportunity to fund the protection of 

endangered species through expensive license fees.374 Moreover, hunting tourism produces 

less emission of carbon footprint as compared to ecotourism 375 Trophy hunting is not the 

sole answer to the challenges of Africa’s wildlife but it is a strong contributor to the local 
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community, providing376: 

• Lucrative income for the local communities 

• An alternative to raising cattle 

• Motivation for conservation efforts 

• Encourages responsible land use  

• A positive attitude towards wildlife 

• Increase in government revenues through the establishment of conservatory bodies 

• Restoration of wildlife  

• Growth of other secondary services to support tourism 

 

Hunting by animals is also not a pleasant scene for humans. However, in the wild the act of 

acquiring food by foraging or hunting takes up the majority of the animal’s day and therefore 

should be reflected in the design.377 The nature on display at the zoo is a human fantasized 

nature, and “the extension of the human idea to the wild will see in the behaviors and 

interrelationships among animals infinite cruelties.”378 Shifting the locus of control means 

allowing animals to practice their predatory activities openly and not excluding them from 
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the exhibit space. "You don't see animals killing animals. Our visitors could never see that, 

they make no connection between a piece of hamburger on a Styrofoam plate and a cow."379 

Cindy Lee at the Toronto Zoo, equally agrees:  

“you wouldn't want that seal to do what it does in the wild, which is balance a fish or 
a penguin on its head and rip it up into pieces while throwing it into the air. You 
wouldn't want your child to see a lion tear up a goat. It’s inhumane. They do eat 
animals here but the animals are killed humanely.”380 

However, selective predatory actions are incorporated in the romanticized zoo; such as fish 

killed daily in front of the visitors. Therefore, it appears to be that the lower down the food 

chain the species is the less people care about them.381 Consequently, the closest remaining 

act to hunting that takes place at the majority of American zoos is serving snakes un-

butchered prey, and this feeding occurs in the back holding areas away from the public 

visitors.382 

Lorimer presents an appeal for "a more open mode of wilding.”383 It is an inquisitive 

exercise of biopolitics that sees wildlife as uncontrollable and not agreeable to control or 

commodification. He offers an acute evaluation of a leading rewilding case in the managing 

of the Oostvaardersplassen in the Netherlands.384 In Rewilding projects experts are restoring 

habitats by using existing proxy species such as livestock to take the place of similar species 
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that used to exist centuries ago. Environmentalists have debated for a long time the notion 

that for nature to prosper, humans must be removed.385 That is why rewilding projects 

involve minimal human intervention after the perimeters have been set, and encourage wild 

behavior and predatory actions for survival.  

If we choose to do away with the ‘fake real’ mentality that surrounds the 

conceptualization and management of modern day zoos, what next for the interspecies 

interactions? With the rising extinction rates, the future tourism industry may resort to 

cloning animals in order to fulfill hunting aspirations. “What price will wealthy sports 

hunters be willing to part with for a once in a lifetime opportunity to hunt a formerly extinct 

animal in a South African private game reserve?”386 The practice of hunting has always been 

controversial, but if cloning animals for hunting purposes ever becomes a reality then it will 

most definitely incite moral and ethical debates. It may start as “a taboo of the near future, 

but eventually, it could become a more common and recognizable tourism activity.”387 

Moreover, futurist Natalie Dian and theorist Helena Pedersen propose the creation 

of "Earth Trusts" where nature is not treated as a commodity and interactions between 

humans and non-human others are unadulterated.388 This futuristic stewardship of nature 

allows for experimentation with various policies, architectural designs and trends in order to 
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come up with a working prototype. We must also understand that humans are equally 

influencers in the process of ecological change and consequently influence the evolution and 

development of our nonhuman counterparts whether or not we intended to do so.389 Simply 

put, we need to look at our interactions with other species from a holistic perspective rather 

than a fragmented one. Only by so doing do we create room for innovative research into the 

designing of spaces where nature is not secluded or boxed off but incorporated into the very 

fabric of the space.   

3. Collapse Scenario Archetype  

• The collapse scenario will discuss the sixth mass extinction, the loss of all wildlife. 
Film, photographs, and taxidermy are as close as you can get to experiencing the 
artificial wild. 

• The archetype will be a memorial. 
 

With each new extinction, zoologists feared the worst. Animal populations withered and waned, 
dropping in numbers until finally collapsing under the weight of environmental overload, exhaustion of 
resources, and world wars. In these hard times, people were limited in the ways they could glimpse the 
diminishing wildlife. With technology rarely available, they turned to what little shoddy film and worn 
photography that was saved. At first, the practice of taxidermy seemed almost barbaric: hordes of people were 
in disbelief that such an uncivilized and boorish method would gain popularity again, but it provided the only 
physical satisfaction that all other mediums lacked.  

Das Paradies blossomed into existence as a way to memorialize the forever removed 
Animal Kingdom, opening the doors to the largest wildlife experience available. The first curator of 
Das Paradies recruited the now jobless conservationists and zoologists to supply taxidermy 
specimens by gathering what little remains in the wild. By his death, his collection encompassed 
every major group of animals and birds, which his heirs sold to the memorial for a trifling $200 
million; a sum substantially lower than the real value of the collection. What began as a measly 
collection of mounts, grew into an emporium of creatures from the past. 

 In 2029, Das Paradies opened its doors to the public, ushering them to take a closer look 
at a world they’d only read about in fables. Upon first glance, the towering sight of an African 
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elephant suspended above the entry foyer greets visitors. It is the newest piece of taxidermy in the 
building; having been able to work with such tough skin is proof that taxidermists have finally 
mastered their art. In the first six weeks alone, over 800,000 guests arrived to marvel at this 
seemingly mythical world of wildness. Flamingos were petrified with outstretched wings in mid-
flight, raccoons bared jagged fangs at onlookers. Rabbits jutted up through makeshift burrows in 
the artificial dirt of the display enclosures, and snakes froze themselves in an eternal slither along 
the manufactured grasslands.  

 Over the years, Das Paradies boomed in popularity; the memorial set itself apart from 
other collections with its exquisite details of the displays and the hand painted backdrops. Visitors 
basked in the notion that the animals were actually alive rather than stuffed relics of a bygone era. 
By 2035, innovative types of taxidermy had fallen into favor. Pets sprung up first: the famed dogs 
of past presidents could be seen suspended in mid-frolic alongside the demure poses of royal falcons. 
When domesticated animals were no longer exciting enough for the ever-hungry audience, Das 
Paradies started arranging animals into human positions, personifying them. A black bear could be 
seen wearing a three-piece suit on its way to a high-powered corporate job. A peacock stood, apron-
clad in a hectic kitchen looming over a cookbook open to a page on how to bake a cake. No one 
was interested in creating (or seeing) precise, factually accurate habitats anymore. This trend paved 
the way to the gradual alteration of thinking in museums, resulting in the introduction of artificial 
dioramas and narratives that never existed in the wild.  

This led to great debates between the curators, who placed great importance on correct 
labeling, let alone genuine representations. The chief debate among them was the ever-churning topic of 
natural history vs. entertaining spectacle. In a society where the original and the counterfeit are seemingly put 
on the same pedestal, the importance of originality was weakened. Das Paradies itself was seen by some to 
be attacking the intelligence of its audience; creating a mockery of what was once a beautiful, natural world. 
With this train of thought, many argued that the curators and staff of Das Paradies also jabbed at their 
own integrity. Questioning the credibility of the memorial, some employees began to quit their jobs. Most of the 
members of staff who resigned where elderly. They still held memories of zoo and farm visits. All their letters 
of resignation were signed with ominous warnings: “you should tread carefully and be cautious of falsifying 
history for future generations.”   

 Taxidermy has been cherished and despised, but slowly accepted as a respectful tribute to 
the beauty of the natural world. It flowed from a scientific tool to an in vogue art form. Where the 
stigma of owning taxidermy once starkly stood, trendiness rushed in to take its place. When asked 
about the ethical dilemmas in the face of this assertion, a taxidermist answered: “This is what we 
consider preservation,” he says. “The best animal experience available, because it is authentic.” As 
she speaks, one can see a disclaimer sign behind her:  No  An ima l s  We r e  Ha rmed  i n  Th i s  
P r o c e s s .  
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The art and science of taxidermy has evolved over the years motivated by different 

intentions.390 For some, taxidermy is a means through which they can show off their hunting 

prowess, for others it is a way in which they can achieve continued interaction with their 

beloved pets even after death. From an artistic perspective, taxidermy is used as a medium 

and form of expression. In the scientific world, taxidermy is important in maintaining an 

inventory of nature’s species and wonders. It also serves as a reminder that life is short and 

fleeting. So far, taxidermy has been used as an educational, conservational, artistic, as well as 

a nostalgic tool. It has been used to tell tales of the journey of mankind through time and the 

gains and losses that man has suffered. It is also a great reminder of man’s recklessness that 

has seen a number of species driven to extinction.  
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No matter what shape the drive behind the evolution and continued use of 

taxidermy takes, to create these shells of their former existence we attempt to defy life’s 

natural processes. This desire stems from mankind’s need to associate and be associated with 

the natural environment. Our actions are responsible for the extinction of a number of 

species yet we strive to keep monuments of them. Taxidermy is perhaps our attempt to defy 

the natural order of life, death, and decomposition. By preserving animals we hold on to 

what was, in the hope of extending its existence for times to come.391 We essentially cheat 

the life cycle and keep traces of life from being completely wiped off the earth. Mankind’s 

need to be associated with the natural world and therefore the need for taxidermy can best 

be described in the Breathless Zoo, by curator Rachel Poliquin, in seven chapters: wonder, 

beauty, spectacle, order, narrative, allegory, and remembrance. 392  There is the need to 

preserve the beauty within nature, the need to tell the story of mankind, the need to derive 

metaphors, the need to invoke wonder, the need to remember, the need to create order, and 

spectacles for our enjoyment. Each of these needs have a different influence on the shape 

and form that taxidermy takes.  
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Figure 21. Hundreds of taxidermy displayed at Melbourne Museum393 

 

The movement of bodies throughout history is sometimes concealed by museums 

for one reason or the other. The concept of “Zoo/mbie” and animal taxidermy reflects 

knowledge construction and the nature-culture dualism that still exists.394  

“Museums can be understood as performative and panoptical places where body 
parts are reconstructed and frozen in choreographed positions to tell stories of 
purified nature – where they are disciplined beyond discipline, but also moved 
between front stage and backstage and between frames, depending on shifting 
ideas.”395  
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Taxidermy has been used as a tool to tell the tale of who we are as a species from cultural, 

religious, political, and scientific standpoints.396 We tend towards immortalizing creatures of 

parts of the natural world that have in one way or another played a significant role in our 

intellectual, aesthetic, and cultural evolution. It is through such species that we can 

completely tell the story of mankind. In the past we have associated animals with religious 

events, even carving out animal silhouettes in cave walls. This awe and admiration of animals 

has seen the domestication of some as pets and the conservation of others in zoos. It is in 

the same awe-inspiring breath that we preserve these creatures as trophies, a mark of our 

conquest over nature.  

The desire to interact with wildlife is an inquisitive one especially now that we live in 

an age where life in the wild is broadly televised. Nature channels and programs continue to 

lift the veil of the pristine wilderness and its mysteries. We are provided with a platform 

where we can achieve some form of interaction with the wild world from the comfort of our 

homes397. However, this does not seem to be enough. We seem to still require that physical 

interaction with our nonhuman counterparts. Whatever the nature of the display, the 

realization that the preserved animal is an animal nonetheless is an emotionally evoking 

one.398 Viewing taxidermy conjures a different emotional reaction than seeing animals on 

photos or on television. That ability to see, and feel the remnants of the beauty that once 

was, to experience the differences in height and size between different animals and between 
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ourselves and these animals is what makes taxidermy such a powerful tool. It plays on our 

intrinsic attraction towards animals and all things wild. As much as the practice of taxidermy 

takes on an educational guise, it is equally an artistic tool. It works towards capturing the 

details of animals in their purest and truest forms and displaying these details for the world 

to see. One can, therefore, not disassociate taxidermy from the aesthetic appeal and that raw 

attraction that we as a species have towards our fellow animals. 

The term taxidermy means the arrangement and stuffing of skin399. Taxidermy 

however, is a process that is associated with death. For taxidermy to be possible, something 

has to die400. While it does not seek out death, it thrives in the presence of it. Perhaps the 

most sobering of all preservations are those that can no longer be found in the current 

world. The preservation of species that are now extinct is a desolate reminder of what was. 

Here, taxidermy almost fails to cheat the cycle of life. Here, taxidermy is the final and only 

avenue of interaction between us and these animal species; interactions that are shadowed by 

sadness and loss.401 However, without the practice of taxidermy we would not have the 

chance to interact with some of these lost yet profound animals. We would rely on two 

dimensional paintings, photos, and drawings to interact with these animals without getting to 

really appreciate their actual sizes and forms. As confusing as taxidermy may be from a 

moral and even philosophical standpoint, it is a unique conservation medium that can’t be 

replaced.     
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The key to making headway in all conservation initiatives rests on curbing 

extinction.402 Therefore, a significant portion of the funds is channeled to the removal of 

threats or the recovery of endangered species. Thousands of professionals commit 

themselves towards this cause; the main reason behind its appeal is the sense of urgency and 

the need for human interference.403 Australia harbors the most guilt as far as extinction is 

concerned, due to the loss of 19 mammal species in that region.404 This figure represents 

nearly half of the mammal losses in the world throughout the same timeframe. The thylacine 

(Tasmanian tiger) extinction especially has been narrated countless times.405 It was hunted 

for profit, a reward per head, as retribution for it killing their livestock. Although some 

people are convinced that disease caused their extinction, an array of human-triggered causes 

such as habitat loss, the introduction of dogs, and hunting played the largest role.406 

Extinction is such a weighty occurrence that it marks a conservation reference point, a 

threshold signifying humanity’s exorbitance. The thylacine loss is a noteworthy point of 
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reference, primarily because humans hunted it to disappearance and sadly our efforts to save 

it were too little too late.407  

Most historic human-triggered extinctions are not owed to deliberate extermination 

efforts, but mostly bad management, lack of knowledge, and negligence. Humans are known 

to have accidentally triggered the loss of hundreds of animal species, especially through what 

is commonly referred to as the “evil quartet” of the forces of extinction – over-harvesting, 

co-extinction, habitat loss, and new species introduction.408 However, intentionally triggering 

the loss of a given species is considered a cultural taboo in developed nations.409 There are 

astoundingly several instances whereby human beings (cooperatively) wiped out a species 

completely, and triumphed. In cases like the great auk Pinguinus impennis, protective measures 

were implemented to curb the declines, but they were too late to keep the unavoidable at 

bay.410 “Buttons” represents the last passenger pigeon to be spotted in the wild before being 

shot by a teenager called Press Clay Southworth in the year 1900.411 At the time, Press wasn’t 

aware that the bird he shot was the last passenger pigeon. In spite of the increased violent 

hounding of the pigeon, there was still a widespread view that it was impossible for a species 
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that exist in billions to be wiped out entirely.412 The Falkland Island Wolf Dusicyon australis 

might be the only case of a completely premeditated eradication of species. The wolves were 

poisoned and hounded for killing sheep, and there is no existing proof of efforts to stop this 

extinction.413 

Certain environmentalist hold the view that conservation should do away with its 

attempts to save endangered species and instead channel the limited conservation money 

towards curbing declines.414 They are convinced that it is irrational to dedicate resources to 

the most endangered species as opposed to devoting them to making sure that other species 

do not follow the same path. However, agreeing with this point of view means that several 

species will certainly be extinct once costly human involvement efforts are withdrawn.415 

This controversial approach is called ‘economic rationalism’, and supporters of this view 

believe that all resultant extinctions due to this are considered unintentional. Nonetheless, it 

is difficult to envision general support for ideas that advocate for humans to speed up the 

extinction of threatened species in a bid to better utilize conservation resources, especially 

since extinction is still a cultural taboo that is hard to discard. 
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Intentionally causing the extinction of a given species is termed an ethical crime, but 

some see it justifiable in the case of the small pox.416 Even though the virus Variola major has 

for long been sentenced to destruction, it still exists. It is locked away in two hidden spots; 

one in the United States and the other in Russia.417 The virus is behind the deaths of millions 

of human beings, leading the infected to experience an excruciating death. For humans in 

general, smallpox has to be one of the species that deserves destruction. However, we are 

still too far from making it happen.418 Several views against the eradication of smallpox 

factor in the future use of vaccines in curbing an unidentified outbreak.419 However, there is 

an existing argument that microbes, like all other species, has intrinsic rights to live, and that 

it would be immoral to force its execution.420 Since extinction is irreversible (for the time 

being), those species that have been lost are considered martyrs, and symbols for 

conservation.421 Each campaign needs its own mascots that represent the cause, and in the 

case of extinction, if those charismatic species die then they can transform into more iconic 

figures for conservation. This will be seen at the MEMO (Mass Extinction Monitoring 
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Observatory) project in the UK, where extinct species will be remembered in a stone-built 

monument that acts as an extinction shrine.422  

 

Figure 22. Rendered image for the £20 million 'Memo' project423 

Although many agree that any animal extinction is a huge loss, the best way of 

describing it is not always clear-cut.424 Professor of Environmental Ethics, Philip Cafaro 

highlights “three of the most common and plausible ways to think about anthropogenic 
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mass extinction: as a mistake, as a crime, and as an inevitability.”425 Investigating the 

following three alternatives helps to explain the ethical significance and meaning behind the 

sixth mass extinction: 

1st alternative: extinction as a result of squandering resources (a mistake) 

One of the most shared views that modern-day conservationists hold is that 

extinction is huge waste of precious resources. The sustained loss of species has considerable 

effects on the present and future well being of human beings.426 Numerous ecosystem 

services are at risk due to declines in biodiversity. Biodiversity also possess important 

aesthetic, recreational, educational, religious, and spiritual values. At times, we could be 

ruling out vital opportunities through losing habitats and species.427 Nature enthusiasts 

anticipate that this kind of conversation on resources will be helpful, providing them with a 

way of persuading people who are apathetic to extinction that they ought to back prevention 

endeavors.428 Nonetheless, this viewpoint is yet to encapsulate what the sixth mass extinction 

fully entails, for various reasons. For starters, it maintains its focus solely on humans’ needs 

and wants, and identifies the possible loss in an unsuccessful attempt to satisfy them, 

presently or in the future. However, this appears unreasonable, as humanity’s endeavors to 
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meet our needs and wants are behind the continued loss of the world’s biodiversity.429 

Averting mass loss of species would essentially require restricting the egocentric economic 

actions of people.430 It also calls for the management of human populations, since growing 

numbers each place a considerable burden on the already existing strained resources required 

by the other species.431  

Secondly, associating animals with resources strongly suggests “substitutability”, and 

this translates to the go-ahead for wiping out other species.432 The problem with this 

mentality is that most animal species, especially the endangered ones, have little economic 

value.433 However, most of us are convinced that the significance of pandas for example 

cannot be entirely justified by looking at how helpful they are to humans. Lastly, focusing on 

resource aspect mostly means concentrating on the short-term. Nevertheless, most species 

have been in existence for millions of years, and threatening their existence through present-
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based consumption is a mistake.434 Focusing on resource and value prevent us from seeing 

the intrinsic value and histories of the other species.435  

2nd alternative: extinction as a result of mass killings (as a crime) 

The majority of researchers view anthropogenic extinction as ethically wrong.436 

Referring to the loss as interspecies genocide has been one way of describing it. In Craig 

Sanford’s latest book Planet Without Apes, he explains how humans have conducted a massive 

annihilation on the great apes.437 He adds that if such a massacre targeted humans, it would 

be termed as genocide . Apes are a great example for this moral argument, because of their 

close similarities to humans and advanced mental systems.438  

The definition of ‘genocide’ is drawn from the Greek word root dubbed ‘genos’, 

which means people, group, or tribe. On the other hand, ‘cide’ is a Latin word meaning 

killing.439 Generally, the word means going against a whole group’s right to existence; the 
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same way homicide means the violation of a person’s right to live.440 When we acknowledge 

that extinctions are in violation to fairness and morals, the word genocide seems a suitable 

description for the sixth mass extinction. Some feel that genocide is not a suitable term for 

describing extinctions, because people are not eliminating the other species deliberately, or 

since the word only refers to brutality against humans.441 In agreement with such 

disapproval, the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the 

Crime of Genocide describes genocide as deliberate killings with prior intent.442 Even though 

there is no sinister plot to kill all the innocent creatures in the world, we are experiencing a 

deliberate and persistent human confiscation of resources globally. After we identify human 

developments as the basic cause of species loss, and keep in mind that such developments 

involve planning and management by governments and companies across the globe, any 

assertion that human beings are unintentionally annihilating species is unconvincing. In the 

last century, the global population has risen by more than 300%, and the world’s economy 

has grown by a minimum of 1500%.443 This population increment has harmed numerous 

species and habitats. Nevertheless, we are not ready to reduce our population size as a 
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planet, and we decline to minimize our per capital requirements on natural resources.444 

Leading to a grave crime against Mother Nature, no different from a genocide. 

“As a result, ocean life is reduced to food and bycatch; rainforests are razed for meat 
production, soybeans, palm oil and timber; boreal and temperate forests are cut 
down and exploited for their wood, pulp and energy resources; mountains are blown 
apart for their coal; deep sea floors are punctured for oil; grasslands are overgrazed 
or converted into strictly-human breadbaskets; freshwaters are channelized, dammed, 
polluted, and overfished; and animals are exterminated at an unprecedented pace, 
either displaced, or killed for their meat and lucrative body parts.”445 

The next objection argues that only humans can be genocide victims. This is rather 

unfortunate for the bison that were eradicated from America’s Great Plains in the 18th 

century partially through planned campaigns by the US government to relocate the Native 

tribes.446 There is no scientific or rational reason stopping us from using the word genocide 

to describe the killing of both human and non-human groups.447 Species signify years of 

evolution and adaption. Similar to every individual, each species is distinct, with its own 

background and fate. They have considerable intrinsic value, and humanity has to protect 
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and acknowledge that.448 We have a moral duty towards other living things, it is only fair to 

share the resources between us.449  

 

Figure 23. A pile of American bison skulls450 
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3rd alternative: extinction as a result of humans’ cancerous effect (an inevitability) 

As living creatures, human beings have to use up some natural resources for survival. 

However, as self-aware, ethical individuals, we have the power of limiting such actions. For 

instance, when environmentalists urge for restrictions on industries, politicians and 

economists usually react by arguing that restraining growth is unreasonable or 

unwarranted.451 Lawrence Summers, an ex-treasury secretary, guaranteed Americans several 

years back that the world has no limitations to the number of people it can hold, that there is 

no doomsday threat as a result of global warming, and the thought that we ought to restrict 

growth is a downright mistake.452 Many modern-day environmentalists support “smart 

growth”, which is less destructive to the environment, while disregarding the population 

issue.453  

During a conference dedicated to the anthropogenic threats on the environment, 

Thomas Lovejoy, “the godfather of biodiversity”, claimed that earth would soon experience 

a fever and humanity is the illness.454 Several years later, environmental ethicist Rolston 

Holmes said that cultures have become exploitative, with a never-ending rise of 

unappeasable needs, to add to a continually growing population.455 Anthropogenic growth 
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has been exceptionally fast and widespread.456 Such an increase has been at the cost of both 

the integrity and welfare of the environment. This continued rise of the human population 

globally certainly appears to have lost control: leaders lack the power to stop it, despite their 

urge to do so; and technological advancements have enabled us to overcome any 

environmental barriers.457 Therefore the human race has been described as cancerous –

detrimental and uninhibited. 

4. Transformation Scenario Archetype 

• The transformation scenario is a high-tech anthropocentric extreme of creating 
intelligent life forms and de-extinction projects. The scientific mutation of animal 
cells brings forth new hybrids as well as resurrects ancient ones. 

• The archetype will be the science lab. 
 

Nearly every day at Gene-techs Groups, Inc. is a hectic one, but today held a special kind of chaos. 
After spending the better part of the morning safety-proofing the lab and its surrounding departments, the 
staff was on high alert for the ambassador and his advisors filtering in for their tour. Once all steps were 
taken, every staff member planted in their assigned muster station, and all guests present with wide eyes, the 
tour began in the custom design department. In passing, an overindulged adolescent can be overheard 
demanding a winged serpent for his birthday. Now, it’s not that it can’t be done, of course, but a task of this 
nature certainly does have its obstacles: owing to the complications of adding wings to a snake, a falcon needs 
to be reverse-engineered from DNA extract.  

 The head scientist was leading the tour towards the petting zoo and frozen labs. "Budget cuts," he 
sighed, "dictate the selection of what species we bring back out of all that have been shamelessly exterminated, 
so we have to take these bizarre requests from elite clients every now and then to make ends meet."  He 
avoided eye contact from the crowd, continuing speedily toward the lab. The lone woolly mammoth gazed 
longingly from behind a snowy enclosure, passenger pigeons flew above their heads, and with blank eyes, a 
Dodo bird scrutinized the tour group and continued to ruffle its feathers.  
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 "There's the dodo. Not a flightless bird anymore. Follow me. I'll show you where it is all done." 
The head scientist was speaking in quick bursts, trying to steal the attention of the group. In the vacuum hall, 
which leads to the lab, they passed between rows of tall and wide chambers. Inside a row of clear glass 
cylinders, one could clearly make out a milky, glowing substance, suspended in water. "Those will be 
Tasmanian tigers," replied the scientist to a question that no one had the nerve to ask. "We plan to create a 
sizable herd, and then release them on the private government arena."  

 Finally bursting the bubble of his silence, the ambassador asked, "Tell me, where do you get the 
records for reformation?"  

 "Mainly, excavated carcasses and taxidermy from collector auctions. There, almost ready to be taken 
from the reservoir, are Siberian tiger cubs. They'll be risky as full-grown pets but will be returned here after 
the adoption contracts expire."  

 The tour ended, and the ambassador was left to process all that he had seen. It had been years since 
conservation plans were abandoned, and preserves given up as land grabs. The idea of mimicking the natural 
environment had long since fallen out of favor, went out of style. Back at the entrance, the spoiled teenager’s 
cries of privilege still rang through the hallways. “So tell me, this creature that you will engineer for me,” he 
demanded, “What will the pedigree certificate say: domestic, wild, captive, feral? ” 

 

Figure 24. Interspecies hybrids458 

Technology thus far has been important in defining natural life, culture, and beliefs. 

Professors Braden Allenby and Daniel Sarewitz explore the rather complex world where 
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technology and humanity are intertwining. 459 The central argument brought forward is that 

to better manage this fast-changing world, we need to put an end to the schism between the 

concepts of being human, technology, and of what is considered to be natural. The current 

anthropogenic era has surpassed the point of being defined by technology and has started 

manipulating it to define the systems of the earth and realize new life forms. “We could even 

see the growth of Jurassic Park-like safaris, where visitors can see animals in the flesh that 

had previously been long-extinct, bringing a whole new meaning to extinction tourism.”460 

By combining knowledge of genetics, engineering, and agricultural sciences, mankind has 

been able to form a new hybrid scientific discipline known as synthetic biology.461 We are 

now able to view biological pathways as pieces of a puzzle that can be shifted around to 

create biological templates that can be used to create organisms bearing the desired qualities. 

By doing so, mankind is now able to create different life forms from scratch; going beyond 

that which is naturally occurring. Nowadays, cloning methods are even being used 

commercially. By cloning dead pets and faster racehorses, breeders can “better leverage their 

most exceptional animals”462. Owning pets has actually helped in animal conservation, 

breeding, and research.463 Hence, an open approach to raise de-extinct animals as pets maybe 

a likely future. However, “it is not ethical to be purporting science fiction under the guise of 
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science.”464 As evolutionary biologist Chase Mendenhall explains,  

“We need more representations of the future, but we must live and act in the 
present, and there are far more urgent and tractable ways for creating imagined 
futures that don’t include bringing back a “pet” for humanity before you’ve had time 
to prepare its terrarium.”465        
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Experimental animals are turned into objects to yield data. Lynch calls this process a 

transformation from the naturalistic into the analytic animal.466 The ‘analytic animal’ resides 

in a mathematical space of the laboratory; the ‘naturalistic animal’ exists in a space devoid of 

experimentation.467 As far as science is concerned, the analytic animal is what is of 

importance. It is seemingly an artifact, and figuratively and realistically speaking, a product of 

the manipulations and designs of humans. The fact that laboratory procedures work to make 

the animal devoid of its naturalistic attributes provides much needed proof to Descartes’ 

argument that the animal is just but a machine.468 When it comes to laboratory work, animals 

are viewed as no more than a piece of imformation to be used in an experiment. Here, they 

cease to become sentimental objects and take on a more ‘cultural’ role that is defined by the 

practices, rules and regulations of the laboratory.469 However, when dealing with the 

naturalistic animal they are considered to be living creatures that possess personalities of 

their own. Here, the animal, in its interactions with humans is viewed to possess the ability 

to reciprocate emotions, to be empathetic and to even create an emotional bond with its 

handlers, as is the case with pets. Similarly, many laboratory scientists frequently develop 

feelings of attachment to their lab animals, and do not consider them as mere scientific 
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objects. The tendency to do so can be compared to the interactions with inanimate objects 

such as computers where the objects are assigned characters and personalities.470 

A video clip from the 1930s showcases a dog scurrying around inside an enclosure.471 

When looking more closely, it becomes apparent that this “dog” has an odd-shaped head, 

peculiar stripe patterns, and a stiff tail. This is no dog, but rather one of the last surviving 

Tasmanian tigers. The film was done shortly before humans killed off the last of them. 

Comparably, old records describe the proliferated presence of passenger pigeons, but by the 

mid-nineteenth century they were all mass slaughtered.472  Many have mourned the loss of 

this species, and “Martha” in specific, the last survivor. Renowned philosopher and 

conservationist Aldo Leopold wrote, “we grieve, because no living man will see again the 

onrushing phalanx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for spring across the March skies, 

chasing the defeated winter from all the woods and prairies of Wisconsin.”473  

But we may not have to grieve anymore. The Long Now Foundation, based in San 

Francisco, is proactively assisting scientists in recreating the passenger pigeon within what is 

known as its ‘Revive & Restore’ project.474 In the Anthropocene, the possibility of de-
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extinction has become plausible.475 De-extinction is a new process of resurrecting extinct 

species via genetic technology.476 Recently, many celebrated the news that the genetic 

material of extinct gastric-brooding frogs, was resurrected.477 Additionally, for a short while 

the Pyrenean Ibex Capra has also been revived.478 These two breakthroughs are some of the 

numerous attempts in progress to utilize genetic technology to resurrect some of the most 

popular extinct species, including passenger pigeons, Tasmanian tigers, and woolly 

mammoths.479  

Assuming de-extinction is a success, what would become of our modern-day 

conservation efforts? With the ability to address the shortcomings of ecological approaches 

to conservation, the “genetic techno-fix” of de-extinction is attractive to many.480 However, 

if de-extinction is put into practice, conservationists will have a difficult time arguing against 

overhunting when the victim of such, the Dodo bird, is revived. Likewise, environmental 

efforts to stand against climate change will seem futile when its icon, the sabre toothed tiger, 

is reborn. I personally side with the critics of de-extinction481 who hold to the belief that, 
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once accomplished, reviving species that have gone extinct will cripple conservation efforts 

by being exploited as a backup solution. While some argue that de-extinction will actually 

encourage conservation by this scientific achievement482, “without its extinct martyrs like the 

thylacine, the passenger pigeon, and the gastric brooding frog, conservation will lose its 

ability to argue against some of the key threats to wildlife and hence lose its voice in the fight 

against human impacts on the natural world.”483 

Of the various approaches to de-extinction, back- breeding, cloning, and genetic 

engineering are the three most promising methods.484 Back-breeding might be feasible only if 

there are descendants that are closely related to that extinct specie. This method has been 

used in the Auroch cattle project in Europe.485 Another approach is brought forth through 

cloning, utilized by a Spanish group that used somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) to revive 

the extinct subspecies of a mountain goat (Pyrenean ibex) using preserved frozen tissue. 

However, despite hundreds of efforts, only one fetus survived to term, and even then, 

ultimately died minutes after birth from lung complications.486 This example demonstrates 

two issues with SCNT: it is neither very safe nor efficient and will only work if viable cell 
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nuclei are present, a condition that will likely be the case in only a few extinctions. The third 

approach stems from genetic engineering. “Take an extinct species—say, the passenger 

pigeon—that left sufficient samples to allow high-quality whole- genome sequencing. DNA 

in cells from a similar living species—perhaps the band- tailed pigeon—could be edited to 

match the extinct species’ genomic sequence.”487 Then, the resulting cells could be utilized to 

create living birds with the make up of a band-tailed pigeon but also part passenger 

pigeon.488 The majority of the extinct genome would be restored within a couple of 

generations, if ever.489   
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Figure 25. Three approaches to de-extinction490 

Despite its promise, critics of de-extinction question what benefits are brought forth 

with the return of seemingly insignificant creatures.491 Those who are against de-extinction 

base their arguments on one or more of the following: animal welfare, health, environment, 

politics, and/or ethics.492 Animals produced via de-extinction may ultimately endure pain 
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during the process. It has been proven that SCNT can result in significant levels of 

abnormality and premature mortality.493 Furthermore, animal rights activists might also stand 

against de-extinction for the same reason they oppose zoos, and unnecessary animal 

exploitation.494 Additionally, the genome of an extinct animal could also carry unknown 

dangerous viruses, which may result in widespread epidemics. The same landscapes that used 

to host these species have greatly evolved and may consider these creatures as unwelcome 

pests. Apart from this, there are concerns about whether such organisms would, and could, 

be successfully reintroduced into their habitats. De-extinction will most likely trigger political 

debates as well. The public would prefer if their tax money was going to research that would 

directly help human kind rather than resurrect animal species. Moreover, some will argue 

that, no matter the results, de-extinction is sinful, a roleplaying of the divine if you will. 

Others may be cautious of the unknown results and don’t see the need for these extinct 

species in today’s environment. 

Supporters of de-extinction also base their arguments on five criteria: “scientific 

knowledge, technological advancement, concrete environmental benefits, justice, and 

“wonder.”495 De-extinction carries potential to allow scientific observation of plant and 

animal species that were once absent due to extinction. Also, reintroducing species into the 

wild, can aid in restoring their vulnerable environments. Similarly, the wooly mammoth is a 

significant grazing creature, and can act as geo-engineers transforming the arctic steppe into 
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lush landscapes.496 Another popular motivation for the proponents of de-extinction is that of 

justice, at least for species that have been eliminated due to human action. If we master the 

ability to bring them back into this world, then it feels like an obligation to do so. Finally, 

biggest motivation for de-extinction is “wonder” and satisfying our curiosity.  

“Wouldn’t it be great to have vast herds of mammoths roaming the Canadian tundra, 
or a thrill to see flocks of hundreds of millions of passenger pigeons settling in 
Michigan forests once again to gobble down vast amounts of beech mast and supply 
succulent squabs to Chicago restaurants? Or maybe enjoy watching flights of 
Carolina parakeets over southern farms, or at least observe a living pair of saber-
toothed cats in a cage in a zoo.”497 

Despite all of this, legal complications most certainly ought to be contemplated.498 If an 

extinct species is successfully brought back, would it remain on the endangered species list? 

They would be protected under the Endangered Species Act in the United States, but not 

recognized under international groups that tend to judge by population statistics.499 There are 

many unresolved issues, but most importantly is the need for some sort of established 

protocols that monitor such projects and prioritize safety and animal welfare whilst taking a 

cautious approach. Assuming de-extinction were to be legalized, what regulations would be 

put in place?  Especially when it comes to the possibility of licensing these resurrected 

                                                             
496 “Pleistocene Park: Restoration of the Mammoth Steppe Ecosystem,” accessed February 17, 2019, 
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498 Jacob S Sherkow and Henry T Greely, “What If Extinction Is Not Forever?,” Science 340, no. 6128 
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499 Norman F Carlin, Ilan Wurman, and Tamara Zakim, “How to Permit Your Mammoth: Some 
Legal Implications of de-Extinction,” Stan. Envtl. LJ 33 (2013): 3. 
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species. Certain countries including the United States do permit patents on living 

creatures.500  

“Exclusive rights to exhibit resurrected species in a Jurassic or Pleistocene Park 
could provide a revenue stream to recover past costs or fund de-extinction efforts 
for additional species. Moreover, there could be a market for resurrected species as 
pets, not unlike the market for exotic animals.”501 

In most de-extinction projects, the aim is to produce the closest replicas to the extinct 

species; “ecological proxies that are capable of filling the extinct species’ ecological niche.”502 

A functioning copy is sufficient; you do not need an exact replica in order to attain 

conservation goals. Those in favor of backbreeding aurochs are expected to release these 

animals into vacant farm areas near what was at one point the aurochs’ grazing grounds.503 

Similarly, supporters of the mammoth revival aim to create hairy elephants that can 

withstand Siberia’s brutal weather.504 The revived aurochs and mammoths will be different 

from their extinct counterparts, so there is no telling if they will possess similar behavioral 

attributes such as grazing.  

“When the animal is born, it will be raised by a surrogate species, with different 
behaviors and social structures, which will affect its phenotype. It will live in an 
environment that is different from that which persisted in the past, and consume a 
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different diet than was consumed by other members of its species.”505 

There is a legitimate concern that our current landscapes will be incapable of sustaining the 

resurrected species.506 We may be better off focusing our efforts and limited resources on 

conservation efforts. The greatest concern of de-extinction, though, is what it symbolizes. It 

proclaims that we have limitless control over nature. But we must tread cautiously with 

technology, “Our tools are better than we are, and grow better faster than we do. They 

suffice to crack the atom, to command the tides. But they do not suffice for the oldest task 

in human history: to live on a piece of land without spoiling it.”507 Animal extinction helps us 

reflect on our own finitude. We can be too smart for our own good. Being enthralled with 

power and control can be foolish. But we ought to value and defend the reality of nature, 

including the reality that some creatures are extinct, to ultimately show us something 

profound about the importance of collective discipline and the limits of human ability. 

Saying that it is smart to take a step back goes against the goal of progress, but fighting 

against the urge to increase our power over nature will allow us to repair it.    

“We should also cherish and protect the capacity of nature, including those parts of 
nature that are no longer with us, to teach us something profound about the value of 
collective self-restraint and human limits. Few things teach us this sort of earthly 
modesty any more.”508 
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5. Synthesis Scenario Archetype 

• The synthesis scenario brings the wild to the urban context. Introducing a sense of 
equality, agency, and collective ownership of space. 

• The archetype will be an urban intervention. 
 
It was truly The City of the Rhino. Everywhere one looked, the rhinoceros was extolled in the form 

of murals, monuments, art installations, and children’s toys. The city flag, dancing through the air atop the 
roofs of the buildings that sketched out the skyline, was drawn in the unmistakable outline of rhino horns. 

 This city’s government has always walked a fascinating tightrope between intense idolatry and grave 
mistreatment which escalated to a peak the year 2025. In an effort to expand the city’s urban districts, 
wilderness conservation plots were bulldozed and replaced with skyscrapers and modern apartments. The 
remaining rhinos, however, were placed in a sort of engineered captivity underground: a viewing pit where 
passersby and residents of the city could visit and observe the animals they claimed to love so fondly.  

 This pit, of course, caused much more harm than benefit. The rhinos were cramped inside the 
confines of the dingy, underground abyss, which in and of itself spelled out a significant decrease in quality of 
life. In their collective dismay, tempers flared in the crowded quarters of the rhino community, which then led 
to intense quarrels and severe (often untreatable) injuries. Every now and again, a drunken person would 
topple down into the rhino pit only to be trampled to death and left to rot by the herbivores. 

 After about five years of the rhino pit tarnishing the center of the city, the residents began to realize 
that something must be done. The living conditions for the rhinos were deplorable, the animals moped around 
in their boredom, and the entire project had become more of a floundering embarrassment than a tourist 
attraction. Temporary measures were taken to improve the quality of life such as concrete refurbishment, but 
this only served to jerk the rhinos even further from the wild world to which they were longing to return. Long 
periods of community deliberation took place until finally a solution was patched together: the rhinos would 
inhabit one of the many barren, abandoned parks within the residential areas on the outskirts of the city. 

 With this restructure of their home turf, a new era of urban wilderness interventions was ushered 
through. These missions were to create a place for animals that was neither captivity, nor the wild (as the first 
is inhumane and the latter ceased to exist any longer). The general consensus of the public was the idea that 
an animal shouldn’t be caged, but that doesn’t mean that its only viable option for a habitat is what was 
found originally, a millennia ago. A giraffe shouldn’t be kept in a traditional enclosure, but that doesn’t 
mean its only acceptable home is an East African grassland.  

 In the following stage, waterbucks were introduced to graze in the land adjacent to the town lake. A 
reinforced tunnel for easy access connected both animal plots, which encouraged active foraging for food in 
addition to an increase in physical activity. The animals could choose their adventures each day with the 
multiple options set out before them; long gone were the confines of what was always considered “man’s land.” 
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With more species introductions and freedom, the animals were flourishing. Hybrid species were able to form: 
liger, tigon, leopon and even panthera breeds were found roaming around. 

 City dwellers could now make eye contact with giraffes through their third- and fourth-floor 
apartment windows. Elephants roared their trunks and snatched food from the hands of excited children on 
balconies. Back alleys of the city were transformed into wildlife running corridors. These wild interventions 
gained more public support due to the bountiful power source the animals turned out to be. The stampede of 
the elephants, the rippling in the water where a hippo soaks, the monkey’s leap from branch to branch; these 
movements were able to be harnessed to create a current of kinetic energy that helped power the city. 

 With all these infrastructural developments, legal transformation closely followed. For the first time 
in history, the lawmakers successfully granted the once-revered rhinos the same legal rights of human beings. 
The landmark parliamentary vote caps more than 20 years of struggles, ensuring that the 9 remaining rhinos 
will be represented by two human guardians in legal matters that concern them.  

 “We have struggled to locate a legal approximation so we can illustrate that regarding the rhinos as 
living entities is the only just solution,” read the statement issued by the Ministry of Environment in the wake 
of the legal decision, “in lieu of handling it from a logistics standpoint.” The legislation marked a 
monumental victory, which also included $25 million settlement in financial redress, followed by an additional 
$7 million toward improving the enclosure. 

 In a televised conference aired worldwide, the minister spoke fondly of the new developments. “Great 
hornbill nests, prolifically large butterflies, and magic rabbits! We are seeing species in the city like never 
before. The problem is,” he continued, “urbanites are not the most ideal hosts. Animals, unfortunately, can’t 
comprehend zoning or boundaries. We must work together to create a safe space for all animals to roam.” 

 The second stage of the program fell into the laps of engineers, architects, and designers to create a 
more secure environment for animals to thrive amongst humans in the city. Giant piping tubes where small 
animals could play shot up and whirled around skyscrapers. Traffic was limited to underground driving as the 
surface became a pedestrian-only zone. The placement of the animals within the urban space stirred a sense of 
social responsibility in the city dwellers who started viewing these animals as communal pets rather than 
unwanted trespassers. A landmark change was fostered; with these contemporary landscapes protecting every 
animal, it became the peoples’ turn to adapt. 
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Table 2. Scenario synthesis  

"The future cannot be "predicted", but "preferred futures" can and should be envisioned, 

invented, implemented, continuously evaluated, revised, and re-envisioned.”509 By 

considering the four generic alternative futures, their weaknesses and prospects, we can 

arrive at a “preferred future” or “the best possible real world imaginable”. This fifth scenario 

is not a utopia, but a “eutopia” perfectly imperfect.  

“Just the best that is humanly (and post-humanly) possible. Eutopias are far, far 
harder to imagine and strive for than are either utopias or dystopias, so only brave, 
hardworking, and ethical architects are likely to rise to the challenge. It is far easier to 
engage in irresponsible utopianism, or just keep your nose to the grindstone of the 
present.”510 

                                                             
509 Jim Dator, “What Futures Studies Is, and Is Not,” in The Knowledge Base of Futures Studies, by 
Richard Slaughter, 3 Vols (Hawthorn, Australia: DDM Media Group, 1996), Foreword. 

510 Jim Dator, “Alternative Futures in Architecture,” in The Routledge Companion for Architecture Design 
and Practice: Established and Emerging Trends, by Mitra Kanaani and Dak Kopec (London: Routledge, 
2015): 54. 

 Discipline Collapse Transformation Growth Synurbization 

Human 
Action 

Non-human 
containment 

Deliberate or 
unintended 

destruction of 
non-humans 

Scientific 
investment 

Sensationalist 
production 

Usher animals in, 
accept risks 

Animal 
reaction 

Avoidance Hostility Surrender Performance Synanthropy 

Exhibitory Immersion 
Exhibits 

Dioramas Lab experiment Cages Urban 
intervention 

Probable 
outcomes 

Segregation Misrepresentation Fragmentation Imposed 
profiteering 

Co-existence 
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The ideal scenario should move away from the old standard of conservation to 

contemporary landscapes. An archetype that contests the science and procedure connected 

with the conventional typical conservation. It will be a primarily investigational space where 

there is a surrendering of power and the goal is not to reinstate a recognized and foreseeable 

ecosphere, rather to be exposed to a unexpected different one; a space far better capable to 

survive in the Anthropocene for it endorses a nature which depends neither on humans nor 

everlasting stability. The term synurbization was recently coined to describe the adaptation 

of animals to urban areas. This means that they are able to occupy areas where the 

conditions are favorable to survive (as well as breed) as they naturally would in their wild 

habitats. Synurbization goes beyond animals being introduced accidentally into urban spaces 

by humans (or otherwise) and thriving within these spaces in the short term. This concept is 

explored primarily for mammals and birds, but is evident in other animal species.511 With 

growing cityscapes around the globe, more animals are forced to acclimate to urban 

environments for their survival. The hooded crow, red fox, magpie, striped field mouse, red 

squirrel, and the black bird are living proof of wild animals’ abilities to inhabit urban 

environments and thrive in them. 512 Successful cases of synurbization are proof of the ability 

of humans and non-human animals to co-exist and give hope for the management of wildlife 

species within city boundaries.  

                                                             
511 Maciej Luniak, “Synurbization–Adaptation of Animal Wildlife to Urban Development,” in 
Proceedings of the 4th International Urban Wildlife Symposium, 2004, 50–55. 

512 Christian Rutz, “The Establishment of an Urban Bird Population,” Journal of Animal Ecology 77, no. 
5 (2008): 1008–1019. 
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Urban geographies definitely offer the potential of accommodating both human and 

non-human counterparts, as “anyone who believes that only pigeons, sparrows and rats live 

in cities is seriously mistaken.”513 German zoologist Josef Reichholf, argues that animal 

counterparts are indeed capable of establishing their own space within the cities. 514 Such 

adaptation for survival and even proliferation are seen in the moose, black bears and grizzlies 

that stroll through Anchorage; the growing hare populations near the Frankfurt airport 

                                                             
513 Dirk Maxeiner and Michael Miersch, “The Urban Jungle,” Living for the City–A New Agenda for 
Green Cities, Policy Exchange, London, 2006, 58. 

514 Josef Reichholf, The Demise of Diversity: Loss and Extinction (London, UK: Haus Publishing, 2009). 
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where hawks are no longer seen due to the never-ending air traffic; the dense population of 

indigenous marten in Cottingen; and the peregrine falcons that settled in Cologne Cathedral. 

Synanthropes is a term used to refer to animal species that in one way or the other thrive on 

the presence of humans and human engineered environments during part or the entirety of 

their life cycle.515 Such species, while having some form of dependency on humans, do not 

fall under domesticated or pet categories.516 Some examples of this would be house 

sparrows, house mice, rock pigeons, just to name a few.517 Such animals rely on humans for 

better food resources, habitats and dispersal. The American crow is one such synanthrope 

that has adapted to changes along the North American agricultural and urban history and 

thrived within these changes. By virtue of their adaptive nature, they have successfully out 

competed ravens within human dominated spaces.518 Pigeons, although not originally urban 

dwellers, have carved out a niche for themselves that enables them to thrive in the urban 

environment as compared to their more ’natural’ environments. Jerolmack describes them as 

follows:  

“This animal is what I would call a double hybrid. It was created by humans for 
domestic use but then escaped to become feral. Its physical and biological structure, 
as well as its reproductive abilities and habits such as dwelling on window ledges, are 

                                                             
515 Greger Larson and Dorian Q Fuller, “The Evolution of Animal Domestication,” Annual Review of 
Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics 45 (2014): 115–136. 

516 Elizabeth A Johnson and Michael W Klemens, Nature in Fragments: The Legacy of Sprawl (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2005): 207. 

517 John Edward Wall, “Spaces of Co-Existence: The Processes and Prospects of Living with 
Endangered Species” (PhD Thesis, Carleton University, 2011): 17. 

518 Daniel W Gade, “Shifting Synanthropy of the Crow in Eastern North America,” Geographical 
Review 100, no. 2 (2010): 152–175. 
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the product of millennia of human intervention in nature. This particular type of 
pigeon never existed ‘in the wild;’ its ‘natural habitat’ is among humans.”519 

However, Jerolmack draws attention to the numerous ways that pigeons are redefined from 

a taxonomic stand point and are declared (from a social, cultural, and spatial stand point) as 

unwanted within the urban setting due to them getting too comfortable.520  The exotic New 

York parakeets while ideally being outsiders are not accorded the same treatment as pigeons. 

These are taken to be a welcome addition, because they keep reasonable distance.521 Urban 

foxes are also known to breach boundaries put in place for the different spaces.522 They are 

known for their adaptability and ‘plasticity’ in the city compared to the countryside in order 

to ensure their overall pack longevity.523 Their adaptive capacities make them part of the 

distinct urban wild. ’They are coming closer, collecting food, rolling over, even allowing 

petting – in some instances the behaviour is more dog-like than fox-like’.524 

Adaptation to the urban space is not only evident in urban hybrids, but also in 

humans.  The growing numbers and frequency of interactions with nonhuman others and 

the fact that it is tolerated is a clear sign of adaptation on both sides of the nature-culture 
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divide. Such relationships and interactions shed light on possible cordial interactions 

between humans and their nonhuman counterparts across a temporal geography.525 It is for 

this reason that cordiality within the city space has to be designed for rather than 

engineered.526 “Hence the spatial fetishism, the taxonomic absolutism, and nonhuman 

exclusivity of the ‘wild’ needs to be overcome.”527 This is especially true for synanthropes 

that are considered to be harmless. These can be easily found within the same space and at 

the same time as their human counterparts without drawing unnecessary attention from the 

latter, such as squirrels. However, such relationships can easily be compromised should the 

animals be viewed as a menace for whatever reason. Animals that are viewed to be 

dangerous to humans are capable of co-existing with humans from a spatial standpoint but 

not a temporal one. Studies have shown adaptive change in urban animals and temporal 

change in behaviors.528  By making use of the same space at different times, we avoid 

confrontation between species and foster a peaceful co-existence. This can also be planned 

for by using seasonal closures, population determined closures, fences, and animal relocation 

strategies.  
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CHAPTER 6 

EXCLUSIVITY AND INCLUSIVITY 

Human-animal Divide 

The field of animal studies is a direct offshoot of growing interest in animals. The 

central theme of it, however, seems to revolve around the need for humans to define and 

identify themselves in relation to the non-human others.529  Interest in the field of urban 

ecology is also growing with recent research focusing on the transpecies urban theory.530 The 

various forms of the presence of animals in historic cities are being explored with the 

literature,531 as well as growing attention towards modern day cultural beliefs about animals 

within the urban environment.532 In addition to an increasing number of studies done on the 

inclusion and exclusion of certain animals from urban areas.533 It is, however, safe to say that 

inclusivity in modern day cities governed by the concepts of cosmopolitanism and 

multiculturalism is still restricted to the diversity within humans.534 The inclusion and 

consideration of the non-human others within city spaces is not only important for the 

wellbeing of the animals, but also for the human life as well. Philosopher Gilles Deleuze and 

                                                             
529 Chris Wilbert, “Animal Geographies,” International Encyclopedia of Human Geography, 2009, 122–26. 

530 Jennifer Wolch, “Zoopolis,” Capitalism Nature Socialism 7, no. 2 (1996): 21–47. 

531 Philip Howell, “Flush and the Banditti: Dog-Stealing in Victorian London,” in Animal Spaces, 
Beastly Places: New Geographies of Human–Animal Relations, by Chris Philo and Chris Wilbert (London 
and New York: Routledge, 1998), 35–55. 
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Chris Philo and Chris Wilbert (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), 71–97. 
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psychoanalyst Felix Guattari explain that encounters between humans and animals 

transports humans from their usual "haecceity," into a "smooth space".535 The presence of 

nonhuman animals within the urban centers may just be the only way in which we can 

interact with them, especially with the rapid rate of immigration of humans into urban cities 

as well as the expansion of the cities themselves. This may also prove as an avenue through 

which we instill conservation values amongst humans; a much needed effort. 536 

 

The presence of animals in human dominated spaces is key in human-animal 

relationships. However, these relationships are no longer governed by spatial or ecological 
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predispositions. They are controlled more by human wants and needs, whether factual or 

abstract.537 The placement and ordering of animals and, or their representations within 

certain spaces is seen to be a language of sorts538, and resonates with art critic John Berger’s 

argument, that the presence of animals within the human space was initially metaphorical 

rather than physical. 539 Anthropologist Brian Morris draws similarity to this school of 

thought in his accounts of the roles of animals within the Malawian culture and the power 

that came with them. 540 Here, the animal space is seen as chaotic and lacking order while the 

human space is viewed as being the opposite. It is upon this premise that much of the 

culture and social interactions and practices are built. Numerous works of art, literature, and 

film rely on animals as their subjects, while reducing them to symbols, stereotypes or even 

vilifying them.541 

The evolution of the human-animal relationship was for a long time one where a 

separation between the two was encouraged. "Half of the world’s population now lives in 

cities, and their relationship with the wild remains distant, even almost mythical."542 It is in 

this light that writer and academic Edward Said coined the term ‘ imaginative geography ’.543 
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This concept separates animals and humans in terms of both behavior and geography. This 

school of thought was, however, challenged by the emergences of zoos within urban spaces. 

The geographical divide that was put between animals and humans was altered when the 

ideally ‘wild’ animals were invited into the urban space, albeit in a controlled manner. The 

terms “animals/ non-humans” versus “people/humans” must be explained for a full 

understanding to happen. The difference between the two is not always easily seen. Many 

cultures believe in shape shifting or drifting of souls, by continuity or by chance.544 However, 

in the West animals were defined for many centuries as essentially unlike and distinct from 

humans. The benchmarks for determining the human-animal divide have altered over the 

years, based on reason, intelligence, and emotion. Always questioning what animals can’t do, 

rather than what humans lack in animal skills; such as flying, acute night vision, and speed.  

Gradually the division between humans’ and animals was weakened. The 

foundations on which post- enlightenment science are based face tremendous criticism, and 

thus challenge the much asserted differences between humans and animals, baring for all to 

see the anthropocentric nature of modern science.545 Finally, animals are seen as intelligent 

and gifted creatures with a great variety of skills and advanced social life. Human biology is 

key in asserting the similarities between animals and us.546 Furthermore, assertions about 

human superiority are now treated with greater scrutiny due to sociobiological theory. 

Previous rooted viewpoints of humans as the social beings and animals as the biological 
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object are rapidly disappearing. Toward this end theorists such as Noske, Haraway, 

Plumwood offer the most compelling arguments relative to the animal-human divide. They 

assert that animals are quite similar to us in many aspects, but their differences as touted by 

the life sciences aren’t the only factor that contributes them being seen as ‘’ others’. 547 Such a 

focus on their biological features ignores the realities and understandings that animals have.  

A great array of animals once lived in ancient cities, even greater variation than modern 

day cities, as they played a crucial role in the economy and entertainment of societies.548 With 

that came the age-old question of urban spaces – which animals should be located where. 

Given the challenge of discipline, it was not uncommon to see laws and jurisdictions bent as 

these animals roamed “uncontrollably” in ancient society. Similar to the way humans are 

viewed as “animals” of the modern city or “zoo” by modern geographers, the boundaries 

between humans and non-human animals often became gray in the ancient world.549 In the 

last two decades, the anthropocentricity that characterized the twentieth-century urban 

theory was challenged with animals returning to the cities across multiple disciplines, 

including (but not limited) to urban geography, anthropology, and zoology. In the late 1990s, 

there was increasing focus on animal-human relations as animal welfare experts, social 

anthropologists and even urban scientists shed light on “why animals matter (even in cities)’ 

as animals took a place in the urban theory agenda. 550 In Animal Cities: Beastly Urban Histories, 
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geographer Peter Atkins explores the role of animals in urban history.551 Christopher Philo 

and Chris Wilbert, urban geographers, have also explored ‘humanimal relations’ – or human-

animal relations – in modern cities.552 Donna Haraway, an American feminist, explored the 

interactions between humans and non-human animals within cities.553 Tora Holmberg, a 

Swedish sociologist, who compared these interactions to “zoocities” in her work Urban 

Animals, furthered this outlook.554 Geographers Chris Philo and Chris Wilbert555 propose the 

concept of establishing geographic zones for different types of animals, where pets will be in 

cities, livestock in country sides, and exotic animals in the wilderness. This rational idea is 

challenged by critiques that point out how these zones easily merge and hybrids are 

created,556 resulting in a  “zoological gaze”.557  

In order to fully understand the current interactions within the urban space today, this 

dissertation chooses to view animal from a “hybrid geographies” approach, and consider 

them as being  “more-than-human”.558 As it stands, the concept and practice of urbanization 
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is one where nature is excluded.559. Arguments brought forward by urban theorists, including 

Matthew Gandy, point to the fact that nature has always been a means to an end in the 

urbanization process. 560 The age transcending thought that animals can be easily divided into 

“nature/culture: wild/domestic” is challenged today, Haraway has termed these overlapped 

regions as “contact zones”.561 The environments, technologies, and prostheses that surround 

these beings are also parts of these zones and shape the behavior of the inhabitants. The 

remedy varies as absolute exclusion of animals from urban areas may lead to emotional 

detachment; simultaneously, animals battle with habitat destruction and extinction. 

Therefore, it is important to introduce animal spaces within cities, areas where animals and 

humans can interact with one another, and where humans can embrace “animal 

standpoints”562 so that the city-country or wild-domestic dualisms can be reduced. 563 

Our world today defies a number of rules that previously were set by society and 

passed down from generation to generation. As we continue to explore our surroundings 

and evolve, we are slowly coming to the realization that a good number of the principles and 

divides that govern our societies are nothing but the results of man’s own convenience.564 

“We organize social life itself according to further refinements of this primary culture/nature 
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distinction: modern and primitive, mind and body, love and lust, order and chaos, artifice 

and authenticity."565 Despite this realization, we remain adamant in our refusal to change 

how we view the relationship between culture and nature. We remain transfixed on the 

notion that culture and nature are mutually exclusive, that the concepts of civilization and 

wilderness cannot exist in the same breath, that humans and animals are distinct concepts 

that cannot be married. We have a strong conviction of the separation of these concepts, yet 

we are constantly seeking solace for our minds and bodies in those ‘pristine’ areas that have 

seldom been tampered with by mankind. Areas such as the Amazon rainforests, the Great 

Barrier Reef, and Antarctica appeal to us due to their natural state. Sandy beaches and 

mountainous country sides have a similar effect on a majority of urbanites.566   

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries saw the establishment of a number 

of zoos, parks, and gardens that were founded and managed on the premise of the 

separation between culture and nature.567 As a matter of fact, the first zoo in the U.S. was 

established in Philadelphia with the idea of having a natural retreat from the hustle and 

bustle of downtown and away from poor neighborhoods. Zoos in the U.S. were historically 

situated within ever growing urban areas. The Baltimore Zoo in Druid Hill Park, the Buffalo 

Zoo in City Park, the Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo, the New York's Central Park Zoo, and 

the Philadelphia Zoo in Fairmount Park serve as a point of contact between man and nature 
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amidst the changing relationship and continued separation between the two.568 “Indeed, the 

zoo is identified as a product and symbol of the alienation of urban life: over-crowding, 

anxiety, aggression, and nervous disorders characterizing both.”569 In a sense, cities are like 

human zoos, in the same way that zoos represent the modern city.570 You find work place 

dynamics that are similar in nature to many other businesses, such as dedicated workers 

asking for better pay, recognition ad overall working conditions, and colleagues bonding 

over their love for a particular animal. Zoos are therefore as much a product of human 

invention as the concept of nature.  

Frederick Law Olmsted was a pioneer of the American landscape design.571 He was 

primarily inspired by the theory of the informal landscape, which has its origins in English 

gardens. Olmsted believed that nature could provide a valuable respite to worn-out city 

workers. For him, an ideal natural sanctuary is characterized by undulating walkways, the 

alleged absence of human influence, and access to beautiful panoramas. Zoological gardens 

added to this theme by incorporating animals into this backdrop. While Olmsted was against 

the London Zoo because it took up valuable space, in America there was plenty of space for 

animal parks that would appeal to the public. Thus, American zoos were designed differently 
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from the European model.572 American Zoos avoided using colonial architecture, opting in 

favor of design that merged with the environment and enhanced natural experience.  

“Nature in the zoo presents all sorts of contradictions. What could be more 
unnatural than polar bears in Miami or giraffe in New York City? Zoos present a 
peculiar blend of nature and culture... they are parks that constitute a middle ground 
between the wilderness and the city, specially constructed meeting places for wild 
animals and urban Americans.”573 

 

However, despite our efforts to turn our cities into greener environments designed to suit 

human existence we are constantly faced with the tension due to nonhuman outsiders. Cities 

frequently witness predators such as coyotes and mountain lions that defy the confinement 

of national park perimeters. More simply, we constantly come into contact with aspects of 

the ‘wild’ when we come across a pigeon, a flying hawk, an opossum, raccoons, and even 

bears within the city.574 There is a constant interaction of the ‘tamed’ and ‘the wild’ in 

everyday city life if we are being completely honest with ourselves.  

The concept of nature is another of mankind’s inventions that has its roots in our 

cultures. We live in a world that is in a perpetual state of chaos where there is a constant 

interaction between living and non-living things, and between organic and inorganic matter. 

The names by which we refer to the different components of nature are as a result of our 
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interactions and perceptions of them.575 They have little to do with the realities of ecology 

and more to do with our human understanding of them. Colonial settlers in North America 

regarded forested areas that for thousands of years served as a home to indigenous as  

“virgin wilderness”.576 Since the settlers had no interaction with these areas and had not 

explored them, they considered them untapped. It is this same logic that has seen the 

Amazon basin considered by many as a pristine and unadulterated space. It seems the only 

way for mankind to fathom all that surround him is to group it within the constraints of his 

understanding of the culture of nature. 

The separation between nature and culture and between man and animals seems to 

have changed with the dawn of the 20th century. Many works literature across various fields 

focused on the animal subject.577 Up until the mid-nineteenth century, animals were welcome 

in urban centers. They were important in nutrient cycling within cities as their waste acted as 

fertilizer for agricultural produce. However, with the conception of the sanitary awareness 

came the separation of human and animal worlds. This separation was, however, not evident 

in some parts of the world until the late 80s.578 The concept of urban spaces took on a more 

humanistic approach thus downplaying the roles and need of animals in such spaces. Where 

they did come up, it was only for their use as food or as pets. The Chicago School of 

Sociology further widened the rift when they applied the term ‘Urban Ecology’ to refer to 
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the behavior and land use patterns of humans, and not that of other members of the animal 

kingdom.579 The categorization of urban animals was based on four broad groupings580:  

a) Useful- providing meat, milk or labor 

b) Aesthetically pleasing- beautiful to look at or listen to 

c) Desirable- pets 

d) Vermin 

Those considered to be vermin are frowned upon leading to increased efforts to ‘purify’ the 

cities of them. The need for extermination with regards to animals within the urban space is 

drawn from the health concerns brought forth in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries following the association of some animals to epidemics. Rats have for a long time 

been viewed as a source of pollution and disease.581 This view of animals as outsiders within 

the urban space is, however, beginning to shift. Mammalian and avian habitats within cities 

are drawing growing attention from geographers and eco-historians alike. Tourism 

researcher Michael Campbell for example, describes city spaces as shared entities between 

humans and birds.582 The expansion of these spaces provides birds with unique feeding and 

nesting opportunities. The presence of dumpsites and the intermittent feeding of birds by 

humans, especially during the colder seasons, play a role in influencing the behavior and 
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survival of some birds such as pigeons, gulls, hooded crows, and mug pies.583 For such 

species, the younglings become accustomed to their urban habitat and seem to favor it over 

their rural, natural habitats.   

As nature and culture were undergoing a divide, there were some efforts to preserve 

or create some aspects of nature within the urban spaces.584 In the nineteenth century, city 

parks, albeit controlled spaces, were integral in maintaining the health and well being of city 

residence. The need for clean air and a place to relax led to the introduction of select and 

tolerated plant and animal species. These saw the replication of smaller parks in the name of 

suburban gardens. The progression of the twentieth century saw an increase in the number 

of animals thought to be wild in city spaces. This growing number was at first considered an 

anomaly by ecologies but later became a point of interest. It was observed that urban-wild 

land areas around cities are extremely penetrable. Even when work is done via 

extermination, the animal populations within the inner cities remains high.585 Research into 

the co-existence of plant, animals, and man within the city spaces has now shifted focus 

from European cities to others around the globe. The mindset towards cities is changing 

from being a space of exclusion and purification to being a complex and ever changing 

socio-ecological system. Cities are now considered ‘biophilic cities’,586 socia-ecological 
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systems’,587 and “spaces of inclusion” where animals and plants are considered and even 

encouraged when planning for the space and its resources.588 

There are differing schools of thought on the evolution of urban space alongside 

nature and vice versa has. The Marxist argument of “second nature” and the “production of 

nature” theories both seem to agree on man’s role in shaping that which we perceive to be 

natural.589 This notion is carried further by David Harvey, distinguished Professor of 

anthropology and geography, who considers all nature to be urban nature.590Political 

ecologists also take an interest the dynamics that surround the relationship between humans 

and animals within the city space. The technological advancements witnessed throughout the 

years also play a role in shaping the post-human urban dynamics. In one way or the other, 

the behavior of animals, including the human animal, is influenced by technology. This is 

true for the interventions of medicine in prolonging animal life, clothing for temperature 

mitigation, leashes and harnesses to control movement, just to mention a few. According to 

Donna Haraway, all these animals have in common a sense of hybridization creating 

“cyborg” cities.591 
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It is safe to conclude that nature as we know it may not be as natural and pristine as 

it was once thought to be. With respect to urban cities, nature is engineered from a 

biogeochemical, hydrological, and social standpoint.592 The divide between nature and 

culture, human and animal within the urban space is beginning to lose its hold. Thanks to a 

growing interest in urban ecology, habitats, ecosystems and nature as a whole, urban spaces 

are slowly being viewed and accepted as areas of inclusion that are habitats to the different 

animal categories and rightfully so.593  

Philosopher Jacques Derrida spent much of his latter years breaking down the binary 

differences between the animal and the human.594 Within his work Derrida came to the 

conclusion that most European philosophy had significant bias in its assumptions by 

highlighting the differences between humans and animal. This speciesist like thinking has 

lead to physical separation of humans and animals. His approach suggests getting rid of the 

divide between man and animal and promoting unity between them.595 Modern day 

companies like Google, Amazon, and Ben and Jerry’s recognize the importance of shared 

space between humans and animals, even in the workspace.596 Furthermore, society is 

increasingly involving animals by promoting their usage in hospitals, old-age homes, care 
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farms, as Animal Assisted Therapy is rapidly on the rise.597 The increasing presence of 

wildlife in previously human spaces has implications for how we see animal welfare. This is 

important as previously the major viewpoint was maintaining the separation of humans and 

animals and simply viewing them as objects.598 

Animals as Place Making Agents 

Philosopher Jozef Keulartz categorized environmental thinking into two planes 

perpendicular to each other, ecological thinking and evolutionary processes.599 These two 

planes exist in a state of constant tension. This is typified by the role of animals in reshaping 

and changing the environment, which occurs when they start constructing niches.600 By so 

doing, they go against the grain of ecological succession. The resultant process is therefore 

not an “autopoietic” process, but one that is largely regulated by factors outside the animal 

itself.601  The ensuing effect is the constant transformation of both the animal and its 

environment. An understanding of such processes is as important to natural spaces as it is to 

man-made ones. Of importance are the different points at which these processes diverge and 

reconstitute and how they affect nature and animals as well as the interaction between these 
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two entities.   

Animal locomotion can be sub-categorized into three types: migration, transgression, 

and spatial autonomy.602 Each of these sub-categories causes concern to human inhabitants. 

Migration is generally concerned with the safe travel of animal species. Resolving this issue, 

San Diego has come up with a large corridor system to facilitate the transition of the 

animals, and bridges distant landscapes together.603 Transgressions involve invading a 

community such as opossum behavior in domestic areas.604 The main concerns in this type 

of behavior include vandalism, hygiene, and security. Due to these concerns, the aim of 

animal management is to hinder or repel such transgressions as opposed to the concept of 

corridors that enable the transitional movements. Currently, urbanization itself acts as a 

repellent for animals since it creates a threatening habitat. Spatial autonomy mainly concerns 

domesticated animals. Discussions on freedom given to these animals involve the usage of 

harnesses, boundaries, or unrestricted movement. The example of a common cat can 

elaborate on the range of views. One opinion suggests that cats should stay indoors at all 

times and others believe the opposite.605 These diverse thoughts are, however, built on 

anthropomorphism and cultural points of view within which humans are the point of 
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reference.606 

 

Figure 26. Domestic/feral/city cats607 

The simple categorization of animals as either being wanted or unwanted within 

urban spaces does little to explain the complex interactions between the animals themselves 

and with humans. Geographer Henry Buller argues that in order to fully account for the long 

standing co-existence between wanted and unwanted animals within the city space we either 

need rework the definition of the city or we need to redefine the wild. 608 Efforts towards the 

latter are already being made with L’Ecole du Chat’ of Paris lobbying for the recognition of 
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feral cats and according them citizenship and all the perks that come with that status that 

have been previously enjoyed by their domesticated counterparts.609 This school of thought 

is further amplified by the works of geographer Alice Hovorka610, her ‘transspecies urban 

theory’ points out the importance of the role if animal life within the cities by focusing on 

livestock within Africa’s urban spaces. Political ecologist Krithika Srinivasan further 

emphasizes the blurring of the defining lines between the different spatial categories that 

animals are subjected to by focusing on the cohabitation status of India’s street dogs with 

humans and nonhuman others alike.611 

It goes without saying that humankind and animals have a rather complicated 

relationship that evokes numerous feelings. This is easily deduced from the labels, often of a 

spatial nature, that human-animal relationships receive.612  In different spaces, different 

animals can either be considered as being part of the cultural landscape or outsiders. Such 

variation from a spatial and relationship point of view has led to an ethical 

disenfranchisement of the non-human other. This spatial fragmentation and its resulting 

relationships all need to be taken into account when questioning the interactions between 

animals and humans, making it a design problem. The impact of animals on human lives is 

far reaching as their existence can shape political practices and positions. As stated by 

anthropologist Kersty Hobson animals should be considered socio-political subjects because 
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of how they affect and shape political practices and policies. 613 In 2016, Rattus norvegicus, a 

subspecies of the brown rat made headlines as it ‘overrun’ the streets and parks of Malmö, 

Sweden after floods hit.614 The change in environment forced a change in behavior in the 

rats. For animals that are known to shy away from ‘public’ spaces, their appearance in parks 

and within the urban space was necessitated by the need to survive. The reaction of humans 

to these non-human urban dwellers was one of disgust with calls to sanitize and eradicate for 

normalcy to be restored. These reactions shed light on the spatial divide and allocation 

between human and non-human animals within city spaces.615 By daring to emerge from the 

shadows in the search for food, the rats go against the rules of engagement that allow them 

to co-exist with humans in the cities. They move from creatures that should only exist within 

the shadows to intolerable pests.616  

The Malmö rats bring to light the ways in which the concepts of place, space, and 

human-animals interactions overlap. Key issues that can be drawn from this case are “first, 

how human spaces are always already built with nonhuman animals rather than in spite of 

them, and second, that animals have their own geographies.”617 The perception of the rat, 

therefore, takes on different shapes depending on the space it occupies and the category it is 
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relegated to (pet, pest, or science experiment). Rats are often seen as a pest deserving of 

extermination but within the confines of a laboratory they often are of huge benefit to 

mankind. Highlighting the concept of place while focusing on the interactions between 

humans and animals points out the role of animals as place making agents, that is, their role 

in giving places such as farms, home, meaning. The connections made by the non-human 

animals go beyond the ordering of space by mankind. Their very movements ignite our 

imagination and stir social orders.618 “Paradoxically, perhaps, it is within cities that we will 

best learn to live with the wild.”619  

Despite the energies that are channeled towards making naturalistic displays to replicate 

jungle instincts, parks for wildlife embed new habits in animals through their human 

interactions.620 Since evolution is inevitable, we must stop limiting our thought on what 

animals conventionally experience, and also consider what animals are and who they might 

become in future. Zoology and other branches of science that deal with animals, their habits, 

and behavior are part of an “anthropological machine” through which the relationship 

between humans and animals is described.621 French philosopher Dominique Lestel tries to 

question what an animal subject is and what it takes for an individual to be recognized in a 

community that is made up of different beings. To him, an animal can become a subject and 

individual, making this a considerable change in the animal science of the past two decades, 
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and the fourth wound to human narcissism: 622   

1. Copernicus (man is not the center of the world) 

2. Darwin (man and animals are of common descent) 

3. Freud (man is not “supreme of his own soul”) 

4. Lestel (nonhuman subjects can recognized as indiviuals) 

The growing numbers of wild animals in the city, and the challenges they bring, are the 

result of years of territorialization, where humans have dominated various environments.623 

The expansion of urban centers and the promotion of urbanization and civilization as a 

whole has played a key role in the creation of strays.624 Its destructive nature renders other 

animals homeless forcing them to result to scavenging within cities for food and resources to 

survive. Humans took the liberty of deciding where each animal belonged and furthermore, 

which animals are allowed cohabitate, leading to a franchise of domestication.  According to 

geography Professor Kay Anderson, the practice of domestication in itself points out the 

inability of humans to understand their senses and instincts and the understanding that 

animals are more than just pieces of the earth’s biological puzzle.625 Undomesticated animals 

are considered as outsiders and strays, they are forced to leave, through force or negligence. 

According to Barbara Creed, Professor of Cinema Studies, stray ethics is built of five 
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interconnected pillars: 626  

1. Marginalization  

To be marginalized is to be considered an outsider, someone not fit to be part of the rest of 

the community. The commonality between strays, human or otherwise, is their lack of a 

place to call home. Where stray ethics are concerned, we are reminded of the vulnerability 

and fragility of the homeless and friendless. From an ethical standpoint, mankind has not 

only abandoned strays, but also created a new type of strays. The animals that we mass-

produce for our own consumption are born strays. They are born into a world devoid of the 

beauties of nature and are denied the freedom to explore them and thus have no sense of 

what their natural habitats are like and, therefore, bred into artificial environments. 

                                                             
626 Barbara Creed, Stray: Human-Animal Ethics in the Anthropocene (Sydney, Australia: Power 
Publications, 2017). 
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2. Abandonment 

Humans created ‘boxes’ in which to fit everything around them. These boxes are based on 

their interactions with their surroundings. It is a result of this compartmentalization that we 

have the marginalized and the abandoned. The concept of stray ethics points out the lack of 

empathy in this way of thinking. Thanks to the boundaries that we erect, we created new 

subjectivities namely the animal, the marginalized, and the inhuman.  

3. Resistance 

The stray is often thought to be a fragile and vulnerable creature. While this is rightfully so, 

the stray ethics points out not only to the vulnerability of the stray, but also its strength. 
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Since strays are marginalized, they lack equal access to resources necessary for their survival. 

For this reason, strays have to find a way to survive. Both human and animal strays often 

develop a heightened use of their senses in order to make it in the urban underworld and on 

the streets. They are, therefore living proof that being fragile does not necessarily mean a 

lack of resilience.  

4. Empathy 

Stray ethics try to bridge this emotional and empathetic gap by focusing on compassion 

towards nonhuman strays. Only by putting ourselves in the stray’s position do we stand a 

chance of really understanding what goes on, on the other side. This way, we get to 

understand the need to afford strays the same rights to survival. Without compassion, the 

relationship between humans and nonhuman others is not feasible.  

5. Change 

A stray ethics is important in shaping the way we view our world and a powerful tool for 

change. The thought provoking nature of the concept of the stray inspired the works of 

artists, filmmakers, photographers, and writers focused on the outsider nature of the stray in 

a world where all things are fit into boxes or categories. In this way, the concept of the stray 

and the resultant stray ethics are catalysts for much needed societal changes and the 

redefinition of our surroundings. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE IDEAL SCENARIO 

Accommodating Multispecies 

In the summer of 2011, I visited Switzerland with my family. During our first day 

walking in the capital city Bern, I looked down from a bridge and saw a bear. I though for a 

moment that I had been imagining. We were after all in the heart of the city, and everyone 

around us was going about their day. But there I was, standing still looking at a large bear 

down by the river. There was no crowd gawking at it (apart from my tourist self), no signage, 

and no fencing that I could see. I could never get over how “natural” it looked and how 

seamlessly it fit in with the city. The ingenious animal intervention was called the 

Bärengraben, meaning BearPark, and plays host to Finn, Björk, and their little cub Ursina.627 

The animals have lived beside the Aare River since 2009. The new Bearpark stretches across 

6,000 square meters and provides enough area for climbing, fishing, resting, and playing. The 

landscape design includes more densely vegetated areas, caves, tunnels, and a large pool. As 

it is part of the public space, it is open all day, everyday. The park is a Swiss heritage site, and 

the bear is a significant symbol featured in their coat of arms, flags, fountains, and buildings. 

The city of Bern has had a strong connection with bears since its establishment, and the city 

owes its name to the bear. The story goes that in 1191 Duke Berthold the Fifth vowed to 

name his town after the first creature he would hunt in the nearby forest, and that ending up 

being a bear. The town that would be called Bern, bear in German, thought that they ought 

to house a few bears. In 1513, the main bear pit was constructed in what is now known as 

Bärenplatz or Bear Square. It was later moved, and the last existing bear pit was opened in 
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1857. Throughout the years, famous figures and rulers have traveled to the city to visit the 

bears.  

For many years, the bear pit was criticized due to the poor state of the animals.628 

There wasn't much space to meander or hide when we people began to harass them. Before 

the establishment of animal rights, the bears were brutally mistreated. The tight space often 

led to bear fights and injuries. The bears were put on a vegetarian diet accompanied with 

cheese and peanuts thrown at them from visitors. They occasionally ate meat when people 

fell into the pit by accident. In 1903 an alcoholic spent the night with the bears, but was 

luckily rescued the next day. The space was improved throughout the years, but the bears 

needed more area. By the new millennium, the filthy pit and exhausted bears became a 

source of embarrassment for the modern capital. This led to a million dollar project that was 

up to modern zoo standards. The new design by the river utilizes the rotation exhibit 

method629, by allowing the bears access to their old bear pit. 

                                                             
628 “Bärengraben,” Atlas Obscura, accessed March 1, 2019, 
https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/barengraben. 

629 Jon Coe, “Mixed Species Rotation Exhibits” (ARAZPA Conference, NZ, 2004). 
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Figure 27. One of several bears that inhabit the capital of Switzerland630  

Geographer David Lulka describes how in the post-human concept of cities, 

nonhuman animals form an integral part of the urban fabric.631 The recent research however 

obscures this by focusing on a few species and their private habitats, hence not contributing 

to the development of this concept. The underlying concept in post-human cities is not 

about reverting cities to their natural wild state or increasing the nonhuman population in 

urban areas, but acknowledging that animal inhabitants have already adjusted themselves 

within the urban landscapes. In the expansion of the human geography field, animal 

geography came into being. Dean of UC Berkeley College of Environment and Design 

Jennifer Wolch and geographer Jody Emel introduce the contents of their book, Animal 

Geographies: Place, Politics and Identity in the Nature-Culture Borderlands, by describing the “animal 

                                                             
630 “City of Bears,” accessed February 17, 2019, https://www.bern.com/en/detail/city-of-bears. 

631 David Lulka, “The Posthuman City: San Diego’s Dead Animal Removal Program,” Urban 
Geography 34, no. 8 (2013): 1119–1143. 
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moment”. 632 They see this as a period where the views and perceptions around animals are 

changing and more attention is being paid to their needs and wants.633 Wolch and Emel 

elaborate on the role of feminism and other postmodern schools of thought in bringing 

about this change in perceptions towards animals.  They credit feminism with demystifying 

the masculine theory of dominance over nature. Similar views can be seen throughout the 

arguments brought forward for transspecies cities. This is best emulated in the literary works 

titled, “Are You Man Enough, Big and Bad Enough? Wolf Eradication in the USA”.634  

Postmodern schools of thought are synonymous with ideologies that gained 

popularity in the 20th century such as the animal rights philosophy that gained traction in 

1975, thanks to philosopher Peter Singer’s literary work titled, “Animal Liberation”.635 It is 

such ideologies that led to arguments in favor of animal rights and have inspired the change 

in moral perceptions of animals. This school of thought is also responsible for the growth in 

popularity of vegetarian or vegan lifestyles.636 The foundation laid by Singer, Rollin, and 

Regan, just to mention a few, was built upon by geographers such as Yi-Fu Tuan. In his 

work dabbed, “Dominance and Affection”, Tuan takes his readers on a journey of how 

                                                             
632 Jennifer R Wolch and Jody Emel, Animal Geographies: Place, Politics, and Identity in the Nature-Culture 
Borderlands (New York: Verso, 1998). 

633Ibid: 1. 
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635 Peter Singer, Animal Liberation: A New Ethic for Our Treatment of Animals (New York: Harper 
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636 Ibid; Bernard E Rollin, Bernard E Rollin, Animal Rights and Human Morality (Amherst, NY: 
Prometheus Books, 1981); Tom Regan, “Animal Rights, Human Wrongs,” in Ethics and Animals 
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humans have come to perceive animals over time. 637 He recounts the god-like status 

accorded to animals in the past, looks into their domestication over time. He argues that 

while humans look after pets, we derive a level of satisfaction from our dominance over 

them; hence the seemingly love-hate relationship between humans and our pets.   

The article, “Animals, Ethics, and Geography” by research scientist William Lynn, 

looks into the role of geography in shaping ethical and moral judgment of humans; a 

phenomenon he refers to as “geoethics”.638 He uses this phenomenon to explain the role of 

place in the evolution of the different perceptions towards animals.  Engineer Catherine 

Johnston, author of, “Beyond the Clearing: Towards a Dwelt Animal Geography,” brings 

forth an argument for the importance of living in proximity with animals when it comes to 

shaping our understanding of them. 639 She argues that in doing so, we allow ourselves to 

experience animals in a way that is different from our human centered understanding of 

animal life. In the literary work “Placing Animals”, scholar Julie Urbanik attributes the 

growing interest in animal place and geography to our seemingly conscious state of how we 

affect our environment, a generally animal loving society, the introduction and evolution of 

the postmodern schools of thought, and the growing numbers of animal-rights as well as 

other animal welfare movements. 640  As the field of animal geography grows in popularity 

and humans begin to appreciate and even draw similarities between themselves and the 

                                                             
637 YF Tuan, Dominance and Affection: The Making of Pets. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
1984). 

638 William S Lynn, “Animals, Ethics and Geography,” in Animal Geographies: Place, Politics and Identity 
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animal around them, the part animals play in shaping the society will be even greater than it 

currently is.  

The last couple of decades have seen a growth in the number of literary works that 

deal with human-animal interactions. One such literary work, is “Colonization, Urbanization, 

and Animals,” by theologian Clare Palmer.641 Here, Palmer focuses on the impact of 

development and urbanization on animals in general as well as on how we relate to them and 

vice versa. She draws comparisons between the disregard for the needs and wants of wildlife 

when it comes to development to the disregard for the traditions and way of life of 

indigenous communities during colonization.  

Philo’s “Animals, Geography, and the City: Notes on Inclusions and Exclusions” 

borrows from Tuan’s works and focuses on factors taken into account when deciding 

whether or not to include animals within human dominated spaces. 642  “A Place for the 

Animal Dead: Pets, Pet Cemeteries and Animal Ethics in Late Victorian Britain,” by 

historical geographer Philip Howell focuses on how spaces designated as final resting places 

for animals came to being in England and the significance of such spaces in defining human-

animal interactions. 643 Lulka’s article, “The Post-Human City: San Diego’s Dead Animal 

Removal Program,” looks into the challenges faced by nonhuman others as they attempt to 
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adapt to changes in their environs as a result of development and urbanization. 644  Biologist 

Maciej Luniak’s article, “Synurbization-Adaptation of Animal Wildlife to Urban 

Development,” looks into the process of synurbization, the destruction of natural habitats of 

some animals and the creation of new ones for others. 645 Different animals are able to take 

advantage of new opportunities brought about by the presence of an urban space. It is in 

focusing on these opportunities and the way in which different animals take advantage of 

them that we shall be able to develop cities that truly take into account the needs of all.  

Urbanik explains that we are in the third wave of animal geography. 646 

Geographers focused the first wave on listing wild species, their spatial distributions, and 

their environmental adaptations. The second wave was directed towards the study of 

domesticated animals and their involvement in human cultures. The final wave of animal 

geography emerged with the rising visibility of animal-based social movements, 

understanding how animals and human impacts biodiversity. The focus revolves around the 

spectrum of human-animal relations and how animals act as cultural signifiers. It explains 

how human-animal division is interpreted by various animal geographers. According to these 

interpretations, humans are not only distinct from all other living species; but also superior 

and extraordinary. The major proposition of the third wave animal geography includes 

suggesting places where animals and humans could coexist. This shared space could help in 
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re-establishing the networks of moral care among humans and animals.647 Succeeding 

geographers studied the possibilities of human-animal coexistence in urban spaces648, 

domestic gardens649, and in the human body at a micro level.650 The aim of this study was to 

identify how humans and animals could interact in territories that belonged to humans while 

highlighting the moral possibilities of supporting animals within these shared territories. 

They build much of this concept from Haraway’s work, which suggested that to coexist with 

animals, we as humans need to interact with these animal species in close proximities.651 

The growing literary wealth surrounding the fields of animal geography sheds some 

light on how and why humans perceive animals the way they do some have had significant 

impact in furthering this field. Wolch’s works had great influence in shaping postmodern 

theories that put nonhuman others on an equal pedestal to humans.652 She criticizes the 

anthropocentric way in which we regard and govern over natural resources. In order to 

move the concept of a zoopolis from a utopian one to reality, Wolch urges that we need to 

reconsider our interactions with our non-human counterparts and shift them towards a more 
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amicable status. Lastly, she urges that we not only speak out more for the needs of our 

nonhuman counterparts, but also consider their needs when planning for urban spaces. To 

do this, policy changes must be made when it comes to issues of animal control. Secondly, 

we need to change perceptions towards animals and their needs. Albeit not the perfect 

approach, taking the educational route will go a long way in improving our understanding of 

the aims of the transspecies cities. She applauds the Endangered Species Act for its efforts in 

positively impacting policy changes that pertain to the protection of animals, but faults it for 

not doing enough.  

The existence of transspecies cities is both as a result of and in rebellion to the 

existence of urban spaces as we know them. As it stands, urban spaces are highly human-

focused with little regard to the need and wants of the nonhuman others.653 Even with 

lobbying from environmentalists, urban planning remains highly anthropocentric. Animal 

species are preserved for the aesthetic consumption of humans while at the same time 

having their populations controlled by one or more human interventions. By so doing, we 

deny animals and nature as a whole the right to govern itself. We, therefore, need to 

reconsider the morals and ethics that govern our relationships with animals both from a 

human and animal perspective.654  

An ever-changing environment is replacing the concept of a static nature in a city.  

Therefore, the changes in the definition of city spaces will have to be reflected in 

architectural realities. Designs will need to move from a space of rigidity to one of flexibility 
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and accommodation. Human organization will have to change to being more 

accommodating to the needs and wants on non-human others. In so doing, we will take on a 

more responsible and reactive approach to the needs of other species within the city space. 

The transspecies social theory seeks to reintroduce animals within the societal moral space 

and undo the damage done by their exclusion in the first place by various philosophical, 

religious, and evolutionary schools of thought. 655 It is on this premise that animals are 

granted a platform for their concerns to be heard, considered, and taken into account when 

planning for urban spaces. The result of this is the creation of safer cities for animals to 

thrive alongside humans.  

Geographer Margaret Fitzsimmons and journalist David Goodman sense the 

growing need amongst the humanities and social sciences to ‘reintroduce’ nature within the 

society by denying the initial separation. 656 The existence of animals within the urban setting 

is not a new phenomenon. However, urban studies showed a growing interest in the 

relationship between humans and animals since the mid-90s.657 This interest is not only 

confined to the theoretical realms, but also can be seen in the fields of urban planning and 

green design.658 The interest in the relationship between humans and animals within urban 

spaces is growing in momentum especially in the fields of cultural and human geography. 
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Here, the focus was on the social definition and positioning of animals in human societies.659 

The field of animal geography shines a light on non-human animals dwelling within urban 

spaces.660 Urban geography however, is focused on the relationship between humans and 

animals from a power and conflict perspective. Little research is being done to demystify the 

grouping of animals in various spatial and temporal groups by human societies.661 The 

questions to be answered in this regard deal with the acceptance of humans and animals 

within various urban spaces as well as the rules of engagement that come with it.662  
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The level of tolerance and consequently the space allocated to animals within the human 

society is dependent on the animals value to human life as well as whether or not they are 

considered to be domesticated. 663  Cities are ideally meant for human occupation. Pets and 

companion animals are allowed into the city space while livestock are allocated the 

countryside. Wild animals, on the other hand are allocated areas that are considered to be 

equally wild. The categorization and consequent allocation of space for animals by humans is 

dependent on the cultural perspective of humans about nature (animals). Conflict between 

humans and animals, therefore, arises whenever animals step out of the boundaries of spaces 

allocated to them. Lorimer acknowledges the interactions and overlapping of territories that 

are defined as urban or wild, a concept he terms as ‘fluid biogeography’.664 According to 

social scientist Steve Hinchliffe and geographer Sarah Whatmore animals exist within cities 

because they are capable of finding suitable habitats in existing city structures ‘with and 

against the grain of urban design’.665 

 An understanding of the nature-culture divide could provide new insight on the human-

animal relationship and provide a possible solution for the co-existence of the two in urban 

spaces.666 In order to come up with a more cordial living arrangement, we need to account 

for the animal populations found within cities and consider the effects of increased urbanism 
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on such populations whenever we embark on urban planning and green design.667 To 

manage animals in an urban setting, we must first understand the needs and wants of the 

different species that inhabit the urban spaces from both a sociological and environmental 

stand point.668 As it is, cities are designed mainly with human needs in mind, excluding those 

of the non-human animals that inhabit them.669 We must think critically of and define the 

space that we set aside for our nonhuman neighbors. This is not only in reference to the 

physical space but also the ideological one as well.  

Even where urban areas are designed to accommodate animals, there are restrictions put 

in place. Urban dog parks, for example, are designed accommodate the presence of dogs 

within cities while at the same time controlling them.670  

“Dog parks, as spaces for living dogs, also have the potential to challenge urban morals by 

reconfiguring dogs as worthy of needing, sharing, and utilizing public spaces. Dog parks can 

be then a place where the history of human–nature and human–animal divisions is broken 

down – or at minimum reconfigured.”671 
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Recent ontological developments are, however, shifting the focus from limiting 

space allocation to the human understanding when it comes to urban design and the fields of 

architecture to an understanding of post-human territory.672 The field of architecture in its 

consideration for the environment, therefore, has to consider the number of species whose 

needs are been included in green design.673 Despite efforts to draw clear lines between 

human and animal spaces, these lines are constantly broken. Animals considered to be the 

epitome of wildness are often found closer to cities and more so country sides than 

previously imagined. Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927) and the film Madagascar (2005) all point 

out the exclusion of flora and fauna within anthropocentric spaces.674 These two works both 

elude to the “foundational” differences between human ordered spaces such as towns and 

the animal dominated spaces labeled ‘the wild’.675 This distinction is well captured by the 

penguins in Madagascar, “do you ever see any penguins running free around New York 

City? Of course not. We don’t belong here. It’s just not natural.” 676 

People existing in cities became mindful of the “other” species when there is a 

conflict. The so-called interference of wildlife species into the built-environment, for 

instance, the exponential rise in the deer population, or invasion of coyotes into suburban 
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life, have all been met with a significant sense of distaste.677 However, the fact that we 

perceive the occurrence of nature in the built environment as a nuisance is proof that we 

created a community that fails to accommodate or appreciate the beauty of nature and its 

diversity. We have little connection with these creatures, consequentially we fail to embrace 

them as part of our world and opt for inhumane measures of dealing with conflict. Mark 

Bekoff, a Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology has extensively worked towards 

changing people’s response to coyote invasions in the suburban life. 678 He has worked 

towards changing the rhetoric that animal life should be killed. As a science advisor in the 

Project Coyote, Bekoff together with his partners work to spread awareness and appreciation 

for coyotes.679 As an adaptable creature, the coyote’s appearance in suburban life is its 

attempt to survive in a world that was transformed by human action. Rather than seek to kill 

them, the Project Coyote team resort to other humane and ecologically sound approaches to 

dealing with the issue.  

Urbanization transformed humans into people detached from nature.680 Rivers 

became highways, trees became buildings, and the only animals welcomed are the pets living 

with us.  Rather than plant our own food like our forefathers, we developed the lifestyle of 
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shopping for food.681 This approach also detached humanity from appreciating the value of 

the earth. However, there are consequences for our actions. Issues such as climate change, 

human-wildlife conflict, and food insecurity plague the present society. The expansion of 

cities has fuelled a loss of biodiversity and habitat loss.682 As urbanization continues, 

discovering ways to coexist with nature will become an even bigger task. Therefore, urban 

planning and development should take on a more sustainable approach that caters to not 

only the needs of the people but also the animals that co-inhabit our landscape. Our urban 

fabric consists of fragmented landscapes with a variety of trees, shrubs, and patches of grass. 

How we have approached urban policy and development reflects our indifference towards 

flora and fauna. However, in light of the prevalent issues in our society such as the invasion 

of wildlife into our built-environment, urban planners are afflicted with the question: How 

do we design spaces that incorporate coexistence in our urban planning?  

Nature is not some backdrop that we can only watch from afar, nature exists with us, 

and there are cities that have tried to accommodate multispecies. Brisbane, Australia for 

example, has proposals to link their parks to create safe passages for wild animals. 683  The 

city has also invested in developing structures built over streets to facilitate protected 

movement. Another example of this co-existence is the relationship between Texans and 

their free-tailed bats. Initially, when the species invaded the Congress Avenue Bridge in 

downtown Austin, Texas, locals were alarmed. Gradually, the city transformed from being 
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apprehensive about the bats to celebrating them as part of their identity. The free-tailed bats 

became a major tourist attraction and a significant economic engine.684 In response to their 

popularity, Austin’s highway department developed bridges that double as bat housing.  

 

Figure 28. South Congress bridge bats, in Texas685 

There are other cities that have tried to foster a bridge of co-existence such as San 

Francisco’s Sea Lions at Pier 99, Chicago’s Coyotes, and deer at the Metropolitan area, and 

the bears and moose that adorn the city of Anchorage. Experiencing these animals not only 

adds excitement, but also incorporated educational and other conservation efforts that 

reflect a new interest in coexistence. A survey on the people of Anchorage Alaska’s outlooks 
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revealed that people who were more knowledgeable about the local moose recognized the 

value that they add to their quality of life. 686  To a certain extent, it is the animal presence in 

a region that defines a place. Perhaps, if we embrace these creatures, we combat the dullness 

of suburban life. The Vancouver co-existing with Coyotes (CWC) aims to reduce violent 

encounters between coyotes and people. 687 The program is effective in its approach as it has 

a short-term emergency response and a long-term awareness program. One short-term 

approach is the existence of a hotline that deals with conflicts as peacefully as possible. The 

CWC also partners with schools and communities to educate them in in facilitating co-

existence with the coyotes. Similarly, Virginia’s GeesePeace, prioritizes public education as a 

means of facilitating co-existence. 688  The project creates awareness of alternative means 

such as limiting feeding of the birds.   

Human coexistence with wildlife requires a commitment from an individual to a 

community level. Rather than kill the bats that get stuck in crevices or unwelcome raccoons, 

people can opt for more humane approaches, for instance, relocation. The development of 

care centers as well considering the needs of the animals in a policy and planning level are 

also great measures towards extending our compassion footprint. Development projects and 

designs should be revised in consideration to the other species that share this space with us. 

Switzerland made it mandatory for buildings to incorporate more green areas by installing 
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green roofs to cater for urban wildlife.689 Unoccupied spaces in cities could also become 

places where native vegetation grows and animals thrive.690 Skyscrapers should also be 

redesigned based on the needs and safety of animals. Every year, two to ten percent of a 

country’s bird population dies from colliding into glass building structures.691 In response to 

this issue, the city of Toronto set up specific bird-friendly building codes that mitigate bird 

injuries and death.692 They also initiated a “lights-out” campaign geared towards encouraging 

light owners to turn off their nighttime lights during the season of bird migration.  

Aberrant environmental conditions continue to challenge current design methods. 

Designers must work around climate change and resource limitation, as they continue to 

impact urban life. For urbanism, this might translate to increasingly resourceful interventions 

or a focus on practical systems while being socio-culturally sensitive.693 Chris Reed, a 

landscape architect, stresses the need for “new civic realm, one created by appendage and 

insertion.”694Changing the nature of urban city dwellers by “expanding our compassion 
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footprint” 695or “rewilding our hearts”696 will need commitment and a sense of social 

responsibility. The changes we make should not only be for the endangered or threatened 

species. We need to change our design guidelines for the better understanding of all 

creatures. When a forest is cleared for the purpose of a new development, we take little 

consideration of the biodiversity lost or the unique ecosystem destroyed. This reality creates 

an urgency in coming up with more considerate approaches to animals. We can begin by 

documenting all the species that exist in our localities. Camera traps are another affordable 

solution that can also help in creating awareness concerning the species that surround us.697  

The non-profit website called Expanded Environment (previously Animal 

Architecture), hosted by architect Ned Dodington, showcases global design projects for 

urban animal habitats.698 Designs that go past conventional animal-human relationships and 

push the limits of creativity for urban interspecies mingling. The collaborative nature of 

biologists and naturalists with urban designers is evident through examples like the bird-safe 

windows, green roofs and underpasses for animal and amphibians. Designer Gitta 

Gschwendtner explored how green designs can further incorporate animal needs, in her 

Animal Wall project. Where she constructed over a thousand dwellings for birds and bats in 

a housing project.699 Marine biologists Fawcett and Warkentin in their work push for space 
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where the vulnerability and novelty that characterizes the interaction between humans and 

other species is mutual and not one way.700 One such suggestion is derived from the 

interactive space between humans and whales, they suggest that we illuminate the human 

viewing areas in aquariums and dim the actual enclosures. This way, humans are aware that 

the species they are meant to be viewing is in equal measure viewing them.    

 

Figure 29. Self-sustaining animal plug-in community701 
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Another initiative to accommodate animal species in the urban space is the National 

Wildlife Federation's Backyard Habitat Program.702 Creating a Certified Wildlife Habitat is a 

rather simple and enjoyable activity and “offers wildlife a screen, a place to hide, a place 

which gives them a certain amount of privacy and seclusion”703, such spaces can be created 

with little effort, and realizing these ideas can aid a bigger ecological goal. Any green space 

either at home, school, or work can be turned into a wildlife habitat. By converting your 

space into a Certified Wildlife Habitat you help alleviate the ever-increasing habitat and 

resource loss that wildlife are increasingly faced with. You also help to maintain not only 

their habitats but also their migratory corridors that are equally as important. The inclusion 

of melliferous plant species in habitat gardens contributes to the Million Pollinator Garden 

Challenge. In addition to this, the application fee of $20 charged to each applicant helps to 

facilitate the National Wildlife Federation's programs that help raise awareness on the 

nationwide loss of animal habitats. In order to successfully apply for a Certified Wildlife 

Habitat one needs to ensure that the fundamental needs of the animals are met. The most 

crucial needs that are to be catered for are: water, shelter/ cover, food, and nesting spaces. 

You also need to prove that you are employing sustainable practices to manage your habitat.  
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Downsizing 

Zoos and wildlife parks increasingly shape the human experience of animal life.704 

There are commendable zoos that put the animals first, and other zoos that seem to focus 

more on the customer satisfaction and less on the welfare of the animals that draw in the 

crowds in the first place.705 It is in such zoos that you find a large collection of species from 

the wild and very few individuals per species. It is in such zoos that you are likely to 

encounter sad-looking animals housed in poorly maintained cages. In order to satisfactorily 

care for the diverse locomotive and otherwise needs of the different species, zoos may be 

forced to downsize either in terms of general populations or species diversity. While this 

would be a rather difficult reality for some zoo proprietors and their visitors, it would be a 

rather accurate one in a world where mainstream venues are striving to stand out from the 

rest.706 In the same way, zoos can choose to identify themselves with a different mix of 

species from the next thus making them each equally unique. Also, by allowing for fluid 

movement of species within zoos results in a dynamism of interactions and will keep zoo 

visitors perpetually entertained and intrigued. However, these proposed changes have to be 

animal oriented rather than human centered.  
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Zoos offer the chance to safely view and value the magnificence of animals, and 

form a key part of the tourism industry. 707 They also provide the opportunity to observe 

wild animals up close without the need to travel. Yet, some believe that our lingering 

colonial attitudes have given us a:  

“sense of entitlement to see any animal when, where and how we want ... We have 
become complacent about the animals with whom we share our everyday lives and 
demand that if we live in, say, Atlanta or Cleveland or San Diego, far away from the 
African savannahs and jungles of India, we are entitled to see elephants and 
tigers.”708  

 

Criminologist Mark Halsey challenges the restrictions that come with concepts such as 

ecotourism that limit the interactions of humans and other species, thus denying humans the 

chance to ‘find themselves’ in other animals.709 While eco-tourism is seemingly restrictive, it 

is in the same breath meant to protect animals. Tourists, especially if in large numbers can 

disrupt the natural behavior of animals and even separate mothers from their young. Marine 

mammals are increasingly at physical and emotional risk due to rise in ecotourism.710 Other 

risks that come with tourism include, pollution and overall habitat degradation, and road 

kill.711 The entry fee charged necessitates that these tourism sites, site managers are forced to 
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re-engineer the landscape in such a way that there are higher chances of animal encounters 

than there would ideally be.712 Another point of criticism for animal encounters that take 

place in zoos and other sites such as game parks is the carbon footprint of visitors. An 

argument is, therefore, placed that humans should settle for virtual interactions with these 

animals rather than physical ones.713 

Zoos and aquariums globally provide an environment for visitors to witness exotic 

animals; however, only a selected number delve further to make it an in depth local 

experience. The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (ASDM) is one of the few animal parks 

that incorporates regional, cultural, and natural history to enrich the visitor’s experience and 

understanding. 714 ASDM visitors may even rediscover their own backyards that may spark 

ideas as to how they can continue to be aware of the natural world they live in. The museum 

focuses on the Sonoran Desert, blends elements of a traditional zoo, aquarium, botanical 

garden, art gallery, natural, and cultural history museum. Despite being an AZA accredited 

zoo, by calling itself otherwise, the museum is able to embrace the multidisciplinary focus 

that leads to local pride and global popularity. There is a visible change in trends by 

zoological gardens such as the Healesville Sanctuary in Australia, that show a shift towards 

local and, or native species.715 The showcases and teaching practices in such places focus on 
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local and regional environments, history, conservation trends, and our impact on these 

environments. Focus on such matters are aligned with travel writer Jim Cheney’s description 

of "environmental ethics as bioregional narrative." 716 According to Cheney, the realization 

and acknowledgement of the influences of our identity, home, and community is the key to 

achieving a holistic view of our world. The consideration of the specifics of place can result 

in a discussion that is geographically oriented and one that includes nature in the 

construction and composition of community.  

Achieving sustainability is a great challenge for zoos due to space constraints, animal 

management tools, and artificial social groupings. There are a number of considerations that 

are made when it comes to selecting species to accommodate within a zoo set up. One such 

consideration is that of space. Given the limited state of this resource, some zoos may opt 

for smaller species in order to maximize on the space.717 Another consideration is the cost 

implication of maintaining and breeding the animals. In this case, the rule of thumb is the 

more inexpensive a species is to maintain and the easier it is to repopulate then the more 

ideal it is. Priority of conservation may also be given on a need basis.718 The more threatened 

the animal is, the more interest it shall draw from conservationists. Lastly one may consider 

designing a zoo as a temporary home for species. Once the zoo operators feel that the 

species can survive competitively in the wild, then it is reintroduced to its natural 
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environment.  

The conception and delivery of a regional zoo comes with its own challenges. The main 

concern is the ability for a regional zoo to maintain the public’s interest when popular 

flagship species like rhinos, giraffes, and other exotic animals are removed.719 “Perhaps one 

day all that education disguised as entertainment will have done its work. People might then 

derive as much delight from observing a tarantula doing nothing in its burrow as they once 

did from the riot of a chimpanzees' tea party.”720 Careful planning must take place to ensure 

the economic success of a regional park. Based on the ASDM, here are key characteristics to 

keep in mind721: 

1. Compared to traditional zoos and aquarium, the visitor experience is different 

2. As an extension of the local natural environment, there is more realistic immersion 

from the different focal points of the surrounding environment 

3. Possibility for easier maintenance of native species to a climate they are familiar with. 

4. May become a liaison for local conservation and a base for sustainable development 

5. Local space around the organization can be protected habitats 

6. Location for hands-on education that can lead to local pride 

7. Decreased cost for educational and research-focused field conservation 
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8. Increase opportunity for greater conservation involvement from the local 

community 

9. Potential involvement for long-term projects 

10. Possible partnership with other regional organizations to achieve common 

conservation missions. 

 

Rarely do zoos and aquariums retain a regional focus; most of the time, the attention is 

on the exotic or animals from “around the world”. The desire is to condense the entire 

world, as embodied in collections of exotic species. The rationale behind this approach is 

questionable, whether the worldwide focus is truly for biodiversity or simply for visitor 

appeal.  Regional zoos that house native species can avoid imprisoning animals indoors for 

fear of harsh weather. “Zoos that cannot conform to these strictures have not only the 

wrong attitudes but also the wrong animals in their collection, inhabitants from bioclimatic 

zones too distant from the zoo’s own biome.”722  Zoo directors and managers need to realize 

just how unsustainable and futile an effort keeping few numbers per species of a wide variety 

of species is. More good will come from the specialization of zoos either on a given species 

or on species from a given region.723 Such a specialization will not only help to improve the 

management aspects of the zoos but also their ability to actually educate their visitors.724 

Instead of having an enormous amount of information pertaining to species from all over 
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the place thrown at you every time you visit a zoo, you will instead have the opportunity to 

gain in-depth knowledge about your animals of interest when you visit a zoo that specializes 

in them.   

Cohabitation 

The concept of urban animals is governed by spatial and temporal changes. The 

narrative that these animals were introduced overtime and fluctuate in abundance is, 

however, being challenged.725 Some urban animals are in fact the original inhabitants of these 

urban spaces and simply lived on in their natural habitats and managed to stay unnoticed. 

Some animals, albeit being originally found in these areas, were forced to adapt to the 

changes in their surroundings as a result of urbanization. Lastly, there are those that indeed 

fit the stereotype and were introduced into urban spaces by humans for one reason or the 

other. Story writer Esther Woolfson describes her daily interactions with nonhuman others 

within the city in her book, Field Note from a Hidden City: 

“I began to think about wildness in relation to creatures who live in cities, about 

whether or not we consider them less wild than creatures living elsewhere, or think of 

them as somehow lesser parts of nature itself. [ . . . ] Their presence may be the only 

contact many urban people have with the natural world but our relationship with them 

seems changed by proximity, diminished by the fact of their being here among us.” 726 
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Cities are essentially created with little regard for wildlife unless it serves a purpose, whether 

in its living state or as taxidermies.727 However, current ideas of cohabitation require humans, 

animals, and the environment to be considered simultaneously, and challenge the current 

human-centric views and attitudes.728 Humans and wild tresspass into each other’s spaces as 

populations grow and habitats destroyed, respectively. Historically, the emphasis was to 

remove wild animals from human environments,729 an anthropocentric attitude towards 
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preservation.730 However, cohabitation, at its core, relies on active space sharing.731 Hence, 

wild animals must be acknowledged as ‘fellow inhabitants’ and not as ‘other entities’ that 

actively engage in the dynamics of the evolving space. However, the exact methods to 

achieve this have only been recently explored as ‘the animal turn’ in social science research.732  

Essentially, cities and their human and nonhuman occupants are ‘inseparable in 

thought and practice’.733 Zoos, according to Braverman, are the embodiment of this divisive 

school of thought. : ‘Without the city, there would also not be a zoo.’734 Cities and zoos alike 

serve as a reminder of man’s attempts to both separate and reconcile the concepts of man 

and beast, to marry the concepts of art and science, and create order amidst chaos. Cities 

have defied man’s attempts at civilization and separation by continuing to host exotic pets, 

sewer rats, migratory birds, and disease causing pathogens.  The evolution of zoos and cities 

go hand in hand, and so does their future.  

The term informal urban green spaces (IGS) is used to refer to empty lots, streets, 
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and fields that are not inhabited by humans.735 They can, therefore, be classified as “terrain 

vague” where vegetation has overgrown,736 unclaimed territories,737or “loose spaces” that 

have been appropriated by the public.738 The bone of contention when it comes to city 

spaces between man, animals, and plants is where each of these belongs. The concept of 

wild spaces within the urban setting is one that is exciting to a number of scholars.739 IGS 

offers a nature within which humans and their non-human counterparts are free to co-exist 

without the space being considered one that is dominated by the former.740 Such spaces are 

ideally devoid of human influence and management. They are not designated as any form of 

greenspace nor are they managed for the same.741 This, therefore, makes them the ideal space 

to accommodate biodiversity within the urban space.742 
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The ecology and interactions within IGS are different from those observed within 

nature reserves or any other parks.743 They provide ‘territories of encounter’ within which 

wild flora and animals can co-exist.744However, in order for them to be functional, we need 

to move away from the idea of a pristine greenspace within which we go to rejuvenate 

ourselves.745According to landscape architect Werner Nohl, these spaces within the urban 

setting that are thought to be wastelands with a seemingly sense of disorganization are, in 

fact, self-organizing. 746 Nature, in its independent and self-regulating properties, is finding a 

way to turn, that which was once thought to be of no value into a useful, and aesthetically 

pleasing space. Not only do these spaces promise of a better future, but also they are hope of 

a world where the ‘wild’ and ‘civilization’ can coexist within the same space. They deviate 

from the dominating mankind over nature that is often experienced within cities and other 

urban spaces. Since humans do not control IGS spaces, their inhabitants are not subject to 

pre-constructed rules of engagement. They, therefore, provide room for a ‘provisional 

arrangement’ in which the possibilities of mutuality between the different inhabitants can be 

explored. As Nohl put’s it, such spaces neither restrict development nor do they inhibit 

human behavior.747  
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Several new projects aim to find ways of gradually introducing animals back into the 

city and to further make room for animal representations. The Animal Estates project by 

artist Fritz Haeg creates homes for animals that used to inhabit Manhattan.748 The urban 

intervention incorporates sculpture, environmental awareness, and habitat restoration. The 

Animal Estates are designed to incite thinking about more favorable and healthy human-

animal relationships. Haeg’s project is constructed in multiple locations, and includes artistic 

performances inspired by animals. “Representations of animals can have very real 

effects…For example, a zoo animal is both real and representational.”749 Therefore, 

environmentalism must campaign using real and figurative forms of animals in order to 

arouse human compassion.  

The way that we refer to animals and ultimately interact with them is highly 

dependent on the mode and time of integration within the space. In the modern city, an 

animal is either categorized as a pet or a pest. Animals considered as pets are adopted as part 

of the family750, clearly treasured751, and transformed according to our desires.752 Creatures 

like rats753 and cockroaches754 are seen as a threat to our very own existence. What is 

interesting in the acceptance of pets is that they are taught (potty-trained, domesticated) to 
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be in line with our beliefs of animality. On the other hand, pests are the complete opposite. 

This usually leaves animals with two options i.e. either fitting into the human mode of living 

or to be dealt away with. These distinctions between pets, feral, alien, and invasive animals 

are more of a reflection of mankind’s ideals rather than any properties held by the animal 

itself.755 It is, therefore, no wonder that spaces such as homes, parks, zoos, cities, and the 

wild exist. Such spaces not only tell us the way in which to relate with animals that have been 

placed in these spaces, but also they offer symbolic significance to the animals as well. 

Defining what an animal is, what its space is, and what role it plays within a largely human 

society. 

The concept of urbanization evolved at the expense of nature.756 Humans exploited 

natural resources and continue to do so in the name of urbanization while giving little regard 

to the fate of the non-human others who lose their homes for mankind to get more 

sophisticated ones.  Within the western context the concept of urbanization was formed on 

the idea of advancement based on domination of nature by culture.757 City builders pushed 

their superior ambitions such as progress and revenue while leaving behind territories and 

persons who were seen as being savage. To this day capitalist urbanization rhetoric shows 

little concern for wildlife leading to the marginalazation of nature and animals.758 This blatant 
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neglect for animal life is reflected in modern urban theory. Urbanization is seen as the 

development of “terra nullius” or empty land , and this language reveals a deeply biased 

thinking, as the wildlands are not actually vacant but rather brimming with animal life.759 

Nonhumans do more than inhabit the city space. They play an important role in 

shaping it and in the process end up being shaped by the different urban interactions.760 

Niche Construction theory is a fairly new addition to the field of evolutionary biology, it 

does not regard the environment as an independent entity, rather manipulated by the species 

that resides in it.761 When adaptation occurs, it either because the species has adjusted to the 

environment or that it has altered the environment to its liking. For example, the bird builds 

a nest himself. Or, the bird inherits a nest to which he himself has to adapt to. Or, a bird 

finds a niche, which he transforms, into a nest for himself. Ultimately corporeal generosity as 

an ethical measure is, therefore, needed.  In order to fully accommodate the different species 

living within cities and achieve a truly more-than-human city, we must acknowledge the 

diversity in interactions and ecological requirements within them that dictate the politics of 

urban nature.762 Disrupting the dominant narratives and acknowledging species’ 

heterogeneity is the only way to attain the benefits of zoocities.763 Therefore, “accommodation 
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of difference”, is called for.764  “Leaks and eddies might help open passages for a praxis of 

care and response—response-ability—in ongoing multispecies worlding on a wounded 

terra”.765  According to political theorist Chantal Mouffe, in order for this pluralistic 

approach to occur, there needs to be a breakdown of polarizing dichotomies such as the 

private-public or we-them dichotomies.766 Some have even urged for nonhumans to be 

categorized as denizens or citizens in relation to their interactions with humans, thus 

affording them some rights. 767 

Urban development across the globe is seeing more non-human animals move into 

cities.768 Non-human animals become city dwellers either by choice or as a result of 

circumstance. For some animals, cities were their original homes long before the 

mushrooming of urban dwellings. Historian Hilda Kean points out, the existence of non-

human animals within the metropolis has for a long time been an acknowledged reality.769 

There is enough evidence proving that our non-human counterparts always have been a part 

of the cities.770 For wildlife to comfortably exist within the city in the past, they had to be 
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able to source their needs within these spaces without attracting unnecessary attention. They 

had to adapt to the ever-changing plans for mankind and find ways in which to use the new 

alcoves and resources offered by the city spaces for their survival. Some animals such as 

poultry and livestock were once welcome but are no longer tolerable within the city space.771  

Wolch coined the concept of “Zoopolis”, and she describes it as a form of co-existing 

with nature in which the city is “re-naturalized or re-enchanted”.772 This movement 

challenges traditional notions of survival, competition, and even the acts of predation. 

Wolch’s remedy to the issue of multiple species co-existence is for the creation of cities that 

make it possible for animals to interact with each other as well as humans. Only in doing so 

can we develop a culture of caring for nature and the animals found within it. Zoöpolis 

presents a critique of modern urbanism by rejecting indifferent wildlife park models. 

However, beyond this fantasy of harmony lies jeopardy and uncertainty. While Wolch’s 

proposals on a zoopolis are noble, her story is only promising in theoretical terms. A 

zoopolis can only be realized when various actions and radical changes are put into place.  

The idea of transspecies cities that accommodate the needs of both humans and 

animals is becoming more popular.773 Haraway, while in agreement with Wolch’s argument 

describes the zoõpolis as a rather chaotic site that results in improved states of the 
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Anthropocene.774 Such arguments work to destabilize the anthropocentric approach to 

today’s life. They call for ethical interactions and resource sharing between the different 

urban dwelling species; simply put, the call for conviviality.775 These arguments are further 

amplified by tackling the “politics of conviviality,” so as to understand the political 

implications of the “more-than-human affair” urban theory.776 For us to achieve a fully 

integrated multispecies city environment, we need to develop an ethic of “conviviality”777 , 

by making a conscience effort to accommodate others and create shared areas.778 
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Urban spaces are full of diverse species, but we are plagued by the need to turn back 

to nature. 779 It is only by realizing how close to and how often we can interact with 

nonhuman others will we arrive at better human-animal interactions.780 Environmental 

historian William Cronon in “The Trouble With Wilderness: or, Getting Back to the Wrong 

Nature,” contends that the current ideology of considering nature to be far away from 

human activities is deceptive and makes us overlook what little nature we do have in the city. 

781 Thus we should prompt ourselves to value all nature near or far. Our daily encounters 

with animals should act as a “reminder of our place in the world and the other creatures that 
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we share it with."782 The cohabitation between humans and animals often occurs below the 

radar, and we need to highlight this to increase awareness so that populations can be 

understood and included as cities evolve. The animals’ adaptation to urban environments 

does not need to be viewed as a fight for survival, or 'just holding on', but as a 'story of co-

existence'.783 The cross-species kinship that we see between the homeless human and stray 

dog as they both seek refuge in a city and challenge such boundaries. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

What would a revolutionized animal future look like and how would it come into being? At 

the risk of seeming too prescriptive, I postulate my manifesto of what a transformed animal 

future could look like.  

Manifesto For Synurbic Space 

1. Romanticized notions of nature are in continuous contradiction with current reality. 

2. Our living space is constantly evolving by species moving into and through our 

urban fabric. 

3. Architects need to design to cater for the ever-changing flux known as nature.  

4. The urban fabric houses unseen synathropes. To manifest them is the challenge of 

this era. 

5. The multispecies landscape requires higher exposure, compound unions, and public 

support. 

6. Design ability is required to make the progressive relationship between humans and 

nature evident.   

7. Unlike popular belief, human interaction with nature, while causing disruption, also 

enriches the living world and its inhabitants. 

8. Investing in skill development, structuring policies, and science and technology can 

support cohabitation in cities.    

9. Decision-making should involve all those that are part of the urban condition. 

10. Building inclusive spaces requires tackling urban issues in all scales and temporalities. 
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An environment is a blend of nature and culture, and nowhere is this interplay more 

richly expressed than in cities, where we see flowers blooming in sidewalk cracks and deer 

sprinting across highways. Studies at a species level show that more than half of native plants 

or animals habitats are found in cities. For example, more than half of the Belgic plant 

species can be seen in Brussels784, and over fifty percent of native birds can be traced back 

into Rome785. Cities are taking major steps towards recognition of potential for progressing 

biodiversity with the focus of planning efforts to establish green infrastructures, research, 

policy tools and educational strategies that could engage key stakeholders more closely with 

urban biodiversity conservation.786 The ‘Curitiba Declaration’ especially focuses on 

developing educational strategies that could lead to sustainability awareness among masses in 

the generations to come. 787 

 Large portions of city people are fond of nature. They take a lot of measures to 

attract wildlife, by crafting different shelters, and spending a considerable amount of money 

to create their ecological ideal.788 In Britain, garden bird feeding is considered a strong 

indicator of the structure of patterns of biodiversity, and how they are affected by 
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socioeconomic and cultural factors.789 Bottom up approaches are more affected by the 

individual and household income as well as personal beliefs and values. On the other hand, 

top down governmental approaches are more constant in their efforts towards increasing 

biodiversity in urban areas. 

 

Figure 19. Ecological patterns in biodiversity efforts790 

One of the main challenges of the 21st century includes the loss of animal populations 

due to urbanization. To avoid these threats, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 

promotes awareness of a sustainable future in cityscapes, because ‘the battle for life on earth 

will be won or lost in urban areas’791, since: 

1. Ecosystems in cities are much more diverse with defining attributes. 

2. Species in cities and suburbs are genetically evolving to deal with the omnipresence 

of humans. 

3. Cities are a significant reservoir for different species that blend together for regional 
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biodiversity 

4. Quality of living shows a progressive trend with increasing global urban biodiversity. 

5. City dwellers can directly experience urban biodiversity, and for many this is the only 

the nature they can interact with. 

Urban homogeneity led to a vicious run of anthropocentrism. Therefore, the modern ark 

has to challenge the interaction and interdependence of species beyond the basic survival of 

Noah’s Ark.792 The world is only as good as its various inhabitants, and animals and humans 

must interact on a deeper level if we are to share this world. Environmentalism, as we know 

it today, is stuck on the idea that we can retain and even recreate the romanticized conditions 

that were once present.793 It is time we transport movements like Deep Ecology and the 

Gaia hypothesis to the context of the 21st century.794 Today’s environmental discussions are 

governed by a sense of doom and gloom.795 With a long list of environmental disasters and 

extinctions, some have even argued that the world may be better off without humans, where 

slogans like “Earth Without Us” or Church of Euthanasia’s “Save the Planet, Kill 

Yourself”.796 With changes in the way we interact with the environment on a cultural, social, 

or even technological level, there is a need to change the conventional concepts and 
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principles of environmentalism. Conservation cannot freeze the present in time, should not 

be tackled only by charismatic animals, and must not enforce limits to conserved areas.  

Synurbic space provides a remedy to what lepidopterist Robert Michael Pyle calls 

“extinction of experience”, as the modern world is less attuned to our sensory surroundings. 

797 Animal places can be used to provide a level of sensuality and purification when put into 

context of a human city. Perspectives can be changed even from our views of companion 

species, where we do not simply walk a dog, but walk with a dog as we follow and learn from 

its olfactory dominant world.798 We live in world with potentially multiple perspectives, the 

artificial, ‘anthropo-city’, and the more naturalistic view – the world that a dog’s differing 

sensory register perceives. 799 Some humans deliberately try to limit the interaction and 

exposure to our more sensory-adept counterparts. This separation of nature being external 

to the city is done to ‘create order by negating certain truths’.800 These preconceived 

mindsets then rationalize the joint presence of human and non-human animal within cities as 

either a deliberate shaped interaction or a boundary cross needing restraint. These biases are 

seen especially when non-domesticated animals transverse into cities and the response is 

often a call for a stronger separation, and not a demand for cohabitation.  

We find ourselves in a space where humankind removed itself from the rest of 
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nature and labeled things to be “natural” or “unnatural” based on its interaction with and 

understanding of these things.  The very concept of the Anthropocene is proof of this. It 

glorifies human’s capabilities to dominate, control, and change ecological processes within 

the planet. According to writer Roy Scranton, there is a need to redefine the concept of 

humanity and the rules that govern it. 801 Poet and naturalist Diane Ackerman echoes these 

thoughts by pointing out the levels to which we strive to separate ourselves from nature. 802  

The manifestation of animals in cities is identified as either common or unlawful. Even 

thinkers who are supportive towards non-human animals often describe these places as 

‘beastly places’,803 mainly to differentiate them from human behavior; nonetheless, it is 

notable that even such labels reveals a level of superiority. Given these inherent biases, it is 

important to holistically view animals in cities. In regards to the feral, we should view the 

presence of these animals in cities less as an ‘embodiment of disorder’ but more as an 

‘imagined order from an equally imaginary chaos’.804  

Synurbic space is designed to syndicate people, animals, and nature in harmony while 

providing a basic understanding of animal lifestyles. This requires a change in mindset from 
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an anthropocentric one to one of coevolution.805 Before re-naturalizing the city, an awareness 

campaign needs to be setup for the residents so that they can show better behavior towards 

the animals introduced. This knowledge also creates an avenue for a reconsidering of many 

urban regulations. This not being limited to animal control practices, but also landscaping, 

green design, infrastructure, energy use, and pollution mitigation — basically all that may 

affect wildlife. Synurbic space also provides the chance for interaction between animals and 

humans and can provide the motivation needed to take political action necessary to protect 

animal habitats and rights. In order to transform synurbic space into a reality, humans would 

need to rethink their planning for urban spaces and incorporate elements that would allow 

for their non-human counterparts to thrive. Synurbic space differs from zoos as we know 

them in the nature and quality of interaction between humans and animals. In the latter, 

there is a separation that exists between humans and animals; one that is promoted partly by 

the architecture of the space. In the former, humans and animals are encouraged to interact 

in a space of mutual respect. Here animals are free to interact and are welcome to stay not 

forced. The interactions between humans and animals in this space are governed by 

principles of reciprocity, mutual observation, and expression. The concept of the synurbic 

space is meant to poke holes in our documented knowledge of animals. Do we have a 

comprehensive enough understanding of animal behavior, wants and needs to enable us 

create suitable enclosures for them to inhabit? Do we sufficiently understand what 

constitutes a quality life for the different animals? In this space, it is up for the animals to 

judge the extent of our understanding.  
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Synurbic spaces are stewarded based on geographical and ecological rather than 

political borders. They are often green spaces that house a collection of floral and faunal 

diversity with corridors connecting them to other spaces. Attention must also be placed on 

the animals’ adaptation strategies, and gaining political support for such a project. Ecological 

analysis should consider the permeability for urban animals to be properly included in the 

urban fabric. Better decisions need to be made regarding land-use, landscaping designs, and 

animal corridors so that they can mitigate stress, mortality rates, and exposure to predators. 

Synurbic spaces acclimate species to the topography, social composition and climate that are 

similar to their environments of origin. They have a ‘let nature run its course’ type of 
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management. Instead of constantly dictating the resources and interactions that the animals 

can enjoy, both flora and fauna are left to their own devices. The only responsibility we have 

is to ensure that the quality of resources surrounding space. Here, the death of animals is 

considered a natural phenomenon and their survival a system success. Synurbic space aims at 

creating viable urban animal populations. This is an interdisciplinary effort that will require 

the collaboration of experts in the different animal science disciplines.  The main aim of the 

structural aspect of this space is to ensure adequate cover, adequate and accessible food 

resources, breeding habitats, proper waste management, technologies, and other 

conveniences that improve the animals’ quality of life. Synurbic space shall, ideally, go 

against the grain of decreasing animal populations across the globe. It shall be the mirror 

through which we observe and evaluate our relationships with and knowledge of animals. It 

will help us evaluate our prowess in designing and building animal shelters that can 

accommodate the growing animal populations and their welfare by gauging the feedback 

given by observing animal behavior. This experimental space will work to improve the lives 

of animals through the introduction of technologies that believe that “nature and city are no 

longer opposites.”806 

Greener on the other side? 

Both human and animal worlds are in a state of chaos. We lack inspiration of what 

the ideal ecologically sound and sustainable future should look like. To create such a vision, 

we need to see past the ‘ifs and buts’ and focus on the ideal scenario that we hope to 

achieve. Fred Polak, one of the founding fathers of Futures Studies, through his work, 
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points out that to create an ideal vision of the future we need to first understand how our 

projections of the future ideals affect the overall outcome of our community.807 Positive 

projections result in positive outcomes, with the reverse holding true. With this in mind, he 

brings forth the argument that for us to achieve positive projections of the future, we need 

to first identify what is wrong with our present world.  

“We need to understand our ailing visions in order to know what to reject and what 
to accept in them, but all our study is only a preliminary clearing of the decks for the 
great act of purposeful, responsible recreation of images of a still glorious future 
which beckons if we have but the wisdom, courage and strength to break through 
the present and lift the veil of the future.”808 

 

 

Figure 30. Poster for the movie “Dawn of the Planet of the Apes”809 
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Currently, our perception of the future world is largely a construct of Hollywood.810 

In the majority of films, the future is presented to us as being in a state of ecological disarray 

with citizens of the earth on either side of the wealth extremes. Some films are thought to be 

warnings of what may come to pass. One common message, however, is the looming 

destruction of the natural aspects on the earth thanks to the doings of the human race. 

However well-intended these works are, could pushing the illusion that the future is only for 

anthropogenically engineered environments, be doing more harm than good? Could this 

display of a primarily human engineered future be as a result of our inability to overcome 

our need to dominate our surroundings?811 What is clear, is the narrow scope of these 

futuristic films that seem to be concentrated on “western hightech, white, heterosexual, 

patriarchal, militaristic, dark blandness where a small number of the rich and powerful men 

are in control. It is a view that misses out on the lushness of human and biological diversity 

and the joyful messiness of plurality and truly democratic systems of shared power.”812  

Our ability to see a future brighter than our current scenarios is dampened by 

constantly being presented with a grim future that is dominated by western technologies.813 

Projections of the future have thus far been centered on the perceived American world 

dominance.814 We stand a chance at changing this narrative by identifying fault in the current 
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projections of future times.815 We need to create a vision within which the health and well-

being of all that we share in the earth’s resources is at the fore front, before any selfish or 

capitalistic intentions. Such a blue print does not necessarily mean the end of conflicts and 

the creation of a homogenous space. It simply provides for alternative, peaceful ways to deal 

with and accommodate such conflicts and diversities.  To achieve this, we need to break free 

of the assumptions presented to us, a task made rather difficult due the constant 

perpetuation of a hegemonic future.816  

Future scenarios take the form of both literal and visual narratives, and are further 

exacerbated by the various scientific findings pointing out the loss of biodiversity. The 

detrimental changes that are witnessed today had in fact been predicted by scientists; 

predictions that fell on deaf ears. We, therefore, need to rebuild our visions for the future we 

hope to attain by working from a positive perspective and employing the empirical evidence 

gathered to support them. In order to envision a different, more sustainable future, we must 

wander past the boundaries of the current world as described by the different forms of 

media and experts.817 We need to look beyond the doom and gloom painted for us in the 

form of a future devoid of nature and the diversity that comes with it. While the current 

projections of the future are meant to serve as warnings, they also potray a hopeless 

future.818 There is an apparent need to change the narrative of the world’s future from that 
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of a damned world to one of hope and promise.819 

 

Figure 31. Still image of the metropolis from the animated film “Zootopia”820 

Urban planning is taking over, often overshadowing the importance of rural 

development and ecological planning. This is a major contributor to the hyper-urban future 

that we have come to accept.821 The perpetuation of this imagery is such that we tend to seek 

the built world for answers to present day problems before looking anywhere else; case in 

point the idea of taking advantage of vertical space for agricultural and zoo keeping 

purposes.822 The looming result of such built solutions will be the reduction in biodiversity, 

the restriction of animals to indoor spaces and the transformation of agriculture from a 

pleasure driven activity to one that is profit driven. The dominant image of the perceived 
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future is also one where the natural habitats of different animals, their ecosystems, and the 

resultant processes that sustain them are peculiarly absent giving the illusion that this is the 

desired outcome.823  

Architectural representations have also seen the future perpetuated as one devoid of 

agricultural spaces, unaccommodating of diversity of any form, and dominated by 

technology.824 The repetition of this definition of the future leaves little room for envisioning 

an alternate, more encompassing world that is more tolerant of biodiversity. There is a need 

for more positive descriptions of our future world if we are indeed to achieve a sustainable 

future.825 Perhaps the difficulty we face in expressing an ecologically healthy future is because 

it necessitates us to articulate our wants and desires.826 Such expressions call for us to be 

more creative in our thinking, rather than hide behind empirical evidences. This is, however, 

a particularly difficult task for those in data dependent fields as well as those who are just 

simply cynical. This is where the architects come in. Such designers can light the way when it 

comes to creating an alternative future for the rest of us to probe and understand. They have 

the ability to look beyond the numbers and cynicism, to highlight that which seems to be 

working to create a peaceful, sustainable, and cohesive future. However, in our quest for 

positive images of the future, we need not burry our heads in the sand with regards to the 

destruction of our natural environments that is evidently going on around us. In the previous 
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chapters, we have been introduced to winged serpents, celebrity rhinos, mechanical beasts, 

sleepless predators, stuffed elephants, and a brown bear in the city. All of these possibilities 

here on earth, the question is who do we want to meet? 
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